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Once upon a time, in a very lonely place, there lived a man endowed by
nature with extraordinary curiosity and a very penetrating mind. For a
pastime he raised birds, whose songs he much enjoyed; and he observed with
great admiration the happy contrivance by which they could transform at
will the very air they breathed into a variety of sweet songs.

One night this man chanced to hear a delicate song close to his house,
and being unable to connect it with anything but some small bird he set out
to capture it. When he arrived at a road he found a shephered boy who was
blowing into a kind of hollow stick while moving his fingers about on the
wood, thus drawing from it a variety of notes similar to those of a bird,
though by quite a different method. Puzzled, but impelled by this natural
curiosity, be gave the boy a calf in exchange for this flute and returned
to solitude. But realizing that if he had not chanced to meet the boy he
would never have learned of the existence of a new method of forming musical
notes and the sweetest songs, he decided to travel to distant places in the
hope of meeting with some new adventure.

Gallilei Gallileo in "II Saggiatore"
quoted from Arthur Koestler in "The Act of Creation"
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1. In bestralingsplanning is het weergeven van dieptedosisfuncties door
middel van getabelleerde gegevens te verkiezen boven het gebruik van
analytische functies.

- Jette, D.
Analytical representation of electron central-axis depth dose data
Med. Phys., 8, 877 (1981)

2. Het is niet juist om absorptie-eigenschappen van fotonenstraling in
zowel het keV- als het MeV-energiedomein te karakteriseren door middel
van slechts één effectief atoomnummer.

- Payne, W.H., et al.
Extrapolation of linear attenuation coefficients of biological
materials from diagnostic-energy X-ray levels to the megavoltage
range.
Med. Phys., 4, 505 (1977)

- Dit proefschrift sectie 3.2.3, 3.3.3, appendix 3ß

3. Een bestralingsplanningsysteem waarin de bundelinstellingen niet in
de schaalwaarden van de bestralingsmachine kunnen worden uitgedrukt,
is gevaarlijk.

4. In de kwantitatieve CT-analyse mogen berekeningen niet worden gebaseerd
op een "kwaliteitsfactor" die onafhankelijk is van de materiaaleigen-
schappen van het afgebeelde object.

- Brooks, R.A.
On the relationship between Computed Tomography numbers and
specific gravity
Phys. Med. Biol., 26, 141 (1981)

- Dit proefschrift sectie 3.2.3

5. De door de NORDIC-groep gespecificeerde nauwkeurigheidseisen voor de
rekenmodellen voor bestralingsplanning staan niet in verhouding tot
de nauwkeurigheid waarmee de stralingsdosis in de praktijk kan worden
voorspeld en tot de nauwkeurigheid waarmee deze in het algemeen aan
de patiënt kan worden afgegeven.

- Dahlin, H. , Lamm, I.L., Landberg, T., Levernes, S., Ills«!. N.
User requirements on CT-based computed dose planning systems in
radiation therapy
Comp. Progr. in Biom., 16, 131 (1983)

6. De radiotherapie heeft haar bestaansrecht voor een belangrijk deel te
danken aan experimenteel en theoretisch onderzoek op het gebied van
de kern- en hoge-energiefysica.



7. De klinische toepassingen van elektronenbestralingen zijn, met name
in vergelijking tot fotonenbestralingen, nog slechts in beperkte mate
ontwikkeld.
Een hoofdoorzaak hiervan kan worden gevonden in de (tot in het recente
verleden geldende) afwezigheid van adequate rekenmodellen voor de
elektronen bestralingsplanning.

- The Computation of Dose Distributions in Electron Beam Radiotherapy
ed. P. Andreo
Umeâ University Sweden, Minab/gotab Publ., Sweden (1985)

- Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 5

8. Om goed te kunnen functioneren in een bedrijf is enig praktisch
inzicht in planning en budgetbewaking onontbeerlijk. Het verdient
daarom aanbeveling om op een zo vroeg mogelijk tijdstip in de
ingenieursopleiding de studenten met deze aspekten vertrouwd te maken.

9. Het verdient aanbeveling om bij de toekenning van subsidie aan
onderzoeks- of ontwikkelingsprojecten de in het verleden geleverde
prestaties van de aanvrager(s) via een soort "bonus-malus"-systeem te
betrekken.

10. De wet op de geneesmiddelenvoorziening verbiedt de ziekenhuisapoteker
de levering van cytostatica voor poliklinische, parenterale toediening.
Een versoepeling van de wetgeving op dit punt is in het belang van de
patiënt.

- Wet op de Geneesmiddelenvoorziening
Art 13, lid 1 sub a

11. De gedachte dat met de voortschrijdende automatisering ook het papier-
loze tijdperk zijn intrede zal doen, berust op een misverstand.

12. Professor Prlwytzkofski heeft met de uitspraak "Hier wordt gener
waarheid gezegd - hier wordt der wetenschap gepleegd" de waarheid
oazegd.

- Marten Toonder
in: Hier ligt een mooie taak "De gekikkerde vorst", pag. 19
De Bezige Bij, Amsterdam (1983)
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Scope of this Thesis

Radiation therapy concerns the application of (strongly) ionizing radiation

for the treatment of malignant diseases. In this thesis a number of aspects

related to this discipline are discussed: it concerns the numerical simulation

of teletherapy treatments (i.e. treatments with external radiation sources).

Such a procedure is identified as teletherapy treatment planning.

Computerized treatment planning is a numerical simulation procedure in which

the distribution of absorbed dose within a patient is predicted and optimized

by systematically modifying a treatment beam configuration. The main goal of

the procedure is to obtain a dose distribution which will optimally fulfill

the therapeutic requirements. These requirements are based on medical/radio—

biological considerations. Teletherapy treatment planning takes place before a

radiation treatment is given to a patient.

The dose distribution within a patient is computed from models which represent

the interaction of a radiation beam with the human tissue. In this thesis we

consider the most commonly used modalities for teletherapy treatment: photon-

and electron beams ranging in energy between about 0.5 and 50 MeV.

The requirements which have been put forth regarding these models are: a) the

models should be applicable to the majority of treatment configurations

encountered in clinical practice, b) the dose computational models must be

sufficiently accurate, c) the computation time must be kept within acceptable

limits, d) the number of dose measurements needed to calibrate the models,

must be kept within limits.

The data required for the dose computational models can be subdivided in three

main classes.

Firstly, the patient data: a three-dimensional representation of the patient

in terms of geometrical data, and parameters characterizing the radiation

interactions will be required. Computed Tomography (CT) provides a very

adequate way of obtaining patient data for planning purposes (chapter 3).

Secondly, beam configuration data: the position of a treatment beam in

relation to the patient geometry must be defined. By expressing the three-

dimensional beam location in terms of the positioning degrees of freedom of a

treatment machine, a direct simulation of a clinical treatment set-up can be

obtained (chapter 2).

Thirdly, basic beam data: a restricted set of dose measurements is required in
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order to calibrate the dose models to the radiation characteristics of a

clinical treatment machine (chapter A and 5).

Once an adequate three-dimensional representation of the patient geometry is

obtained (e.g. from CT), the dose models can be used to predict the

distribution of absorbed dose resulting from a specified treatment beam

configuration. By systematically modifying the beam set-ups, it is possible to

improve on the dose distribution. This process must be repeated until the

clinical- and dosimetric requirements specified for the radiation treatment

are optimally fullfilled.

The final accepted treatment protocol, as obtained from the treatment planning

procedure, forms the basis of the next phase of a radiation treatment: the

administration of the ionizing radiation to the patient.

In this thesis we will restrict ourselves to physical/mathematical backgrounds

of computerized teletherapy treatment planning. Our work can be subdivided in

three main categories: three-dimensional aspects of treatment planning, the

use of Computed Tomography in dose computations, and models for photon- and

electron beam dose computations. These topics, and their mutual relationships,

are summarized in fig. 0.1.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Radiation therapy is a branch of medicine which has developed rapidly over the

years of its existence. The application of ionizing radiation has become one

of the most important methods for treating malignant disease \l\. Many diffe-

rent disciplines contribute to this field \l-3\. A number of new radiation

therapy oriented specialities (radiation oncology, radiobiology, medical

radiation physics, etc.), have resulted from the close cooperation between the

medical profession, and, among others, biologists and physicists.

In this work we will focus our attention on some aspects related to the field

of radiation physics, i.e. medical- and radio-biological aspects will not be

considered.

The developments in radiation physics, both in the understanding of the

fundamentals as well as in instrumentation, have on many occasions led to new

applications in clinical radiation oncology jij. This thesis deals with one of

these applications: "teletherapy treatment planning". In order to introduce

the objective of this study, a concise historical survey of the main

developments in the field of physics and technology of radiation therapy is

given. We will indicate in what way treatment planning is part of this

development. Also the important role that Computed Tomography plays in todays

radiation therapy |4,5| will be incorporated in the discussion.



1.1 Radiation therapy in a historical context

The first applications of radiation therapy

Shortly after the discovery of X-rays by Conrad Roentgen in 1895, the damaging

effect of ionizing radiation on living tissues became obvious. The first

clinical applications of X-rays for the treatment of malignant diseases took

place around the turn of the century.

An alternative to X-ray treatments was found in the use of Radium. After the

discovery of this element by Mme. Curie in 1898 the first indication of its

capacity to cause damage to living tissue was obtained from the well known

Becquerel burn |6|. Becquerel had carried a tube of Radium in his vest pocket

which caused the development of a severe dermatitis.

The first clinical applications of Radium therapy were reported as early as

1901. Since then many forms of Radium and X-ray treatment have been applied

|6,7|. The results were strongly variable and many accidents happened. Patients

and operators were burned due to a lack of radiation protection, inadequate

control of deposited dose, and a poor understanding of the biological effects

of ionizing radiation. This period of trial and error lasted up to about 1920.

In the period 3 920-1940 a scientific basis was given to many concepts that

have proved to be essential to the future development of radiation therapy,

radiation dosimetry, and radiation protection.

Treatment units

Originally the clinical application of X-rays was restricted to the treatment

of the more superficial lesions. The energy of the treatment beam (in general

< 250 keV), and therefore its penetration depth, was not sufficient for a

treatment of deep-seated lesions.

A solution to this problem came from the developments in nuclear physics and

particle accelerator technology over the period 1940-1950 |2,8|.

The nuclear reactor enabled the production of highly energetic, long living

radioactive materials which could then be used for the external irradiation of



patients *. E.g. the Co-60 isotope provided y-rays of 1.17 and 1.33 MeV, while

Cs-137 provided 0.66 MeV y-rays. The penetration depth associated with these

photon energies was sufficient to treat the more deep-seated lesions

succesfully.

Particle accelerators, at first built for nuclear physics applications, but

later adapted for clinical use, could be used to generate photon beams of even

higher energy. In addition to this it was possible to generate electron beams

of a quality suitable for clinical applications.

Shortly after 1950 the first treatment machines containing high output Co-60

or Cs-137 sources (so called isotope-machines) were introduced in clinical

practice |2|. In the same period the first Betatrons found application in

radiation therapy |9|. These machines were capable of generating photon- and

electron beams with energies up to about 30 MeV.

Not much later the linear accelerator was introduced for a similar purpose

|10|. The compact construction of such a machine, which allows for a flexible

and accurate positioning of treatment beams, is found to be of particular

value in clinical use. This also applies to isotope-machines. In comparison to

particle accelerators, these machines are based upon relatively simple

concepts since high voltage, high vacuum and sophisticated cooling technology

is not required. However, the manipulation of permanent high intensity

radioactive sources requires many special safety measures.

Today a wide variety of treatment machines finds routine application ]21 —

These include X-ray devices, isotope machines, many types of linear

accelerators, the Betatron and the Microtron. X-ray-, Y-ray- and electron

beams are the most commonly used treatment modalities. To a much lesser extent

neutrons are also used for treating patients.

In summary: the development of modern clinical teletherapy treatment machines,

especially those capable of generating highly energetic photon- and electron

beams, have profoundly extended the scope of radiation therapy. The MeV photon

beams provide an excellent penetration depth, while the characteristics of

electron beams are especially suitable for the treatment of the more

superficial lesions. The high output of the treatment machines enables a short

treatment time of the patients.

Also identified as "teletherapy" treatments.



Teletherapy treatment planning

From almost the first applications in radiation therapy it was clear that

favourable therapeutic results could only be obtained when the dose applied to

a patient was accurately defined |7|. Attempts to predict the distribution of

absorbed dose resulting from multiple beam arrangements were reported as early

as 1920.

With the growing understanding of the biological effects of ionizing radiation

on healthy- and malignant tissue, it became even more obvious that a precise

knowledge and control of the radiation dose was essential for succesful

treatment. A need emerged for (numerical) simulation methods which would allow

the distribution of absorbed dose in the patient to be predicted and

optimized. This process of treatment simulation, optimization- and analysis

of dose distributions is called "treatment planning".

Up to 1960 most treatment plans were obtained manually by adding up measured

dose distributions |ll|. In the last two decades many types of empirical or

physical-mathematical calculation models have been developed for the purpose

of numerical evaluation of absorbed dose distributions |l2|. Today, models are

available for the computation of dose distributions of all major treatment

modalities.

Computed Tomography

In 1971 an important advancement took place with the introduction of Computed

Tomography (CT) in the field of medical X-ray diagnostic imaging.

CT is based upon the reconstruction of an image plane by a computer to obtain

a tomographic representation of the patient. The reconstruction is based upon

an extensive set of X-ray transmission measurements which are taken from many

different directions in the plane j13|.

CT has developed to become one of the leading tools in diagnostic imaging. In

addition to this, CT is found to be tailor-made for the purpose of treatment

planning: it characterizes the X-ray attenuation properties of the tissue in

elementary volume elements, rather than its superposition along a fan-ray (as

is the case with conventional X-ray images). Modern teletherapy treatment

planning relies heavily on the transaxial patient information obtained from CT

|A,5,50-59|.



The CT-image is represented as a two-dimensional array of elementary image

cells called "pixels" (resembling a chessboard). Each pixel contains digital

information about the local level of Y~ray attenuation in the corresponding

position in the patient. Extensive reviews on the historical and technical

advances of CT, and on the mathematical backgrounds of CT-reconstruction have

been published by Brooks 113 | and Zonneveld \li\.

In the ten years following its introduction Computed Tomography was mainly

used for diagnostic imaging |l4-15|. This implied that the applications in the

field of radiation therapy were restricted to the localization of regions of

tumourous growth (localization), the analysis of tumour quality (staging), and

to the monitoring of the treatment response (follow-up).

In the late seventies other applications of Computed Tomography received

increased attention. One of these applications is based upon the possibility

of using CT for quantitative analysis. The primary goal of such an analysis

was to obtain information about density, electron-density, and atomic

composition of soft tissue and bone J 30—351.

Quantitative Computed Tomography has found application in treatment planning

where CT-data are used to determine the effect that internal inhomogeneities

like lung and bone will have on the dose distribution |36-39|. This is called

the process of "inhomogeneity correction".

Recent developments

Today a wide variety of new developments takes place in the field of physics

and technology of radiation therapy. Extensive reviews on the scientific

background of radiation therapy have been published by the International

Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements |22-27|.

A continuous development takes place in the field of accelerator technology,

treatment planning, radiation dosimetry, and Tomography. Especially computer

supported technologies and applications obtain much attention |28-29|.

The advances in computer technology enable automatic treatment beam set-ups,

monitoring of treatment sessions, and the automatic verification of a

treatment protocol |75—80|. Modern teletherapy treatment machines enable

conformation therapy: the shape and/or position of the beam is continuously

varied during the irradiation of the patient |76-80|.
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Today increasing attention is paid to three-dimensional treatment planning

|64—70j and imaging |71-74|. New methods for computing electron beam dose

distributions, based on the calculation of the dose by integrating over a

large number of elementary beams (so called "pencil-beams"), form a major

topic of study [29,47—49 j. Similar approaches have recently been proposed for

the computation of photon beam dose distributions |29,41,42|.

New ways of electron beam therapy have been developed using intra-operative

irradiations |81—83|. Also, much attention is currently paid to the prospects

of magnetic resonance imaging for oncology, e.g. for use with treatment

planning procedures |84-86|.
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1.2 Teletherapy treatment planning

Teletherapy treatment planning |ll,17| is a process of treatment simulation,

optimization-, and analysis of dose distributions, which, in general, is

carried out before a radiation treatment is given to a patient. The main goal

of a treatment planning procedure is to find a beam configuration which, when

used to treat the patient, will provide the required lethal dose in the

tumour. At the same time a minimum amount of damage must be caused in the

healthy tissue.

In many teletherapy treatments an acceptable distribution of absorbed dose can

only be obtained through the combination of a number of different beams

entering the patient from different directions, or by moving the beam during

irradiation (e.g. rotation therapy, skip-scan technique). A treatment planning

procedure must provide the means of predicting the dose distribution resulting

from such an arrangement.

Modern computerized treatment planning

Today most treatment plans are evaluated numerically, i.e. a computer is used

to simulate the beam set-ups, and to predict the resulting dose distribution

in the patient. The more sophisticated numerical treatment planning procedures

enable a simulation of almost any treatment beam configuration encountered in

clinical practice. They also provide the possibility to evaluate the

distribution of absorbed dose throughout the entire irradiated patient volume.

Recent advances in computer technology enable one to apply a fast and

interactive way of treatment planning.

Considering the application, two important demands are imposed on the dose

computational models which are used to evaluate the dose distributions.

Firstly, the model must be capable of generating three-dimensional dose

distributions with an accuracy that lies within the limits of clinical

acceptability for all beam-setting configurations encountered in practice (the

estimated requirements on dosimetric accuracy vary between 2 and 5% |17,23,60-

63|).

Secondly, the model and its numerical implementation must be such that a fast
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and interactive way of treatment optimization is possible.

The incorporation of both requirements is often a difficult process resulting

in some sort of compromise.

Computational models

A wide variety of computational models for the numerical evaluation of the

dose distributions of megavoltage photon- and electron beams have been

developed over the years. The models used for photon beam dose computations

have been extensively discussed by Johns |2|, Wood 1121, and van de Geyn |40|.

Reviews of the models available for electron beam dose computations have been

published by Sternick |45|, Nusslin |46|, Hdgstom |47J, and Nahum |49|. The

dose computational models used in treatment planning vary from methods which

are based upon the theoretical description of elementary interaction processes

in the irradiated object to techniques which rely on data-bases of digitized

dose measurements |12|.

Physical/theoretical methods and Monte Carlo techniques are found to be less

useful for treatment planning because elaborate mathematical procedures are

involved. In addition to this it is found difficult to incorporate all

properties of the non-ideal clinical treatment beams.

On the other hand, methods which are based upon data-bases of measured beam-

data are subject to restrictions. Apart from the fact that these methods may

require an impressive measuring effort and mass data storage facilities, the

approach is often not applicable to the more complicated treatment beam

arrangements. Also, the influence of variability in patient geometry on the

distribution of absorbed dose can be incorporated with only limited accuracy.

In the light of these limitations method . which are based upon empirical- or

semi-empirical functions have found wide acceptance in treatment planning.

With semi-empirical dose computational models, as for instance discussed in

this thesis, general physical-mathematical functions are proposed to

characterize the radiation interactions. These functions can be computed from

a restricted set of dose measurements and/or contain parameters that can be

adjusted to obtain a good agreement between theory and experiment. This

approach is advantageous in a number of ways.

Firstly, speed of computation: the models are relatively simple and thus can

be used in interactive treatment planning procedures.

Secondly, accuracy of the dosimetry: the models are calibrated to represent

the characteristics of a clinical treatment beam.
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Thirdly, measuring effort: only a restricted set of beam dose measurements is

required for overall dose computations.

Treatment planning patient information

The patient information needed for the treatment planning purposes discussed

here can be subdivided into two types:

- Information which is needed for accurate localization and delineation

of the tumour area and the organs at risk, or information which

serves the more general purpose of detection and staging. In short

any diagnostic information that supports the specification of

optimization criteria and conditions for treatment and treatment

planning.

- Information which serves the purpose of obtaining an accurate set of

geometrical and physical data, representing the patients internal-

and external properties for the purpose of dose computations. More

specifically information needed for correcting the dose distribution

in three dimensions in regarding the influence of the shape of the

body outline and the internal inhomogeneities like lung and bone.

The traditional basis for representing patient information and optimizing dose

distributions is found in the transverse plane |ll|. In those situations where

the computation of dose distributions in more than one transverse patient

cross-section, or in oblique cross-sections is required, a three-dimensional

representation of the patient geometry must be made available. By covering a

region in the patient by a series of contiguous axial CT-scans such a 3D

representation can be obtained |67-70|. An analysis of treatment planning

procedures based upon this approach is given in chapter 2.
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1.3 Computed Tomography

The CT-scanner is the only diagnostic X-ray device which provides a high

accuracy transaxial patient representation instead of for a transmission

image. The image representation obtained from CT-scanning is expressed in

terms of Hounsfield-values. This is a relative scale which represents the

local level of X-ray attenuation in each image element or pixel |l4|. The

definition of the Hounsfield-value reads H = 1000 (u - u )/u , where u is the
w w

linear attenuation coefficient in the pixel and [j the linear attenuation

coeffient of water for a beam of identical radiation properties. The image

matrix of a modern CT-scanner has the dimension of 256 x 256 or 512 x 512

pixels. This provides for an image resolution which can vary between about 0.5

and 2 mm.

The information obtained from CT-images for applications in radiation therapy

can be classified as follows:

- The image provides high resolution diagnostic information to be used

for detection, staging and follow-up studies |58|. Since "CT may even

demonstrate metastases in sites which would be left undetected by

conventional techniques" |59|, it has become possible to delineate

the treatment target(s) and critical regions in the patient with high

precision. From multiple CT-slices the extent of the tumour can be

defined in three dimensions j 73—74 j.

- The image provides quantitative information that can be used for dose

computations j36—391 (i.e. in inhomogeneity correction procedures).

In the application of Computed Tomography for the latter purpose a number of

problems arise. The pixel information contained in a CT-image cannot be used

for inhomogeneity correction purposes without modification. The Hounsfield-

unit, being based upon X-ray attenuation coefficients relative to water, does

not provide an appropriate scale for computing the absorption strength of

therapeutic photon- or electron beams. This is due to the fact that the

interaction processes in the MeV range (therapeutic energy range) differ
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essentially from those in the KeV range (diagnostic energy range). For this

reason the Hounsfield-values need to be converted into physical parameters

characterizing the radiation interaction properties of the treatment beam |36—

39|. The background to such a conversion procedure is discussed in chapter 3.



1.4 Objective and contents of this thesis

This thesis covers a number of topics related to medical radiation physics.

The study deals with numerical methods for predicting dose distributions in a

patient, i.e. it concerns computerized treatment planning. As mentioned

before, medical- and/or radio-biological aspects of radiation therapy will not

be dealt with. Even within the issue of treatment planning we do not pretend

to be exhaustive. We only deal with teletherapy treatments, where the proposed

methods are to provide an adequate compromise between simplicity, numerical

efficiency and dosimetric accuracy.

The following topics are discussed:

- A three-dimensional approach to teletherapy treatment planning.

- The use of CT for purpose of dose computation.

- Models and methods for photon- and electron beam dose computations.

Although the different topics are presented as separate entities, with only

limited mutual reference, it is important to note that they form associated

parts of the treatment planning issue.

In chapter 2 consideration is given to application and design aspects of

three-dimensional CT-supported treatment planning. We propose: a method for

devising a 3D patient data representation for treatment planning, a method for

simulating 3D treatment beam set-ups, and a formal approach for the

representation of beam dose distributions which is suitable for interactive 3D

treatment planning procedures. Finally, consideration is given to

visualization of beam-, dose-, and patient information, in several types of

oblique planes through the patient.

In chapter 3 we analyze a new method for CT-data conversion (i.e. a procedure

for translating Hounsfield-values to dosimetry related parameters for the

purpose of inhomogeneity corrections). This method is based upon a two-step
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procedure: an experimental- and a theoretical conversion step.

The experimental conversion should incorporate all CT-scanner dependent

influences. It therefore needs to be established for all individual CT-

settings used with treatment planning.

The theoretical conversion incorporates the radiation interaction properties

characteristic of therapeutic photon- and electron beams. It is calibrated to

apply for biological tissues, and therefore needs to be determined only once.

Apart form the above mentioned conversion procedures, chapter 3 will cover

aspects concerning the choice of tissue substitute materials, and it analyzes

the relative importance of the different radiation interaction processes (both

for diagnostic- and therapeutic energies).

Chapter 4 concerns dose computational n.odels for photon beams.

In chapter 4.1 we derive a computational technique, which can be used for

the expansion of experimental y-ray beam data, i.e. a method which allows

for the computation of a complete set of characteristic beam data from

only a limited set of calibration measurements.

In chapter 4.2 a model for computing dose distributions of clinical

photon beams is analyzed. It is based upon the well known principle of

the separation of the total absorbed dose into two components, one for

the primary- and another for the scattered radiation. The adaptation of

this technique, as proposed in this thesis, is based on the computation

of the scattered dose contribution by evaluating the radiation emanating

from a number of square- or almost square sectors in the treatment field.

The procedure incorporates corrections for asymmetries in the treatment

beam intensity (e.g. due to the presence of screening blocks or filters)

and corrections for the influence of patient internal inhomogeneities

(lung, bone, etc.).

Special consideration is given to imbalance in lateral scattering, viz.

the influence that regions of increased or reduced scattering will have

on the regions laterally adjacent to it.

In chapter 5 we propose a simple and numerical efficient method for computing

absorbed dose distributions of clinical electron beams. The method makes use

of the Fermi-Eyges multiple small angle scattering formalism, which finds wide

application in electron beam dosimetry. It is based on a correlation between

the major electron interaction properties in an inhomogeneous object (viz. the
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patient) and reference data for water. Apart from applications in

inhomogeneity correction procedures this method can be used for the purpose of

reduction-, expansion-, and conversion of characteristic beam data.

The dosimetric results of two types of inhomogeneity corrections are

evaluated: a) a method which is based upon a full analysis of the spatial- and

angular distribution function of each pencil-beam individually, where the

distribution functions are computed from theory, b) a method which

incorporates the spatial spread distribution function of each pencil-beam

only, where the data are obtained from experiments.
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A THREE-DIMENSIONAL APPROACH TO TREATMENT
PLANNING

A three-dimensional approach to teletherapy treatment planning is analyzed.

The method is based on a representation of the patient anatomy which is

obtained from Computed Tomography.

A simple and efficient method for the representation of dose distributions is

given. It provides for the possibility to represent the dose distribution of

an individual treatment beam relative to any well defined geometrical position

in the patient or the treatment beam. The method is especially suitable for

use in 3D treatment optimization procedures. The position of a treatment beam,

the dose distribution, and patient anatomical information can be evaluated in

transverse-, coronal- and sagittal cross-sections through the three-dimensional

patient geometry, or in any oblique section.

A beam-setting simulation procedure is presented which allows for the

possibility to define the location of a treatment beam by specification of any

available machine- or table rotational setting (including table rotations, and

rotations of the treatment head). As a result the beam can be positioned

freely in 3D-space, i.e. the method can provide non-coplanar beam set-ups.

Backgrounds of the applied techniques concerning the analysis and

representation of beam-, dose-, and patient information are discussed. Some

illustrative examples have been added.
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2.1 Introduction

Computerized teletherapy treatment planning concerns the numerical simulation

of radiation treatments. In the more traditional approach to treatment

planning the representation of the patient anatomy is based on transverse

cross—sections, where the treatment plan is optimized by evaluating the dose

distribution in just a few of these cross-sections. Often also the adjustment

degrees of freedom for beam set-up are restricted: they provide for the

possibility to specify gantry angle and field-size. As a result the treatment

beam can only be positioned coplanarly, i.e. the central-ray of the treatment

beam is positioned in- or parallel to the transverse cross-section under

consideration.

Although the method outlined above is fully satisfactory for routine planning,

a significant number of clinical cases will require a more involved approach:

it is found necessary to optimize the dose distribution in three dimensions.

This implies that not only the (sometimes very complicated) three-dimensional

shape of the treatment target is to be considered in the analysis, it is also

necessary that the treatment beam can be adjusted in any arbitrary position

required. In addition to this it is important that the distribution of

absorbed dose is evaluated throughout the entire irradiated patient volume,

instead of in one or more transverse patient cross-sections only.

This chapter concerns three-dimensional treatment planning. The model

representations required for this purpose can be divided into four main

topics: a) a patient-data representation for treatment planning, b) the

computation and representation of dose distributions, c) the simulation of

treatment beam set-ups, d) visualization related aspects. By treating each of

these topics as a separate entity, and by establishing their mutual

relationships, we shall develop a more generalized three-dimensional approach

to treatment planning.

We will introduce some of the above items in more detail:

1, Patient-data representation for treatment planning.

In section 2.3 we discuss the definition and use of a patient-data

representation which can be used for the numerical simulation of beam set-
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ups and the computation of dose distributions. Special consideration is

given to the use of Computed Tomography for this purpose: it is possible

to obtain a 3D representation of the patient anatomy from a series of

contiguous axial CT-scans |2-5|.

2. Computation and representation of dose distributions.

In section 2.4 we present a formal method for the representation of dose

distributions. It enables a representation of the dose distribution of an

individual treatment beam relative to any well defined geometrical

position in the patient or the treatment beam. This approach is especially

appropriate for the optimization of the more complicated three-dimensional

treatment beam arrangements.

3. Simulation of a treatment beam set-up.

A simulation method for treatment beam set-ups is presented in section

2.5. It provides for the possibility to specify any machine- or table

rotational setting (viz. gantry rotation, diaphragm rotation, treatment

head rotation(s), and table rotation(s)). As a result a full 3D

positioning of the treatment beam has become possible (i.e. the simulation

procedure enables arbitrary non-coplanar beam set-ups).

In section 2.2 some general aspects of 3D treatment planning are discussed.

Also some consideration is given to visualization of patient-, beam-, and dose

information. This can take place in several directions through the patient

volume: in the transverse-, coronal-, and sagittal direction, and in oblique

sections. An example of a treatment plan is given to demonstrate the potential

of this approach.
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2.2 Outlines of three-dimensional treatment planning

2.2.1 General remarks

Patient-data for treatment planning

The representation of a patient, as obtained from Computed Tomography (CT),

can be used in tumour diagnostics and staging, or can be manipulated to

provide information on which dose computations can be based.

In order to represent the patient for the latter purpose we introduce an

orthonormal patient coordinate-system, e = (e, , e_ , e ); see fig. 2.1. To

each point in the patient a set of coordinate values is assigned (p1,p2,p3).

The unit-vectors are defined as follows *: £ points in the direction

sinister—dexter, js_ points anterior-posterior, and ê  is in the direction

caudal-cranial. The origin of the coordinate-system is arbitrarily chosen.

An axial CT-scan results in a Hounsfield-value for each pixel position in a

transverse cross-section * (see fig. 2.1), and is represented in terms of a 2D

data-array. We will refer to it as the CT-slice.

A 3D patient-data representation will be required on which dose computations

can be based. This can be obtained by manipulating the data contained in the

CT-slices (see section 2.3). The 3D representation is obtained by covering the

patient volume of interest to radiation treatment by a series of contiguous

axial CT-slices |l,ll,12,16|. The mutual positions of the CT-slices must be

chosen such that the differences in the external topography or internal

structure of the patient does not vary too strongly (see section 2.3, ICRU-29

The direction of the epi-, ep2- and e,P3-axes are defined as the lateral-,
frontal-, and axial direction respectively.

Cross-sections perpendicular to the epx-, eP2- and ep3-axes are defined as
sagittal-, coronal- and transverse cross-sections respectively.
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Fig. 2.1 - The definition of the orthonormal patient
coordinate-system.
Some CT-slices, as used to obtain a three-dimensional
representation of the patient, are also indicated.

|l6|, and Landberg |ll|). The patient-data representation obtained in this way

refers to a well defined volume in 3D-space, which we identfy as the "patient-

box".

The dose distribution of a treatment beam

The dose distribution in the patient will be a function of the properties of

the treatment beam. These can be expressed in terms of the radiation

properties (i.e. beam energy, the fluence distribution of the primary beam,

etc.), and beam geometrical aspects. Dose calculation models should

incorporate all these aspects. In treatment planning it is customary to

express the dose distribution of a treatment beam (and therefore the dose

computational model) in terms of a beam related orthonormal coordinate-

system. This we will refer to as e^ = (e.x,e_ ,e_ ), where the unit vectors e_ ,

e_ point in the diaphragm X- and Y-direction (as defined by the International

Electrotechnical Commission |l4|) respectively, and e_ points in the beam

propagation direction. The origin of this coordinate-system is positioned at a

fixed reference distance, fr, from the source; see fig. 2.2. This implies that

the position of the source is given by x,f = (0,0,-fr). More details are given

in section 2.4 (see also ch. 4 and 5).
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^patient coordinate
p -system

machine
isocentre

Fig. 2.2 - A beam in treatment set-up.

Several coordinate-systems are indicated:
. The beam coordinate-system: e x

 = (e_x,e_v,ez)
The origin of the coordinate-system is attached to the
beam central-ray at a reference distance fr from the
source (see also fig. 2.11).
The patient coordinate-system: ep = (ep ,ep ,ep )
The machine coordinate-system: ej; = (ê , ,em

2,em )
Further details are given in figT 2.4. 1 2

As has been indicated in the figure, the machine isocentre
is not necessarily positioned at the central-ray of the
treatment beam: a rotation r.f the treatment head
(head-rotation and/or head-pitch) may be involved in the
beam set-up.

2.2.2 Beam-setting concepts

A teletherapy treatment machine (see IEC |l4|) can provide the following

geometrical machine settings: gantry-rotation, head-rotation, head-pitch,

diaphragm X-,Y-setting (both symmetrical and asymmetrical) and diaphragm-

rotation. With some of these treatment machines, also the distance between

source and machine isocentre can be varied. Treatment tables can provide the

following movements: table-top rotation, table isocentric rotation, and the

translations in the longitudinal-, lateral- and vertical direction. A survey

of these machine- and table-degrees of freedom is given in fig. 2.3.
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table top
rotation

table isocentric
rotation ds

table vertical
displacement

Fig. 2.3 - Rotation- and translation degrees of freedom of a
"general" teletherapy treatment machine.

In a clinical set-up of a patient for radiation treatment, it is not

satisfactory to define the location of a treatment beam by means of the

explicit specification of all of the machine- and table rotations and

translations.

Instead, the following method is usually followed:

The machine- and table rotational degrees of freedom are adjusted. By

employing table translations, the patient is positioned either with respect to

the central-ray of the treatment beam (SSD-technique * ) , or with respect to

the machine isocentre (isocentric-technique * ) .

It is possible to distinguish between two types of treatment set-up \l5\:
- SSD-technique (Source-Skin Distance technique).

This is a treatment set-up where the position of the patient is
adjusted with respect to the treatment beam (viz. by positioning the
patient with respect to the central-ray of the treatment beam:
adjusting beam entry point and source-skin distance).

- Isocentric technique.
This is a set-up where the patient is positioned with respect to the
machine isocentre (which is by definition the position of the origin of
the machine coordinate-system; see fig. 2.4).
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The numerical simulation of a treatment beam set-up is based upon similar

concepts. However, in conventional simulation practice treatment beams are to

be positioned coplanairly (viz. the central-ray of the treatment beam must be

positioned perpendicular to the patient axis: only gantry- and diaphragm-

rotation are provided for). In this thesis we present a simulation method

which does not incorporate any restriction in regard of the position and

direction of a treatment beam: a choice can be made for the value of all the

machine- and table rotational degrees of freedom, together with the position

of the beam entry-point or the machine isocentre. The set-up defined in this

way can be adapted by modifying any of these parameters in any sequence. The

table translations are computed from the set-up chosen, i.e. they are treated

as dependent variables.

The above mentioned procedure enables the simulation of any arbitrary 3D beam

set-up (at least as long as it does not violate the mechanical limitations of

the treatment machine). It therefore can significantly extend the scope of the

clinical applications.

The mathematical backgrounds of the simulation procedure are presented in

section 2.5. It models the transformation equations between the patient

coordinates C§_p) and the beam coordinates (.§_x). The coefficients of these

transformations will be expressed in the machine- and table settings (except

table translations). It is useful for this purpose to introduce a new

coordinate-system. This orthonormal coordinate-system (referred to as the

machine coordinate-system, £ m = (e_m , e_m , e m̂ ), and defined according to fig.

2.4), is chosen such that neither machine nor table settings affect the

orientation of the coordinate-axes, or the position of the origin.

Fig. 2.4 - The (orthonormal)
machine coordinate-system.
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2.2.3 Display-planes

As is explained in section 2.2.1, CT-slices are used to obtain a 3D

representation of the patient.

One of the issues of this thesis is the introduction of a "display-plane",

which will be used for visualization purposes *. The orientation of a display-

plane with respect to the patient representation can be arbitrarily chosen

(i.e. the plane can be arbitrarily positioned through the patient-box).

In connection to the display-plane we define an orthonormal visualization

coordinate-system, e_™ = C^™. e^, e_). The coordinate origin is positioned in

the plane, and e_ is perpendicular to it (see fig. 2.5). A display-plane is

mapped on an imaging device (e.g. a raster-scan display) in such a way that

the unit vectors e_ , e_r, correspond with the horizontal- and vertical display-

axes respectively. The direction of e will be referred to as the view-

direction. In this way the patient-, beam-, and dose information associated to

the different locations in the display-plane can be visualized.

Our method makes use of transformation equations between the visualization-

coordinates CS Q ) . and any of the other defined coordinate-systems (being e_~>,

—x' — m)» s e e section 2.6. When the position and orientation of a display-plane

is defined with respect to the patient coordinate-system, it becomes possible

to convert geometrical positions in the display-plane (e.g. a dose-grid), to

corresponding positions in beam- and patient coordinates for the purpose of

dose computation (see section 2.6). Reversely geometrical positions in the

patient or treatment beam can be converted to visualization coordinates. This

provides for the possibility to compute and visualize patient structures and

the location of the treatment beam, relative to the position of the display-

plane (see methods presented in addendum B). Some examples will be presented

in the next section.

In radiation therapy the word "plane" is frequently used to identify an
arbitrary cross-section through the 3D patient geometry. In the present
analysis a display-plane refers to a mapping of patient anatomical
information, information defining the location of the treatment beam, and
dose information, at the different locations in the plane.
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The following choices for the positioning of display-planes through the

patient-box are the most obvious (fig. 2.6): transverse-, sagittal-, and

coronal planes (identified by T-, S-, and C-planes; see middle row of fig.

2.6). In the bottom row of fig. 2.6 we see three more choices: the PT-, PS-,

and PC-planes. These planes are perpendicular to the T-, S-, and C-planes

respectively, and can be easily identified by their lines of intersection.

A special case of plane orientation (the beam-eye view) has been developed by

Goitein |18|. His approach corresponds to a positioning of a display-plane

perpendicular to the central-ray of the treatment beam. This type of

representation is very suitable for optimizing the geometrical shape of an

(irregular) treatment field in such a way that an adequate tumour coverage is

obtained.

display-plane

' N f v'ew direction

PATIENT-BOX DISPLAY

Fig. 2.5 - The definition of a "display-plane".
The display-plane is mapped on a display (e.g. raster-scan
display or plotter): the data associated to each location in
the display-plane can be used for purpose of visualization
of patient-, beam-, and dose information at the
corresponding position in the patient.
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transversal (T) sagittal (S) coronal (C)

perpendicular
transversal (PT)

perpendicular
sagittal (PS)

perpendicular
coronal (PC)

Fig. 2.6 - An overview of a number of different well defined
ways of positioning a display-plane through the
three-dimensional patient region (which is identified by the
patient-box).
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2.2.A Example of a 3D-treatment plan *

In this section we present an example of a three-dimensional treatment plan.

It concerns a simulation of a treatment set-up for a Co-60 treatment machine.

Six of the CT-images used to obtain a 3D patient representation are given in

fig. 2.7 (top image). The field of view of the individual images is 40 x 40

cm, and the mutual spacing between the slices is 2 cm. In fig. 2.7 (bottom

image) one of the CT-images is shown in more detail. A manually indicated

target-region and an automatically generated body outline are indicated.

In fig. 2.8 (top left) the contours, as identified on the original CT-images,

are shown in perspective view. These contours identify the location of the

body outline and target-region in 3D space. Also a sagittal- and coronal plane

are shown. The contours indicated in these planes represent the geometrical

cross-section of the 3D body-outline and target-region with these planes. The

dashed lines identify the positions of the first- and last CT-slice to which a

body- or target-outline has been assigned. The representation of the patient

in the region beyond the first- and last CT-slice is obtained by

extrapolation. It provides for the possibility to inspect the dose

distribution up to the edges of the defined patient area more precisely.

In fig. 2.8 (bottom left) the cross-sections of mutually perpendicular

display-planes are visualized on a sagittal-, coronal-, and transverse plane.

This type of visual information offers substantial support to the process of

defining or selecting the location of a display-plane at which we want to

visualize patient-, beam-, and dose information. In the present example the

transverse display-planes coincide with the positions of the original CT-

slices used to obtain the 3D patient representation, as can be seen from the

data presented in the sagittal- and coronal sections.

A first step in the optimization of a treatment plan is by choice of an

approximately correct geometrical field-size and angle of beam entrance. In

order to improve on this initial set-up, the position of a treatment beam with

respect to the target- and/or critical-region(s) must be visualized.

The results which concern the representation of geometrical structures in
3D-space have been computed from the methods presented in addendum B.
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Fig. 2.7 - CT-scans of the thorax region.

Top of figure:

A series of contiquous axial CT-arans ,IH used to i)tnwr<)tp
a three-dimensional representation of the patient (in
terms of the pat icnt-box). The spacinq between the
slices in the axial direction in 2 cm. The different
examples qiven in this section have been obtained from
this patient representation.

Bottom of figure:

CT-scan with automatically traced body-out 1inc. The
target area has been defined manually.
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Top left:
Reconstruction of the body outline and target area in a sagittal- and
coronal plane. The reconstructed contours are computed from the series
of contiguous outlines, as identified on the original CT-images. The position
of the first- and last CT-slice have been indicated by dashed lines (outer
dashed lines). The position of the first- and last CT-slice at which a
target contour has been identified, are also identified by dashed lines
(inner dashed lines).
Bottom left:
The mutual perpendicular positions of the available display-planes.
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Fig. 2.8 (cont.)
- Top right:

The geometrical cross-section of a treatment beam with a display-plane. The
central-ray of the treatment beam is identified by an arrow. The field
boundary is indicated by means of thick dashed lines.

- Bottom right:
Isodose distribution of a four beam treatment plan (identified by 1—-4).
Treatment beam: Co-60.
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Fig. 2.9
- Figure left:
Transverse display-planes (-6 —*•+6 cm).
The displacement of the target region in the axial
patient direction requires a 5° diaphragm rotation.
Left column: unrotated field.
Right column: rotated field.
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Fig. 2.9 (cont.)
- Figure right:
A transverse-, sagittal-, and coronal display-plane
(see also fig. 2.8 top right).
Top of figure: unrotated field.
Bottom of figure: rotated field.
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An example of such a display is given in fig. 2.8 (top right): the location of

the treatment beam can be evaluated in three dimensions from its geometrical

intersection with the different display-planes. A further example is given in

fig. 2.9. As can be seen from these figures an adequate coverage of the

treatment target requires the treatment field to be slightly rotated. The

magnitude of this rotation is very hard to optimize from the inspection of a

large number of transverse sections (fig. 2.9, left side). However, from the

geometrical cross-section of the beam with the available sagittal display-

plane (fig. 2.9, right side), it is possible to find the appropriate angle of

diaphragm-rotation with only little effort.

Once an approximately correct geometrical positioning of the treatment beam is

obtained, the dose distribution can be computed. This distribution must be

judged with respect to the desired and undesired properties of the radiation

interaction with the patient (e.g. by analyzing tumour coverage, flatness of

tumour dose, the dose to radiosensitive organs, etc. |l9,20|).

An example of a dose distribution of a treatment plan which consists of four

treatment beams is given in fig. 2.8 (bottom right). The evaluation of dose in

the different types of display-planes provides for a very appropriate way to

obtain an impression of the dose-distribution throughout the entire irradiated

patient volume.
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2.3 Patient-data

Several major steps of data processing will be required in order to convert

the data contained in a series of contiguous axial CT-slices, to a 3D patient-

data representation on which dose computations can be based.

A summary of these steps will be presented:

1. Image outlining.

This is a procedure in which the body contour, treatment target, critical

organs, etc., are identified on the individual CT-images. Treatment target

and critical organs are generally identified by manual indication.

Automated outline tracing techniques (in terms of iso-Hounsfield search

methods) can be used for determining the patients body contour, lung

regions, etc.

The different geometrical regions in the patient, as identified by the

outlining procedure, are represented on the CT-images by polygons. The

axial position of these outlines will correspond to the axial position of

the CT-slice at which they have been identified.

2. Conversion of Hounsfield-values.

The parameters characteristic of the interaction of diagnostic X-ray beams

with human tissue will differ from those characteristic of therapeutic

beams. For this reason the pixel information contained in a CT-image needs

to be converted to a more appropriate scale.

We convert the Hounsfield-values to electron densities relative to water.

For an extensive discussion of this procedure we refer to chapter 3.

3. Generation of a 3D voxel-matrix.

By combining a series of contiguous axial CT-slices (where each CT-slice

contains 256 x 256 or 512 x 512 pij;el-elements), a patient

representation in terms of a 3D data-array is obtained. This

representation will be identified as the "voxel-matrix" *. The voxel-

matrix refers to the patient geometry contained in the patient box. In the

axial direction, the geometrical dimensions of the voxel-cells are

restricted to the midway position between neighbouring CT-slices.

A voxel is a three-dimensional analogue of a pixel.
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Therefore, by choice of the position of the CT-slices it is possible to

control the range over which a CT-slice can be considered to be a

legitimate representation of the patient geometry in the axial direction

4. Reduction of the voxel-matrix dimension.

For reasons of computational efficiency the dimension of the 3D voxel-

matrix will be reduced. The dimension of the original voxel-matrix in

the lateral- and frontal direction is either 256 x 256 or 512 x 512

(corresponding to the dimension of the original CT-image; see discussion

above). Depending on the required application we reduce this dimension to

either 32, 64, or 128 elements (fig. 2.10). The dimension of the voxel-

matrix in the axial patient direction will not be adapted: its dimension

is solely determined by the number of CT-slices used.

The values contained in the reduced voxel-matrix are obtained by algebraic

averaging over the data contained in the original pixel-matrices.

The series of contiguous outlines (point 1 above) is used to obtain a three-

dimensional representation of the body surface and the other geometrical

regions within in the patient which are of interest to treatment planning.

The 3D voxel-matrix (point 4 above) is used to incorporate the influence that

internal inhomogeneities (lung, bone, etc.) will have on the dose

distribution. In dose computations this is identified as the process of

"inhomogeneity corrections". In other words: the voxel-matrix is used to

characterize the dosimetric properties of the patient. Some general

considerations in regard of voxel-matrix based inhomogeneity correction

procedures are given in appendix 2A. A numerically exact ray-tracing

technique, to be used in conjunction with a voxel-matrix based patient

representation, is presented in addendum C.

Backgrounds of the voxel-matrix representation.

While a patient data representation with high spatial resolution is

indispensable for diagnostic purposes and for accurate image

outlining (see point 1 above), such a representation will not always

be required for the purpose of inhomogeneity corrections. Data

reduction by algebraic averaging (point h above) will provide a

smoothing of the patient representation in the lateral- and frontal

direction. Also, it will bring the resolution of the patient

representation more in line with the resolution in the axial patient

direction.
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In some occasions the reduced voxel-matrix may well provide a more

realistic representation of the patient geometry during treatment

(averaging over a small area due to moving or breathing of the

patient). In addition to this the amount of digital information

stored in, and handled by the computer is reduced. This will improve

the efficiency of the computations.

A Monte Carlo analysis of the effect of the resolution of voxel-

matrix representations on the accuracy of y-ray dosimetry (Webb &

Fox |17|) shows that a voxel-matrix resolution of the order of 1 cm

in the lateral- and frontal patient direction, and a resolution of 1

- 2 cm in the axial direction is in general sufficient for accurate

inhomogeneity corrections.

High resolution voxel-matrices (providing for voxel-cells of about

0.2 to 0.5 cm) will be required especially for electron beam dose

computations.
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9T-

Fig. 2.10 - A CT-scan (256 x 256 pixel-matrix) compressed to
a 128 x 128, 64 x 64 and 32 x 32 voxel-matix by means of
algebraic averaging.
Layout; top left: 256 x 256 top right: 128 x 128

bottom left: 64 x 64 bottom right: 32 x 32
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2.4 Representation and optimization of dose distributions

Treatment planning concerns the numerical simulation of dose distributions. By

systematically adapting the treatment beam configurations in the simulation

procedure, the dose distribution can be improved (optimized). This

optimization process is continued until the resulting dose distribution

fulfills the therapeutic requirements specified for the radiation treatment.

In this section a method is presented which can be used for the optimization

of dose distributions resulting from multiple beam arrangements. The method is

based on the evaluation and optimization of relative distribution functions.

Use is made of a formal method for the representation of the dose distribution

resulting from the individual treatment beams. It can be considered a

generalization of the method for beam dose representations proposed by the

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU-24 |l5|).

The treatment time * is considered to be a dependent variable, i.e. it is

derived from the optimized relative distribution function instead of being

used as one of the parameters available for direct specification. The method

can provide sufficient freedom to meet individual (to clinic or treatment-

planner) requirements.

The analysis presented in this section is subdivided in the following parts:

First, the representation of the dose distribution of a single beam is

discussed. Next, we consider the representation- and optimization of dose

distributions resulting from multiple beam arrangements respectively. Finally

consideration is given to the computation of treatment times.

The dose distribution of a single treatment beam

Although many treatment configurations concern the use of multiple beam

The "treatment time" is the time of irradiation which will be required to
arrive at the level of absorbed dose specified for the treatment.
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arrangements, we first evaluate a method for the representation of the dose

distribution resulting from a single treatment beam. This is essential, since

the dose computational models used in treatment planning (see chapter 4 and 5)

apply for a single treatment beam only.

In order to incorporate radiation properties characteristic of a certain

treatment machine, it is customary to calibrate the dose computational models

to (a restricted set of) dose measurements. These measurements are referred to

as "calibration data" or "basic beam data". They are obtained from dose

measurements in a homogeneous phantom (usually a water bath), for a well

defined reference set-up of the treatment beam.

So, we will distinguish between the following situations (fig. 2.11):

- The actual beam set-up.

This is the beam set-up used with the treatment of the patient.

In a beam oriented coordinate-system (fig. 2.2), at positic . 21 =

(x,y,z), the dose deposited by the treatment beam for a given

treatment time t, is represented by D(2£,<J>,<); see also eq. (2.1)

below.

The symbol <t> stands for a number of parameters representing the

adjustment of the treatment machine in terms of beam energy,

geometrical set-up, etc. It also incorporates the properties of beam

shaping attributes like wedge-filters, compensators, regularly- or

irregularly shaped screening-blocks, etc.

The symbol K represents the geometrical- and dosimetric properties of

the patient (see section 2.3).

The reference set-up.

This is the beam set-up from which the calibration data are obtained.

It will be identified by the subscript o (viz. (to, <o).

By definition the symbol <t>o represents the set-up of an open beam

(i.e. a beam without attributes), which enters at right angles to the

flat surface of a homogeneous phantom. The symbol <o represents the

phantom properties.

The distribution function P(x.,<t),K) is defined to represent the dose at point

_x, relative to the dose at the position of the central-ray depth-dose maximum

of the reference beam, x, • x^. This implies that the distribution of absorbed
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REFERENCE
BEAM SETTING

ACTUAL
BEAM SETTING

Fig. 2.11 - Schematic representation of a beam in reference
set-up and a beam in actual set-up. The origin of the beam
coordinate-system, e^ = (e^.e^.e^.), is positioned at the
central-ray entry-poTnt of the beam in reference set-up
(i.e. at a distance fr from the source). The reference
set-up and the actual set-up are related to each other
through the reference source-skin distance, fr, and the
aperture of the beam (i.e. the field-size at f r).

Notation used: fr - reference source-skin distance
fa - isocentric distance
f - actual source-skin distance
cir - field-size at reference distance
a_3 - field-size at isocentric distance
a_ - field-size at actual source-skin

distance
Xj. - position of reference entry-point (by

definition (0,0,0))
Xa - position of machine isocentre
x - arbitrary position within the patient
djj - depth associated to point x
dJJJ - depth of dose-maximum
J2 - aperture of treatment beam

Note:
Only a limited number of the geometrical parameters
mentioned above are actually used in the analysis of chapter
2. However, they are relevant to the analysis presented in
chapter 4 and 5 (dose computational models for photon- and
electron beams).
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dose can be written as *:

(2.1) D(x,(j>,iO = D(x ,d>o,Ko) P(x,<i>,K)
m

In this expression D(x̂ ,<!>,<), DCinv <t>o,<o), is the dose deposited at the

position >£ in the patient (expressed in beam coordinates), and the dose

deposited at itjn of the reference set-up respectively. Both dose values apply

for the same treatment time t (treatment times are either expressed in

[monitor units] or [seel; see discussion at the end of this section).

Models for computing P(_x, $. K) for photon- and electron beams are presented in

chapter 4 and 5.

The relation between D(JC,<)>,<) and treatment time can be evaluated as follows.

Rearranging eq. (2.1) gives:

t 9

D(X,4),K) = (/ V-D(X .(tlo.Ko) <Jt ) P(X,4>,K)

t

(2.2) = (/ D'(X ,d>o,Ko)
 d t ) P(£,*,K)

o ~m

= t D'(X ,<|)o,ICo) P(X,<t>,IC)

In this expression the function D^x^.iJio.Ko) is the differential output (dose

rate) at Jt in the reference set-up. It is obtained from ionization chamber

measurements.

Multiple beam arrangements

As has been discussed earlier, the major goal of a treatment planning

procedure is to establish a dose distribution in the patient, in such a way

that the tumour region is appropriately irradiated. At the same time the

healthy tissue must be spared as much as possible. Often this can only be

achieved by employing multiple beam arrangements. The dose distribution

resulting from such an arrangement can be written as:

Formally, it would have been more correct to identify the distribution
function by means of P(x_,^,K,^o,Ko). However, the symbols <t>0, <0 have been
omitted in order to simplify the notation.
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Dj-(P) = I D.(x,d>,K>

(2 3) k
" = [ t. D!(x ,(t>0,K0) P.(x,<J),<)

i=l X

In this expression Dj; represents the total absorbed dose at the point j) in the

patient. Dj; is a function of all variables indicated at the right hand side of

the equation. However, for simplicity of notation these dependencies will not

be indicated. Di represents the dose deposited by beam i for a treatment time

t^, and D^ is the differential output of beam i. L denotes the number of

treatment beams taking part in the plan (i = 1....L). The position j>

identifies the point of calculation in a coordinate-system related to the

patient geometry; it is related to x̂  = _x.i by the transformation equations of

eq. (2.14) for beam i (see section 2.5).

It is the aim of a treatment planning procedure to find values of <t>i and t^ in

such a way that the dose distribution identified by D<r(j)) fulfills the

therapeutic requirements as closely as is practically possible.

Optimization of dose distributions

For the numerical simulation and optimization of a treatment plan, it is

advantageous to represent the dose distribution in the patient in terms of a

relative distribution function. This relative distribution function is

optimized by systematically varying the set-ups of the individual beams which

are part of the treatment plan.

In order to simplify the process of interactive optimization, we introduce a

relative distribution function, R^(2C,<1>,K) , which is defined by:

1
(2.4) R.(x,<l>,K) = P.(x,<)),<)

1 ~ W. P * ~

i ni

in which:

Wi = The filter normalization factor.

Wi is a variable whose value, at least in theory, can be

arbitrarily chosen. Usually WA = 1. We use V^ to provide for a

choice for the representation of the dose distribution of a

beam in which a screening filter is inserted. By taking 1 ^ = 1 ,

the full effect of attenuation through the screening filter is

represented by Ri, since this effect is incorporated in Pi. By

taking Vi equal to the attenuation along the central-ray of the
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primary beam through the screening filter, R^ is renormalized:

the central-ray depth-dose distribution function is (almost)

identical to that of the open beam (i.e. a beam without scree-

ning filter). More details are given in appendix 2B.

= The normalization dose.

The normalization dose is defined by Pn. = Pi(jin,<J)n.Kn), where

x_n, <()n, and Kn> can be arbitrarily chosen for each individual

beam i. With an appropriate choice for the value of x.n-> ^ n '

and icn., it is possible to obtain a value for R^ which

approximately provides the desired contribution to Rg.

A number of clinically practical choices for _xn, <j>n and Kn are

evaluated in appendix 2B.

1
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y entry-point
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machine 1 1 ^ ^
isocentre • r i A ^1F
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J
'

'

1

«

NORI<IALIZATION TO REFERENCE SETUP NORIIALIZATION TO nACHINE ISOCENTRE

Fig. 2.12 - Isodose representation of the relative
distribution function. Two examples are given (these
examples follow the recommendations of the ICRU-24 |l5|):

- Figure left:

Distribution function normalized to reference set-up
<Ri<xm,*o,Ko) = 100%).

- Figure right:
Distribution function normalized to the position of the
machine Isocentre (Ri(xa,<l>,<) = 100»).
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Example: in an isocentric treatment set-up a normalization of

the dose distribution to the position of the machine isocentre

is often required (ICRU-24 |l5|). In this case Pn. = Pi (x^.* >
K).

viz. x.n. = 2La- (where x^. is the position of the machine

isocentre expressed in the coordinate-system of beam i), <t>n. =

<j>. , and K = K ; see fig. 2.12.

The relative distribution function of a multiple beam arrangement is given by:

L

(2.5) Rj-(P) = I T. R.(x,<h<)
L~ i=i 1 x

where T^ is the beam weight factor. It provides for the possibility to adjust

the contribution in relative dose of an individual beam with respect to the

other beams. The function R^ is represented as a function of j> only. In

reality Ry is a function of ^ .... 4>L , T̂  . .. . T L, etc. However, for

simplicity of notation these numerous dependencies will not be represented.

How do we use the above method?

Let us assume that appropriate choices for the values of W^, _x_n •. <t>n-
 a n d Kn^

have been made (e.g. see choices discussed in appendix 2B). These choices

enable the calculation of the relative distribution functions R^ (i = 1....L).

The relative distribution function of the multiple beam arrangement, R*., is

computed from eq. (2.5). It is analyzed and next optimized by systematically

varying the beam-setting parameters (6, to <bT) and, if necessary, the beam

weights (T to T ). This procedure is continued until Rr. fulfills the
i u L

therapeutic requirements specified for the relative distribution function (in

terms of tumour coverage, flatness of tumour dose, etc. |l9,20|).

The convergence speed of this optimization procedure will depend strongly on

the value of Pn. (which is determined by a choice for the values of £n., <fcn,,

and < n ) - So, with appropriate choices for W^ and Pn., it is possible to

obtain values for R.̂  which (approximately) provide the required contribution

in relative dose to the required position in the patient. As a result only

restricted further adaptations in regard of beam weighting -if any- are

required.
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Deposited dose and equivalent treatment time

A final accepted treatment beam configuration, as determined from a treatment

planning procedure, results in a dose distribution which is expressed in terms

of the relative distribution function Rv- (see eq, (2.5)). This relative

distribution function must be related to the level of absorbed dose which is

required for the actual treatment of the patient. The treatment time of each

individual beam, which is required to arrive at this specified level of

absorbed dose, will be determined from this conversion.

As a final step in the treatment planning procedure, the relative distribution

function, Rj-, is expressed in terras of the required dose distribution in the

patient (defined by D r). This conversion can be written as:
Li

(2.6) D_(p) = A R£(p)

where A is a factor of proportionality which we want to be independent of j>.

The value of A is usually determined by the physician and is motivated by

medical/radio-biological considerations (i.e. a certain level on the relative

distribution function must correspond to a certain level of absorbed dose

during treatment in order to obtain the required therapeutic effect). Eq.

(2.6) can be interpreted as the required dose distribution.

From the combination of eq. (2.4) - (2.6) it follows that eq. (2.6) can be

rearranged to give:
L

D_(p) = I D.(X,<I>,K)
1 1

(2.7)

TiTi W P V*'*'10

i=l i n^

From eq. (2.3), (2.A) we see that the cistribution of absorbed dose of the

actual treatment can be written as:

L
Dv(p) = I DAx,4>,<)

(2.8) L~ i=l X

L
= I Wi Pn Ri(x,((),<) tt DJfx^o.Ko)

The treatment time of each individual beam i, which is required in order to

arrive at the required dose level expressed in eq. (2.6), can be computed from
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the combination of eq. (2.7) and (2.8). Eliminating R̂  from these expressions

for each individual beam i gives:

(2.9) A T . = W. P t. D!(x ,it>o,Ko)
l l n^ I I —m

Rearranging eq. (2.9) provides an expression for the treatment time of beam i:

< 1 0 > ti W. P D'{x ,<t>o,Ko)
I nj I —m

Summarizing the elements of eq. (2.10):

The constant X is determined from therapeutic considerations and relates the

relative distribution function of eq. (2.5) to absorbed dose values; Tj is the

relative weight of beam i; Pn. and Mi are normalization factors of the

relative distribution function (eq. 2.4); D!(^ ,<to.
Ko) is the differential

output, measured at the reference set-up <j>o , <o.

Some considerations on the application of eq. (2.3), (2.10).

The unit of treatment time, as used in eq. (2.10), is not

necessarily expressed in [sec]. With the isotope-machines (Co-60,

Cs-137), the dose per treatment time-unit is equivalent to the dose

per second, and thus can be expressed in CcGY/secI. However one has

to take into account the effect of the decaying source (see below).

With accelerators the output can vary during the radiation

treatment. For this reason treatment times are expressed in terms of

[monitor-units], which is a unit of constant equivalent dose. As a

result D1 (JC^.^O.KQ) is expressed in [cGY/monitor-unit] .

The effect of the decay of radioactive sources on the differential

output, and therefore on the treatment time, can be incorporated by

adapting D'(x.m,<t>o »<o)
 as follows:

D'(x ,<t>o( • • • • <T» . . • )«Ko )

(2.11) (T- To)
-In2 —srj

= e ' DMx^.iM ,To,...),Ko>

In this equation T - To represents the time elapsed between the time

(day) of calibration (identified by To), and the time (day) of

actual treatment (identified by T)j Ti is the half-value time of the

radioactive source (expressed in the same units as T and To).
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2.5 Beam-setting computations

In this section a method is proposed which can be used for the numerical

simulation of a treatment beam set-up. The method provides for the possibility

to define the location of a treatment beam by specifying any available

combination of machine settings, together with the table rotational settings.

The parameters representing the translation of the treatment table will be

computed from the specified set-up: they are treated as dependent variables

instead of being used for the direct specification of the location of a

treatment beam. Although the beam set-ups used in clinical practice will often

employ only a limited selection of the available machine- and table degrees of

freedom, this selection depends strongly on the clinical application required.

So, it is important that our method covers all the available possibilities.

We have employed a method in which each rotational degree of freedom of a

treatment machine and treatment table is identified with a single rotation

operator *. From an appropriate combination of these operators it is possible

to determine the location of the treatment beam with respect to the patient.

Computational method

As has been discussed in section 2.2.2, two methods are commonly in use for

treatment beam set-up; the patient is positioned either with respect to the

central-ray of the treatment beam (SSD-technique), or with respect to the

machine isocentre (isocentric-technique).

The numerical simulation of a treatment beam set-up is based upon similar

principles:

In case an isocentric set-up is required, the location of the machine

The definition of rotation directions and scale-values have been taken in
accordance with the recommendations of the International Electrotechnical
Commission (Publ.60J-1/2 \U\).
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isocentre (fig. 2.2) must be specified. As a result the position of the beam

entry-point must be computed from the specified machine- and table adjustment.

Conversely, in case a SSD-type of beam set-up is required, the location of the

entry-point of the beam is specified, and the location of the machine

isocentre must be determined.

The following method has been applied:

Referring to fig. 2.11 and 2.13, the relation between the beam focus

(subscript f), the reference entry-point (subscript r), and the machine

isocentre (subscript a), can be written as:

(2.12)
P, ~ Pf = X • tu - u )

In this expression j) represents a position in patient-coordinates, x_ a

position in beam-coordinates, and u_ is a position in isocentric head

coordinates (see fig. 2.13, 2.14). The isocentric head coordinate-system is

related to the machine coordinates by means of, _u = e_ . m , where j; is the

rotation operator associated to the gantry rotation (see fig. 2.14). So, by

definition, e_ is the machine coordinate-system rotated over the gantry angle

a (fig. 2.13)7

The rotation operator X in eq. (2.12) is determined by the gantry angle, the

table rotations, and the position of the patient on the table (in terms of

rotation operators defining the orientation of the patient on the treatment

table; see below). The rotation operator 3> incorporates all dependencies of X,

followed by the possible rotation of the treatment head (head-rotation & head-

pitch) and the diaphragm rotation.

The method by which X and £ can be computed from the operators associated to

these rotational degrees of freedom (identified by j| — • h), is presented in

fig. 2.14. There is only a limited possibility to interchange the sequence of

the different matrix multiplications, since the operators are generally not

commutative.

As can be observed from fig. 2.11 and 2.13, the values of (x_ - x_f) and (û  -

_u_ ) can be computed from the geometrical properties of the treatment machine

(ir
 = i±a = (°.°.°)> if = (0,0,-fr), u.f = (0,0,-fa)). Elimination of £ f from

eq. (2.12) gives:
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Fig. 2.13 - The relation between patient coordinates (ep),
machine coordinates (e^), and beam coordinates (e^), for a
beam in actual set-up.""All these coordinate-systems are
orthonormal.
Depending on the beam set-up technique used (SSD or
isocentric), either the location of the reference
entry-point or the machine isocentre is specified by the
treatment planner.

Expressed in patient coordinates, the following positions
have been indicated:

p_r - the position of the reference entry-point
p^ - the position of the machine isocentre
p_f - the position of the beam focus

The angle of gantry rotation is indicated by a, and the
possible rotations of the treatment head (head-rotation
and/or head-pitch) are indicated by the angles $ and y
respectively.

The operators £ and X define the rotations between the
different coordinate-systems. Note that )£ does not define
the rotational relation between e_p and e,,,, but between e p

and e u (which is the coordinate e^ rotated through the ~
gantry" angle a). ""
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Qj. — patient coordinate-
Jf sy stem

PATIENT a
PITCH (X) =

PATIENT h
POSITION (K) =

TABLE TOP r
ROTATION (<i>) =
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ROTATION (l>) = \

GANTRY p I
ROTATION (a) = V
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Fig. 2.14 - Diagram indicating the sequence of matrix
operations required to determine the directional relation
between the different coordinate-systems. Each rotation
operator (identified by ̂  to h) is determined by the
corresponding direction cosines of the rotation angle.

Example: Under IEC definition of rotation scales |14|, the
gantry rotation operator, e^, is defined by:

cos a sin a

-sin a cos a

0 0 1 J

where a is the angle of gantry rotation.
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P. " Pr = X * • (u - u ) - 4-"1 . (x - x )

(2.13)

= X • (£ . xf - uf)

This expression provides for the possibility to compute the location of the

machine isocentre (£.a) from the location of the reference entry-point (_p_j.) and

vice versa.

For purpose of dose computation, an arbitrary point P, which is expressed in

patient coordinates (e.g. a point of computation),.must be related to beam

coordinates and vice versa; see section 2.4 (eq. (2.3)). In terms of the

previously defined rotation operators, this expression is given by:

(2.14) x = $ . (pp - £r)

Positioning degrees of freedom of the patient.

As can be seen from fig. 2.14, two rotation operators have been used

to define the (relative) position of the patient with respect to the

treatment table:

The first operator (ji in fig. 2.14), is associated with a pitching

of the patient (a rotation of the patient along the lateral patient

axis, defined by the angle X) with respect to the treatment table

(e.g. with the aid of cushions, moulds or other patient support or

fixation devices). When a CT-scan of the patient is made in such a

way that the patients position during scanning corresponds to that

during actual treatment, then we take a_ = J (where _I is the unit

matrix). Although £ could be used to incorporate rotations other

than patient-pitch, these possibilities have not been considered.

Such set-ups are not very customary in clinical practice.

The second operator (£ in fig. 2.14) is associated with the

positioning of the patient on the table in terms of cranial-caudal

or caudal-cranial. When the patients head is pointing towards the

machine gantry (at least for zero table-top and table-isocentric

rotation), then the patient position operator is identified by the

unit matrix i.e. b » I.
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Table-setting computations

The position of a treatment beam with respect to the patient geometry is

determined from the the numerical simulation procedure outlined above. In the

clinical realization of this set-up, the machine- and table rotations are

adjusted to their specified value, and by employing table translations * the

patient is brought in the required position with respect to either the

central-ray of the treatment beam, or to the machine isocentre. When

sufficient information about the positioning of the patient on the treatment

table is available, it is possible to predict the value of the table

displacement required for this set-up. A method which can be used for this

purpose is presented in appendix 2C.

It should be noted that the availability of table displacement computations,

as discussed in appendix 2C, are indispensible tools for automated beam set-

ups or for conformation therapy.

2.6 The display-plane

An arbitrary position P on the display-plane, identified by &p< can be related

to patient coordinates and vice versa, with:

(2.15) ap = i - f P p - P ^ )

In this expression £ represents the position of the origin of the display-

plane (display origin), and S represents a rotation operator which

characterizes the orientation of the display-plane (see section 2.2.3).

For the purpose of computing- and visualizing dose distributions, display-

plane related positions (dose-grids, dose-points, etc.) have to be expressed

in beam coordinates. This relation can be obtained from the combination of eq.

(2.U) and (?.15), yielding:

(2.16) xp - •.S"
1.Op + ••

Table translations are expressed in terms of of longitudinal-, lateral-,
and vertical displacement valuesi see section 2.2.2.
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2.7 Conclusions

An overview of a three-dimensional approach to treatment planning has been

presented in this chapter.

The method proposed has been based upon a model representation which is

subdivided into four distinct parts: a patient-data representation, the

coi.putation and representation of dose distributions, the simulation of

treatment beam seu-ups, and the topic of visualization. It has been discussed

in which way this rigorous subdivision provides a flexible and general

approach to 3D treatment planning (see fig. 2.15).

The approach is based upon a patient-data representation, which is obtained by

manipulating CT-images. It consists of: a) a series of contiguous axially

oriented outlines, used to represent the 3D body contour and other geometrical

regions of interest in the patient, b) a 3D voxel-matrix to be used with

inhomogeneity correction procedures.

A simulation method for treatment beam set-ups is proposed which enables the

use of all commonly available treatment machine- and table degrees of freedom.

In this way substantial support is given to the application of the more

advanced irradiation techniques in clinical routine. In this respect one of

the main advantages of our method is found in the possibility to simulate

treatment set-ups with non-coplanar beams (Goitein |13|). This aspect, in

combination with the possibility to analyze the treatment plan in several

types of oblique sections through the patient, provides for adequate means of

optimizing dose distributions three-dimensionally.

As a representation of the dose distribution of an individual beam, the

relative distribution function is introduced. It is a generalization of the

method for beam dose representations proposed by the International Commission

on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU-24 |15|).

The relative distribution function provides for the porslbility of simplifying

the dose optimization procedures. This is due to the fact that, by an

appropriate choice of the relative distribution function, the dose

contribution of an individual treatment beam can already approach the required
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BEAM DISPLAY
PLANE

Fig. 2.15 - Schematics of the present approach 3D treatment
planning.
Individual model representations are developed for: a) the
"patient", b) the "treatment beam" (in terms of beam set-up and
dose computational models), c) "visualization" (in terms of
representations in an arbitrary positioned display-plane).
The mutual geometrical relations between the different components
are expressed in terms of coordinate transformations.
We identify:

1. The position of the beam with respect to the patient, which
is expressed in terms of the value of the machine- and table
settings (section 2.5).

2. The position of the display-plane with respect to the
patient, which is determined from the display-plane position
specified (section 2.6).

3. The position of the treatment beam with respect to the
display-plane, which can be computed from relation 1 and 2
(section 2.6). It is used to visualize the position of the
treatment beam with respect to the patient (see fig. 2.8,
2.9).
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value in relation to the other beams available in the treatment plan. Only

restricted further adaptations in regard of beam weighting will be required.

The technique proposed is of special importance when optimization of dose

distributions for the more complicated 3D treatment beam arrangements are

considered.

The calculation technique for visualization is based upon the possibility of

expressing any point or position which is defined in visualization-coordinates

(i.e. a location in the display-plane), in any of the other coordinate-systems

(e.g. patient coordinates, beam coordinates, machine coordinates) and vice

versa. In this way dose-grids in the display-plane can be converted to

positions in beam coordinates for the purpose of dose computation. On the

other hand, geometrical beam positions can be converted to visualization

coordinates, which allows for the computation and display of the location of

the treatment beam.

We conclude that the rigorous separation of the calculation technique in four

individual model representations (the patient, dose computational models,

treatment beam setup, and visualization), provides the basis of a very

flexible and general approach to treatment planning and beam-setting

simulation studies.

Remaining restrictions in the application do not result so much from the

limitations of the models, but from the mechanical limitations of the

treatment machine and table used, or from restrictions in patient definition.

With respect to the latter the accuracy of the dose computations will always

be limited by the accuracy to which the patient geometry has been defined: the

number of CT-slices which are used to generate a 3D representation of the

patient will strongly influence the quality of the final dosimetric results.
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Appendix 2A - Ray-tracing inhomoReneity correction methods

Inhomogeneity correction procedures are generally based on an analysis of

radiation interactions along an elementary ray (also identified as "fan-ray")

between a point in the patient (defined by £ in patient coordinates or by £ in

beam coordinates) and the radiation source. These methods are identified as

"ray-tracing" techniques.

Two classes of inhomogeneity correction techniques can be distinguished:

1. Slab-layer computations.

This method is based upon the successive application of corrections over a

slab-layer geometry, i.e. over the individual inhomogeneous layers along a

fan-ray.

p»

*

X

A

focus

V

1 \

Fig. 2.al - Path-length calculation through a voxel-matrix.

- Figure left:
Perspective view of the three-dimensional voxel-matrix.

Figure right:
Schematic representation of the path-length computations
through the voxel-matrix. In order to simplify its
interpretation the method is demonstrated for a
two-dimensional situation only. The actual computations
are employed through the three-dimensional voxel-matrix
under full projectivity.
The individual path-lengths are indicated by djj the
contents of the individual cells is represented by p^.
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Example: methods for determining the photon fluence scattered from

inhomogeneous layers (section 4.2.4, eq. (4.2.27)), or methods for

determining the increase in spatial- or angular spread of an electron beam

over multiple inhomogeneous layers (section 5.2.1, eq. (5.40)).

In order to improve the numerical efficiency of these methods for slab-

layer geometries, use is made of an averaging process along a fan-ray.

This can be represented by:

/
P1+P2 -1

In this expression p represents the electron density of the tissue

relative to water; x.it £2 are the positions along the fan-ray where p = pi

and p = P2 respectively. The function T is a dimensionless quantity

representing the local level of photon- or electron interaction in the

tissue (e.g. the linear attenuation coefficient or linear collision

stopping power) relative to its value in water. It can be expressed in

terms of relative electron density (c.f. sections 3.3, 3.4), and therefore

can be related to the p-values contained in the voxel-matrix

representation of the patient. T is the averaged value over the interval

Pi — • P2 . For numerical analysis eq. (2.al) has to be replaced by a

summation over the path-length through the individual voxels (see fig.

2.al). In this case x^ defines the entry-point of a slab-layer along the

fan-ray at which p = pj, and x.2 *
s t n e entry-side of the succeeding

(voxel) boundary at which p = P2. When |Pi—P21 is taken sufficiently

small, eq. (2.al) defines the path-length through the individual voxels,

and the T-value associated to the p-values of the voxels respectively. The

inhomogeneity correction method makes successive use of d and T over the

slab-layers between the entry-point of the fan-ray at the patient edge and

2. Radiological depth computations.

This method applies an integration of a characteristic interaction

parameter along a fan-ray in the treatment beam.

Example: methods for determining the primary Y-ray fluence to the point of

calculation (section 4.2.4, eq. (4.2.22)), or methods for determining the

decrease in mean particle energy (section 5.2.1, eq. (5.13)).

The radiological depth is defined by:
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(2.a2) 1 = / T(p(l)) dl
x •*• x
—r —

In this equation JC is the point of computation, and x.r is the entry-point

of the fan-ray with the patient edge. In some cases T may be seen as a

function which depends linearily on electron density, which implies that

eq. (2.a2) can be replaced by:

_ x
(2.a3) l x _ x = T(/ l]

The application of above mentioned techniques are discussed in some more

detail in ch. 4 and 5. A numerically exact voxel-matrix based ray-tracing

technique is presented in addendum C.

Appendix 2B - Filter- and beam normalization methods

The normalization function W^

The relative distribution function (Ri (x.,<i>,K) ; see eq. (2.4)) J • . a treatment

beam in which a screening-filter is made available, can be represented in two

ways: either the attenuation of the radiation through the filter is

represented by Ri, or ^ represents the distribution function normalized to

the dose-value at the position of the central-ray dose maximum.

For the first situation we put:

(2.bl) WA = 1

since the effect of the attenuation of the radiation through the filter is

already incorporated in Pi(x.,<l>,K).

In the second situation the attenuation of the primary beam along the central-

ray of the beam is used for calculating VT:

(2.b2) WA - e " V w "usds

In this expression Uw, Us are the attenuation coefficient of the filter- and

filter-support material respectively; dw, dg are the thickness of the filter

measured along the central-ray of the beam, and the thickness of the filter-

support respectively.
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The beam normalization function Pn.

We consider the following possibilities:

1. Normalization to reference set-up.

In this type of representation, the dose distribution is expressed

relative to the value of the central-ray dose maximum of the reference

configuration. This implies that the normalization function is given by:

(2.b3) Pni = Pi^tbo-iCo) H 1

The advantage of this type of representation is: the influence of

variation in source-skin distance, patient inhomogeneities, skewness of

beam-entrance, etc., can be studied directly from the resulting dose

distribution.

2. Normalization to actual source-skin distance.

For this type of normalization we want Ri to provide a constant relative

dose at the position of the central-ray dose maximum, irrespective of the

applied treatment beam set-up. This representation is advantageous when a

treatment configuration is required where each beam is to contribute

equally to the surface region of the patient (e.g. for treatment with

surface aligned fields). The normalization dose value for this

representation is given by:

(2.b4) Pni = P^x.^,*,*)

In this expression x^ is the position of the central-ray dose maximum.

3. Isocentric normalization.

Isocentric techniques simplify the optimization of a treatment plan for

multi-directional beams. Following the ICRU-24 recommendations for Y-ray

beams |15|, the default representation of the dose distribution is to be

chosen such that each bean contributes equally (100% when expressed in

percentage dose values) to the isocentre. As long as no treatment head

rotations (head-pitch or head-rotation) are introduced, there is no

difficulty in fulfilling this requirement. In this case the normalization

dose reads:

(Z.b5) Pni - Pi(xa,4>,ic)

where _xa represents the position of the machine isocentre. When rotations

of the treatment head are present, the contribution in dose to the

isocentre may become very low, resulting in an unrealistically and

unacceptably high relative contribution of that beam to the entire plan.
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In order to avoid such a situation, the normalization dose is computed

from:

<2.b6) Pn. = P^ia-W S=O,Y=O ),<)

In this expression 3. Y. represent the head-rotation and head-pitch angle

respectively, i.e. all rotations of the treatment head are adjusted to

zero value.

A similar type of approach can be used for the isocentric normalization of

treatment beams with asymmetric diaphragm settings. In this case the

offset in the field X- and Y-direction are adjusted to zero value in eq.

(2.b6).

It should be noted that isocentric normalization is only possible when the

machine isocentre is positioned within the patient.

4. Normalization to arbitrary point.

This normalization technique can provide a fixed dose contribution to an

arbitrary point (defined by 2Lg)- I" this approach the normalization dose

reads:

(2.b7) pn. = P ^ X ^ . K )

This method of normalizing beam dose distributions is found advantageous

when each individual beam in the treatment plan is to provide an equal

contribution in dose to a certain (non-isocentric) point within the

patient.

Although an approach similar to that of isocentric normalization could be

used for beams at which 2^ is positioned outside the geometrical range of

the beam, or off the central-ray of the beam, we do not recommend such an

approach. Normalizing according to eq. (2.b7) implies that the

concribution in dose of the beam to point x^ is fixed, regardless of the

fact that the beam may provide an unrealistically large contribution in

dose to other regions within the patient.

Eq. (2.b7) can be extended to incorporate weighted averages over several

positions within the patient:

J J
<2.b8) Pn. •= I u). P(x ,<*,.<) I I u.

1 j=l 3 l 3 j=l J

where w. is the relative weight to be associated to the point Xj.
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Appendix 2C - Table displacement computations

Table translations (in terms of the table longitudinal-, lateral-, and

vertical displacement values) are calculated from the beam-setting simulation

procedure discussed in section 2.5.

With a fixed positioning of the patient on the couch, the readout of the table

translational scale-values will be equal for all the individual treatment

sessions applied to the patient. This will be identified as a treatment set-up

in which absolute table displacement values are used.

With an arbitrary (non-fixed) positioning of the patient on the table, the

readout of the table translational scale-values will vary for the different

treatment sessions. However, when the table displacement is expressed relative

to a well defined initial set-up for the patient (e.g. the table being

positioned in such a way that the patients anatomical reference point

coincides with the position of the machine isocentre), the required table

translation starting from this position has to be fixed between the different

treatment sessions. In this type of set-up relative table displacement values

are used.

Relative- or absolute table displacement values can be computed as follows:

Consider an initial treatment set-up in which all table rotations (in terms of

table top- and table isocentric rotation (fig. 2.3)) are set in a zero

position. For the initial set-up of the table translations, we distinguish

between the following possibilities:

In case the computation of absolute table displacements is required,

the table translational scale-values must be adjusted to an

appropriate but fixed reading. An adjustment to the zero reading of

the table translational scale-values is the most obvious choice lor

this purpose.

In case the computation of relative table displacement values is

required, the table must be translated in such a way that a single

woll defined geometrical position on the patient corresponds to the

position of the machine isocentre. The patients anatomical reference

point Is one of the most obvious choices available for this purpose.
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Fig. 2.cl - The displacement between the origin of the table
coordinate-system (which corresponds to the position of the
machine coordinate-system when all table rotations and
translations are set in zero position), and the anatomical
reference point, is idicated by the vector t ^ ref. This
vector, together with the rotation operator J2, identify the
position of the patient on the treatment table.

The readout of the table translational scale-values associated to either of

the above mentioned initial set-ups will be defined as the zero table

translational setting (see fig. 2.cl). This assumption implies that a

adjustment of the treatment table does not necessarily correspond to a zero

reading of the table translational scale-value.

We define an ortiiorormal table coordinate-system, efc = (efc ,et ,et ), to be

attached to the top of the couch in such a way that the table coordinate-

system coincides with the machine coordinates (fig. 2.4) for the initial set-

up of the treatment table (so e_t = e_ra ).

Consider an arbitrary point P, expressed in patient coordinates. The

corresponding position expressed in the table coordinate-system is given by:

In this expression £tor i s t n e position of the origin of the table coordinate

system (expressed in patient coordinates). The rotation operator E = b.a is

associated to the positioning of the patient on the couch (see section 2.5 and

fig. 2.1A).
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Background of the computation of P_tOr .

The vector, £tor> c a n '3e obtained from the positional relation

between the origin of the table coordinate system and the patient

anatomical reference point (see fig. 2.cl). Rearranging eq. (2.cl)

in terms of the anatomical reference point yields:

£tor ~ Sat.ref ~ = "-at.ref

In this expression iat.ref a n^ £at ref define t n e position of the

anatomical reference point in table- and in patient coordinates

respectively. The value of ^.a(- ref can be obtained from simple

displacement measurements on a Localizer/Simulator or treatment

machine.

It should be noted that, when the position of the patient on the

couch varies between the different treatment sessions, either the

value of .tat.ref m u s t be established for each session individually,

or the zero adjustment for the initial set-up of the table

translations must be adapted for each treatment session individually

(see discussion above).

Consider an arbitrary fixed position T on the top of the couch. The

transformation equations for T between table coordinates (t) and machine

coordinates (m), under the assumption that only table rotations are applied

(i.e. no table translations with respect to the zero positioning defined by

the initial set-up * ) , is given by:

(2.c2) m T o = d . (c. t T o + &)

The background of this expression is presented in fig. 2.c2. The subscript o

identifies the fact that no table translations are used with respect to the

initial set-up. The rotation operator d̂  and £ are associated to the table

isocentric- and table top rotation respectively (see fig. 2.14), and ^ is a

vector representing the displacement of the origin of the table coordinate-

system due to the rotation of the table-top. If the axis of the table top

rotation lies a distance 1 from the axis of table isocentric rotation, j5 is

given by (fig. 2.c2-D):

Table displacements are expressed in the direction of the table coordinate
axesi and are identified by the vector At_.
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g , 3

' teble isocentric
rofafion

Fig. 2.c2 - The coordinate relations for table rotations.
The following situations are considered:

A - The treatment table in initial set-up:
All table rotations are set in a zero position. The readout of
the table translational scale-values are defined as the "zero"
adjustment (see text). The coordinate relation for the
position of the point T is given by:

B - The treatment table rotated isocentrically:
The angle of table-isocentric rotation is identified by v. An
intermediate coordinate-system, e~, has been defined. This is
e^ rotated over the angle v (see~fig. 2.14).
Tn*e coordinate relation for the position of point T is given
by:

nu. = d . g_ = d . t

C - The treatment table with both available rotations:
The angle of table-isocentric rotation and table-top rotation
are identified by the angles V and U) respectively. As can be
seen, the table coordinate-system has been shifted with
respect to the origin of the machine coordinate-system. The
coordinate relation for the position of point T is given by:

where j5 is a displacement vector (see fig. 2.c2-D).

D - The displacement of the table coordinate-system:
This figure is identical to fig. 2.c2-C, but is now viewed in
the direction of the 23~axi.s. As can be seen from this figure
the displacement of the origin of the e f coordinates with
respect to the eg-coordinates (identified by j5), can be
obtained from simple geometrical considerations.
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(2.c3)
sinw

6 = 1 I 0
1(1 - cos U)

While eq. (2.c2) applies for a set-up with table rotations only, the set-up

for the actual treatment of the patient (section 2.5), will usually require an

additional use of table translations. In this actual set-up the transformation

equations between table- and machine coordinates for the point T are given by

(see also fig. 2.14):

(2.c4)

In this expression jntor is the position of the origin of the table coordinates

(expressed in machine coordinates).

The value of the table translations can be computed from the combination of

eq. (2.c4), which represents the actual position of point T in table

coordinates, and eq. (2.c2), which represents the position of T due to table

rotations only (see fig. 2.c3). From the difference of eq. (2.c2) and (2.c4)

we find:

(2.c5)

Am = <nTo-«!T

d . 6 - m.
= — -tor

In this expression Ajn is the translation of the treatment table, expressed in

machine coordinates. Its value is independent of the position of T. In order

to express eq. (2,c5) in terms of table displacement values, the following

Pig. 2.c3 - Definition of the translation parameters m™
and jjj, according to eq. (2.c5), (2.c7). The table displace-
ment in machine- and table coordinates is represented by
Am and At respectively.
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adaptations are required.

Firstly, intor is expressed in terms of the available geometrical quantities

with:

(2.C6)

In this expression 2& i s the position of the machine isocentre, as obtained

from eq. (2.13), and T is a rotation operator (see fig. 2.14).

Secondly, the table translation has to be expressed in the direction of the

table coordinate-system (fig. 2.c3). Transformation of eq. (2.c5) to table

coordinates, under substitution of eq. (2.c6) yields:

At = c . <| .Am

(2.C7) = g " 1 . ^ 1 - <d.6 - T. (p t o r- p^))

= c . 6 - E . (p - p )
= — = —tor —a

Summarizing the application of eq. (2.c7):

The position of the origin of the table coordinate-system expressed in patient

coordinates is given by j>.tor. The position of the machine isocentre is

identified by j>a, and is determined from the beam-setting procedure (see eq.

(2.13)). Substitution of these values into eq. (2.c7) results in the table

translations required for the appropriate treatment beam set-up.
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QUANTITATIVE USE OF COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY FOR
RADIATION TREATMENT PLANNING

A method is presented which can be used to convert X-ray attenuation data

obtained from Computed Tomography (in terms of Hounsfield-values), to

parameters which characterize the interaction properties of MeV photon- and

electron beams. These interaction parameters are used in treatment planning

for the purpose of inhomogeneity corrections.

The conversion is based upon a two step procedure:

The first step is identified as the "experimental conversion". CT-measurements

for a number of tissue equivalent substitutes are correlated to their electron

densities relative to water. The substitute materials characterize the X-ray

attenuation properties of human tissues. They have been selected by means of a

tissue characterization method which is derived from the Jackson model of X-

ray interactions.

In the second step, the "theoretical conversion", the relative electron

density is correlated to parameters which characterize the interactions of MeV

photon- and electron beams with human tissues. The conversion is independent

of any CT-scanner specific influence.

The interaction processes which are considered in the theoretical conversion

procedure are: attenuation coefficients, energy-transfer coefficients, energy-

absorption coefficients, the collision-, radiation-, and total stopping power,

and the angular scattering power. Models for computing these interactions have

been selected and analyzed for their quality of producing computations in

accordance with tabulated reference data with a relative precision of about 1%

over the appropriate energy range. Concise reviews of the models are given. A

wide range of conversion data is presented.

As an illustration the two step conversion procedure has been applied to a CT-

HCtting which is considered characteristic of radiation therapy applications.

The analysis includes an evaluation of scanner effective energy and the

conversion accuracy.
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3.1 Introduction

A CT-image is represented by a two-dimensional array of image elements called

"pixels". Each pixel refers to a well defined position in 3D-space (viz. in

the patient) and contains information about the local level of Y-ray

attenuation at this location (see section 2.2, 2.3). CT-data are expressed in

terms of Hounsfield-values. The definition of the Hounsfield-value reads:

(3.1)

where U is a practical measure for the linear (X-ray) attenuation coefficient

in the reconstructed object, and Uw that of water. In eq. (3.1)

V = u(E,$(E),Q,p), where E, <i>(E), define the detected beam energy and energy

fluence distribution respectively; Q represents the geometrical properties of

the object, and p characterizes the object composition in the pixel. In this

sense the u-values of eq. (3.1) will differ from the theoretical definition ot

the linear attenuation coefficient, where u = u(E,p). For a further discussion

on the definition and properties of Hounsfield-values, we refer to Brooks |1 |

and Zonneveld |2|.

Without modification Hounsfield-values cannot be used for dose computations.

As an example consider megavoltage photon-beam therapy. The interactions of

electromagnetic radiation in the diagnostic energy range (X-rays between 50

and 200 keV) differ from those in the therapeutic energy range (y-rays with

energies >0.5 MeV). This is illustrated in fig. 3.1, where the mass-

attenuation coefficient of striated muscle is presented over the entire range

of diagnostic to therapeutic energies.

At diagnostic energies the principal interactions are: Comptou-scattering, the

photo-electric effect and coherent scattering (Rayleigh scattering); at the

therapeutic range of energies the Klein-Nishina Compton scattering (vie,

negligible binding effects) is the principal process, supplemented by pair-

production at the highest therapeutic energy levels. In order to obtain

Information from CT-measurements about the interaction coefficients in the

range of thorapoutlc enemies, n conversion hns to tnko plnce:

The measured Hounafleld-valuos must be translated (converted) Into parameters
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which are characteristic of the interaction properties of a photon beam with

human tissues. With respect to the present example it is of importance to note

that, apart from mass attenuation coefficients at the appropriate therapeutic

energy (fig. 3.1), also mass energy-absorption coefficients are of interest to

y-ray dosimetry.

A similar type of conversion will be required for electron beam therapy; in

this case the main interaction parameters to which Hounsfield-values are to be

converted are: collision stopping powers, and the angular scattering power.

Objective

The objective of the analysis presented in this chapter is: define and

evaluate a method which can be used to convert the data contained in a CT-

image to information which can be used with photon- and electron beam dose

computations (purpose: inhomogeneity corrections). This will require

quantitative knowledge of the relevant photon- and electron interaction

processes so as to be able to generate the appropriate data conversions.

1 - RRYLEIGH
2 - PHOTO ELECTRIC
3 - COHPTON

4 - PfilR PRODUCTION

ENERGY CtlEV]

DIflGNOSTIC
ENERGY RflNGE

THERAPEUTIC
ENERGY RflNGE

Fig. 3.1 - Mase attenuation coefficients for striated
muBClo. The different y-ray interaction processes of
relevance to the k©V- and MoV range of onorgioe are
indicated.
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In the present approach to CT-conversion some requirements emerge from the

clinical environment in which CT-imaging and treatment-planning takes place:

Firstly, the measurements required to establish the conversion data must take

the form of a routine protocol which can be executed by the dosimetry staff of

a hospital. No additional computational- or mathematical procedures should be

needed.

Secondly, the method must be capable of incorporating all major scanner

dependent influences.

Method

In order to meet the above mentioned requirements, we propose a conversion in

two separate steps (fig. 3.2). They are identified as follows:

1. The experimental conversion.

In this conversion the measured Hounsfield-values are correlated to

the electron density relative to water for a number of materials

which behave equivalent to human tissues in regard of their X-ray

attenuation properties (so called tissue equivalent substitutes). So,

this conversion concerns an experimental calibration in which all

scanner dependent influences are incorporated.

HOUNSrlELO
VHLUE

i fll SCAN ENEHSY ,

Fig. 3.2 - The conversion of
Hounsfield-values to parame-
ters characteristic of mega-
voltage photon- and electron
beam interactions.

EXPERintTNTflL
CONVERSION

flELATIVt
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DCNSJT*

THEORETICflL
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MLdTIVC \
LlttCM \
M1CMM11M /
eoirr. /

/ nn.imvc \
I IWII [ « M « \
1 MI0RM1W J
\ cotrr. /

( iw» COLL. \
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\ POWEO /
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As mentioned before, experimental conversion data must be determined

from a simple measuring procedure, which can be applied as a routine

protocol in the hospital. Therefore, an important aspect of this

conversion is the selection of the appropriate tissue equivalent

substitute materials.

2. The theoretical conversion.

In this conversion the relative electron density is correlated to the

interaction parameters of interest to photon- and electron beam dose

computations. Such a conversion can be computed from published values

for the density and atomic composition of biological tissues.

Therefore it needs to be established only once.

The theoretical conversion is independent of any scanner specific

influences except for the uncertainties in relative electron density

resulting from the experimental conversion.

The energy range for conversion computations is taken to lie between 50 and

100 keV for the diagnostic applications, between 0.5 and 50 MeV for

applications of the therapeutic photon beams, and between 2 and 50 MeV for

therapeutic electron beams.

Requirements on accuracy

The accuracy of the conversion procedure is influenced by uncertainties of

experimental nature, by inaccuracies in the theoretical models used to compute

the interactions, and by the variability in density and composition between

different samples of similar biological tissues.

In practice the overall experimental uncertainty of a CT-measurement is of the

order of 10H - 15H *. This will cause an uncertainty of ±1% in tho physical

parameter to which the Hounsfield-values ore converted (this is generally

sufficient for accurate dose computations |55|). As a result the methods used

Thin variation is duo to normal statistical fluctuations in tho CT-
moaouromontfi. Deviations duo to scanner related errors, or object related
artefacts), enn Iw much larger. Apart from n concise evaluation of the
influence of beam-hardening on bano-tissue,*, those effects will not he
connidored In tho present analysis.
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for computing the characteristic interactions must be accurate within similar

ranges.

In the present analysis no consideration is given to conversion errors caused

by variations in composition and density between different samples of similar

biological tissues. The data used (see appendix 3A) are considered to be

representative averages of the in-vivo composition of human tissues.

Contents of the sections

In section 3.2 the process of experimental conversion is discussed.

In section 3.2.1 a tissue characterization method for X-ray interactions is

evaluated.

In section 3.2.2 a set of materials is analyzed for their quality as tissue

equivalent substitutes.

In section 3.2.3 the experimental conversion procedure is discussed. An

example of an experimental conversion is presented. Also consideration is

given to the determination of the effective scan energy.

The backgrounds of the theoretical conversion for therapeutic photon beams are

discussed in section 3.3.

In section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 the different models used to compute the

characteristic interactions of MeV photon beams are evaluated.

In section 3.3.3 the theoretical conversion data are presented.

In section 3.4 the theoretical conversion for therapeutic electron beams is

evaluated.

A discussion of the theory is given in section 3.4.1, while the conversion

data are given in section 3.4.2.
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3.2 The experimental conversion

The experimental conversion provides a correlation between Hounsfield-values

and electron densities relative to water. It is especially calibrated to apply

to the range of biological tissues. In order to draw up experimental

conversion data, materials are required which behave similar to human tissue

in \;-«rd of their X-ray attenuation properties. These materials are

identified as "tissue equivalent substitutes". In this section we discuss a

method which can be used to select tissue equivalent substitutes, and propose

a selection of substitute materials. An example of an experimental conversion

is also presented.

3.2.1 Tissue characterization

The method to be used for selecting appropriate tissue equivalent substitute

materials should have the following features:

1. The method must be based upon variables which are significant for

photon interactions in such a way that the attenuation properties of

a diagnostic X-ray beam are correctly represented.

2. Tissue substitutes should be characteristic of the attenuation of X-

rays for any arbitrary beam energy. The best possible way of dealing

with this requirement is by finding parameters which characterize the

material dependency of the X-ray interactions. In this way energy

dependent influences need not to be considered any further.

3. The method must preferably be based upon one- or two-dimensional

representations. This can facilitate the (graphical) interpretation

of the characteristic parameters.

In this section a tissue characterization method will be discussed which is

capable of fulfilling the above mentioned conditions. It is based upon a

separation of the X-ray interaction processes in components representing their

material dependency and energy dependency respectively. These substitute
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materials are selected to have a material dependent component of a magnitude

which is identical to that of the actual biological tissues. The energy

dependent component is fully determined by the scanning conditions, and

therefore does not change between the scans made for the experimental

calibration and those made of the patient. It therefore does not need to be

considered any further (see point 2 above) *.

X-ray interactions at diagnostic energies

In the domain of diagnostic energies (50 § E S 200 keV), the total mass-

attenuation coefficient of an element of atomic number, Z, is given by:

(3.2, i i - ^ a c z . . ,
P A

where a(Z,E) is the total atomic cross-section of the Y-ray interaction

process, Na is Avogadro's number, p the mass density, and A is the atomic mass

[g/mol]. Expressing o(Z,E) in terms of the individual interactions of

relevance to diagnostic X-ray energies (coherent scattering, incoherent

scattering, photoelectric effect) gives:

(3.3) 0(Z,E) = 0 (Z,E) + 0 (Z,E) + O F (2,E)

The total mass attenuation coefficient for a mixture or compound can be

computed from:

N
(3.4) -̂  = I W — a (Z,E)

In this expression w is the mass fraction of the k== atomic constituent:

<3-5) \ = TTT.
j 3 3

The hardening of the X-ray spectrum in CT-scans of high atomic number
objects (e.g. compact bone), may limit the validity of this assumption.
This aspect will be discussed in some more detail in section 3.2.2 and
3.2.3.
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where a. represents the number of atoms of atomic mass A..

The different interaction cross-sections identified in eq. (3.3) have been

computed from the method proposed by Jackson |3,4|. In that approach the

incoherent scattering cross-section for E > 30 keV is given by:

(3.6) 0inC°h(Z,E) = Z e0
kn(E) - Z~V° h(Z,E)

where okn(E) is the Klein-Nishina scattering cross-section per electron |5|.

The Jackson model relates the coherent scattering cross-section of the atom Z

to the coherent scattering cross-section of a reference atom, according to:

(3.7) OC°h(Z.E) =^j aC°h(Z',E')

z

where Z' is the atomic number of the reference atom, and:

(3.8) E1 = —

For the present computations, the Oxygen cross-sections of Storm & Israel |6|

have been used as reference data.

The photoelectric cross-section is obtained from the expansion |3,4|:

2
(3.9) O P (Z,E) = £ OP(Z,E) W (2) {l + F (3)}

_- ns ns ns
n—1

in which aph(Z,E) is the "Stobbe" cross-section |4,7| of the ns-state
ns

(n=l,2,....). The function Wns(Z) is a multiplicative correction to include

the effect of screening by the atomic electrons. The function Fns((3)

represents a correction for relativistic effects (3=v/c, the velocity of the

electron relative to the velocity of light) *.

For K-shell electrons B can be computed from:

_ (E-e, ) 2 + 2mc2 CE-e. ) E

2 2 ~ 2
(E - e + me ) me

2 2 2 2
where me is the electron rest energy, and e^ = i me a Z (fine structure
constant: a 2 = e2/hc = 1/137, electron rest energy: me = 511 keV). Since
for the energy range under consideration e^ is small in comparison to the
energy of the incident photons, the value of S in eq. (3.9) can be
considered to be (almost) independent of atomic number.
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It is found sufficient to compute ap (Z,E) for the Is- and 2s-state functions

only. For 1 S Z £ 20 and 50 £ E S 100 keV the photoelectric contribution from

the p-states and/or ns-states, with n > 2, is less than 1% of the total

photoelectric interaction (see Scofield |8|).

Characterization parameters

From eq. (3.3) it is observed that three interaction processes must be

incorporated in the tissue characterization process: coherent scattering,

incoherent scattering, and the photoelectric effect. It is found that also at

least three parameters are required to characterize the interactions. These

parameters will be derived below.

From eq. (3.6) follows that the total scattering cross-section is given by:

OSCat(2,E) = OC°h(Z.E) + a
lnCOh(Z,E)

(3.10) . ,
Z eO

kn(E) + (1- z"i)OC°h(Z,E)

As a result the linear attenuation coefficient for the scattering interactions

can be written as:

U) N
(3.11) pSCat(Z,E) = P K n * 2 ~* ^ O h

e
P O ( ) P?
e e k "k

where pe is the electron density (pe= P

The first term in eq. (3.11) is dependent on material through pe only. This

implies that pe must be interpreted as a characteristic parameter.

In order to find a characteristic parameter to the material dependency of the

second term of eq. (3.11), the energy dependency of the coherent scattering

has to be evaluated. A separation of the coherent scattering in an explicit

function representing the atomic number- and energy dependency is not

possible, since the atomic form factor is a complicated function of both

variables |4|. As a consequence we will consider an energy independent tissue

characterization with only limited accuracy.
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In order to separate the main energy dependency from O (Z,E), we assume a

pararaetrization of the form a?° (Z,E) = c f(Zfc) E to hold over a limited

range of energies |9|. Substitution of this relation into eq. (3.7), and using

eq. (3.8), gives:

(3.12) <oh(z,E> = c z f p / 3 E - P

Evaluating eq. (3.12) for Oxygen at E = 80 keV, gives p = 1.8 ± 0.2. The

variation in p was obtained by evaluating eq. (3.12) over the range 50 g E

100 keV, 1 < Z g 20.

By multiplying cf° (Z,E) with E ' , the energy dependency of the coherent

scattering is eliminated to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. As a result the

function:

N ,
(3.13) u = ln{p I U. -2- d-z"*) O^°h(Z,E) E1'8}

K k

can be interpreted as a characteristic parameter, representing the material

dependency of: the coherent scattering, and the influence of binding energy

effects on the incoherent scattering. The logarithm in eq. (3.13) has been

taken to eliminate some of the strong atomic number dependency of the coherent

scattering cross-section.

The accuracy to which u s can be considered characteristic is determined by the

accuracy to which the approximation of eq. (3.12) can be considered

legitimate. Evaluation of eq. (3.13) over the energy and material region of

interest to CT-conversions, indicates that the energy dependency of us is

about 1%.

A final parameterization will be required to characterize the photoelectric

effect. We have applied an analysis similar to that of the scattering

processes (see summary presented below), resulting in a photoelectric

characterization parameter of the form:

N
(3.14) u = ln{p E l i ) ^ Oph(Z,E) E 3* 3 5 (1 + Fls<3) )"

1)

Again, the logarithm has been taken to eliminate the strong atomic number

dependency of a p (Z,E). The variation of u p with energy is of a magnitude

similar to that of u,.,
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Backgrounds of the photoelectric effect characterization.

The photoelectric electron emission mainly takes place from the K-

shell when E » e , where e is the electron binding energy of the
2 2 2 2

K-shell. The latter is given by e = 0.5 me a Z , in which a =

e2/hc = 1/137 and me2 = 511 keV (e.g. ek = 0.9 keV for Z = 8, ek =

5.6 keV for Z = 20). The expressions for the photoelectric cross-

section of the ls-state in the computational model of Jackson |4|,

is given by the Stobbe cross-section |7[:
2 7/2

(3.15) a p (Z,E) = 4/2 z5 a {^r) <t>0 S(Z,E)
IS E

where (J)o is the Thomson scattering cross-section. The function

S(Z,E) is a correction to the plane wave approximation in the Born

expansion, given by:

S ( Z' E )

E 1/2 exp(-4x(arctan(x~1)))

E ' l-exp(-2TTx)

(3.16)

E 1/2

= 27T [-*•) f(Z,E)
Ci

in which x = (E./(E-E. ))*.

In the limit of low- and high energies it is possible to approximate

the energy dependence of f(Z,E) in accordance with:

f(Z,E) ^ (—) f o r E ~ ek

(3.17)

t: f *7 T? \ ^y I •"-— I f o r t» **̂  C--

ek

The approximations according to eq. (3.17) are unsatisfactory for

the energy range of CT-applicatlons (E = 80 keV). In order to

establish the approximate behaviour of f(Z,E) with energy, we put:

(3.18) f(Z,E) <v f(z) Eq

Evaluating eq. (3.18) over the appropriate range (see eq. (3.12)),

results in q = 0.65 +. 0.22. Combining eq. (3.15) and (3.18) the

following approximation to afs is obtained:

(3.19) O^s(Z,E) = c f(Z) Z
6 Wlg(Z) E"

3* 3 5 (1+F.
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The energy dependent part of eq. (3.19) can be used to eliminate the

overall energy dependence of o ; see eq. (3.14).

In conclusion:

we have arrived at a three parameter characterization of the Y~rav interaction

process (pe, us, u p). The electron density characterizes the (Klein-Nishina)

Compton scattering, us characterizes the coherent scattering and incorporates

a correction for binding energy effects in the Compton scattering; up

identifies the photoelectric effect.

Tissue substitute materials having Pe-,
 u

s~. u -values corresponding to those

of the actual biological tissue, will show a magnitude of X-ray attenuation

which is closely comparable to those observed in the biological tissue.

3.2.2 Choice of tissue equivalent substitutes

Biological tissues

In fig. 3.3 and 3.4 (left part) the characteristic y-ray interaction

parameters for biological tissues are presented. In order to obtain an

interpretable representation of the three-dimensional tissue characterization,

the values for us and u have been plotted against pe in separate figures. In

appendix 3A we present a survey of the chemical composition and density of the

different tissues used with the computations. The data were taken from a

number of publications listing in-vivo compositions of human tissues 111-171.

A number of these published data concern adaptations or improvements of the

reference tabulations of the ICRP-23 *. Four different tissue types can be

distinguished on the basis of the tissue characterization presented in the

figures, namely:

- Bone:

Large variations between different types of bone in regard to density

and composition can be found in the human body. From the tabulations

of Woodard |1O|, a number of different types of bone has been

selected in such a way that the entire range of bone tissues was

ICRP-23 International Commission of Radiological Protection.
Reference Man: Anatomical, Physiological and Metabolic Characteristics \lS\,
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U-SCflTTERING

Fig. 3.3 - Characterization of Y~ray scattering processes by
means of the parameters p and u .

- Figure left:
Data identifying the radiation interaction characteristics
of biological tissues (tissue density and composition were
taken from appendix 3A).

- Figure right:
Data identifying the radiation interaction characteristics
of tissue substitute materials (see page 96-97). The
substitute materials were selected to coincide with the data
for biological tissues (see figure left).
A number of elements and compounds which find
application in CT analysis have also been indicated,
showing the inadequacy of these materials to act as
appropriate tissue substitutes.
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Fig. 3,4 - Characterization of the photoelectric interaction by means of the parameters
The figure is arranged in a way similar to fig. 3.3.
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adequately covered. In addition to this the chemical composition of

inner bone, vertebral bone, and hard cortical bone, as defined by

White |ll,12,15|, has been used to characterize the bone region.

Soft tissue:

Muscle, heart-tissue, brain-tissue and many organs like spleen and

pancreas can be considered to belong to the class of soft tissues.

The region of characteristic interactions is closely positioned

around the characteristic interaction parameter of water (Pe = 0.334

10 , u s = 2.64, Up = 9.48). To a lesser extent also skin tissue can

be considered to belong to the class of soft tissues.

- Fatty tissue:

Pure fat, adipose tissue and female breast-tissue are classified in

this group.

- Lung tissue:

The characteristics of lung tissue depend strongly on the amount of

air present in the lung (which is also influenced by inhalation ard

expiration). The characteristics of pure lung tissue, i.e. lung

without air, are closely comparable to the characteristics of muscle-

tissue. In order to include the effect of a transition between pure

lung-tissue and air in the characterization figures, the parameters

Pe, u s and u_ have been computed for different volume fractions of

pure lung-tissue combined with air (fig. 3.5). Apart from this,

published data of lung composition |l3,14| have been used to

characterize the interaction region of lung-tissues.

Tissue substitutes

Tissue substitutes are selected in such a way that the characteristic

parameters of these substitutes (pe, us, Up) are identical in magnitude to

those of the biological tissues they are to represent. A wide range of tissue

substitutes has been proposed in literature |11-17|. A disadvantage of many of

these substitutes is found in the fact that complicated chemical- and/or

mechanical procedures are involved in producing the samples. The more simple

substitute materials often do not adequately represent the interactions
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characteristic of biological tissues. E.g. plastics (POM, PA, PVC, PC, etc.)

are found to be less suitable as substitute material; see fig. 3.3, 3.4 and

appendix 3A. Also PFTE, Magnesium, Aluminium and Sulphur cannot be considered

representative of bone.

With the choice of bone substitute materials, special care should be taken

that atomic number and mass fractions correspond in average to the composition

of the actual bone tissue. In this way the strong atomic number dependency of

the X-ray interactions in the bone region can be correctly represented. In

fig. 3.6 solutions of K2HPO4, K2CO3 and CaCl2 are evaluated for their quality

as liquid bone substitute. There are a number of advantages in using liquids

as bone substitutes, since:

- Solutions of simple chemical composition are considered to be

generally available or producible. Especially these properties can

make routine application of CT-conversion in a clinical environment

feasible.

- Liquid substitutes can be used to represent the characteristic

parameters (i.e. X-ray interactions) as a direct function of the

concentration of the solution. In this way it has become possible to

simulate variations in bone density and composition.

in
•z.
u
Q

U-PHOTO ELECTRIC

Fig. 3.5 - The characteristic parameters P and u , computed
for different mixtures of air and lung tissue. The
percentage air by volume associated to the different data
points is also indicated. It has been varied between 0 and
100%.
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Fig. 3.6 - The characteristic parameters p e and tip, representing
the interactions in the bone region for a number of liquid bone
substitutes: K2HPO4, K2CO3, CaCl2, KI. The data are presented as
a function of the concentration of the solution in water. All
solutions except KI, are presented up to about maximum solubility.

Potassium Hydrophosphate: 20
Calcium Carbonate : 10
Calcium Chloride : 10
Potassium Iodide : 1

170 g K2HPO4 + 100 g H2O
110 g K2CO3 + 100 g H20
75 g CaCl2 + 100 g H2O
10 g KI + 100 g H20
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It is observed from fig. 3.6 that especially K2HP04- and K2CO3 solutions

fulfill the required conditions. In the present analysis we have used the

K2HP04 solutions as liquid bone substitute since K2HP04 is chemically stable

and can be dissolved to a higher concentration than K2CO3. The interaction

curve of Kl-solutions has been added to fig. 3.6 as an illustration. This type

of solution, which finds application in a number of quantitative CT studies,

is regarded less appropriate for the present application because of its

extremely high photoelectric component.

Very few materials can be found to act as low density lung substitute

material. E.g. low density chemicals like Hexane and Cyclohexane cannot be

regarded characteristic of lung tissue. However, from the computation of the

attenuation coefficients of lung tissues |l3,14| for energies between 50 and

150 keV, it can be observed that the corresponding Hounsfield-values (see eq.

(3.1)) are independent of energy with a precision of +1H. Since no beam

hardening effects take place in the low density region |19|, experimental

Hounsfield-values in the lung tissue region will correspond to a satisfactory

degree of accuracy with the Hounsfield-values calculated from eq. (3.1)

(within 5H).

Apart from a number of tissue substitute materials in the form of generally

available chemicals, we believe it to be of importance to evaluate the overall

process of experimental CT-conversion with the aid of substitute materials

which represent tissue in both chemical composition, chemical structure, and

density. This especially holds for the bone region, and to a lesser extent for

lung tissues. For this reason commercially available solid substitute

materials * have been applied for this purpose. An overview of the composition

of these substitute materials is given in appendix 3A.

On the basis of the tissue characterization by means of the parameters p e, us

and u , the following substitutes have been selected for the purpose of

experimental CT-conversion:

- Soft tissue:

water

. acetylacetone (C 5HQ0 2)

. ethanediol (C2H6O2)

. 50 g ethanol (C2H50H) + 100 g water

. 10 g glycerol (C3H803) + 100 g water

. 50 g ethanediol (C2Hg02) + 100 g watg water
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Fat tissue:

. polythene low density ((C2H4)n, p = 0.92)

Lung tissue:

Solid tissue substitute for lung *

Bone tissue:

di-potassium hydro—phosphate (K^HPO^,) solutions in concentrations

varying between 20 and 170 g K2HP04 in 100 g water

solid tissue substitute for hard cortical bone *

solid tissue substitute for rib bone *

solid tissue substitute for inner bone *

An overview of the characteristic interaction parameters of these substitutes

(and several other materials) are presented in fig. 3.3 and 3.h. The chemical

compositions and densities of the different materials are compiled in appendix

3A.

3.2.3 Experimental conversion data

The Hounsfield-value in experimental CT procedures

In eq. (3.1) the formal definition of the Hounsfield-value has been presented.

This equation has to be redefined in order to incorporate the influence that

the polychromatic Rontgen-source and the detector sensitivity spectrum will

have on the Hounsfield-values obtained from scanner measurements. By

integrating over the X-ray spectrum, this adaptation reads:

S\l (E)$ (E)dE - Jy (E)$.(E)dE
(3.20) H = 1000 - = 3 2 g

m
/U (E) $ (E) dE
w d

In this expression h^ is the Hounsfield-value of sample m. The linear

attenuation coefficient of the sample and that of water are defined by u (E)
m

and UW(E) respectively, and ^(E) is the normalized detected energy fluence

spectrum |20| (/$d(E)dE = 1 ) .

The substitute materials used in the present analysis have been defined by
White |ii,I2|. In the discussion to follow we will refer to these materials
as "solid tissue substitutes".
The materials were provided by Scanplas Inc. Orpington, Kent(UK).
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The interpretation of eq. (3.20) can be simplified through the introduction of

the concept of effective scan energy |20-22|. For a given detected energy

fluence distribution, it is possible to define an effective energy, E, in such

a way that:

u (I) - u (i)
(3 21) H = 1000 — s-2U - 2 1 ) m u (E)w

In the discussion to follow, the definition of HJJ, according to eq. (3.21) is

taken as a practical measure of the definition according to eq. (3.20).

Measuring conditions

CT measurements of a wide variety of materials have been performed on the

Philips Tomoscan T310 CT-scanner of the Academic Hospital Utrecht. A 32 cm 0

circular water phantom, designed in accordance with recent USA standards |23{,

has been used. At different positions in the phantom 2.5 cm 0 holes have been

made, in which samples of the different materials were inserted. Liquid

preparations were contained within special poly-propylene bottles which

accurately fitted the phantom holes. In order to exclude possible measuring

errors caused by an air-object interface, aquasonic gel (ultrasonic contact

fluid; H = 17) was inserted between each object and the phantom.

Hounsfield-values in a target region of at least 1 cm 0 were analyzed. Average

Hounsfield-values and standard deviations were noted. A single CT-measurement

of each object was found to be sufficient since statistical fluctuations

between succeeding measurements of identical samples were found to be smaller

than 2H.

A body mode scanner technique setting * has been applied. This setting is

considered representative to routine CT-applications in treatment planning.

In order to exclude decalibration effects from the CT-measurements, all

Hounsfield-values were converted to an absolute scale with the aid of:

Philips Tomoscan T310, technique factor set 179:
. field of view (FOV) ; 40 cm
. tube kilovoltage (kV) ; 120 kV

tube ipiiiamperage (mA) : 362 mA
. slice thickness (ST) : 12 mm
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H - H
(3.22) H = 1000 - S W

ra H - H .
w air

where H , H , H . , are the experimental Hounsfield-values of the sample,

water, and air respectively.

Determination of the effective scan energy

By eq. (3.21) a linear relationship is obtained between the (experimental)

Hounsfield-value and the relative attenuation coefficient at the effective

scan energy. The condition of such a linear relationship can be used to

determine the effective energy from CT-measurements of a limited set of

samples of known density and composition. The method applied for this purpose

is an adaptation of that applied by Milner I 221. The present method is based

upon a linear regression analysis, where the sample variance is used as a

measure from which the effective energy is determined.

The sample variance is given by:

X 2 - 1 N P

<E) ' l°( 3- 2 3 )

in which the X-square deviation is given by:

N Um.(E)

(3.24) X
2(E) = Z <Jmi mi t ^ 7

w

In eq. (3.23), (3.24), N represents the size of the sample group; Hm. is the

measured Hounsfield-value of sample i, andam,is the corresponding standard

deviation.

The effective energy is found by evaluating eq. (3.23) over an appropriate

energy interval (typically 60 - 100 keV), where E is considered to correspond

to the minimal value of s over this region.

The above mentioned method is applicable under the condition that the

effective energy does not vary between the different samples. This implies

that sample materials which cause a significant hardening of the X-ray energy

spectrum must be excluded from the analysis. An adequate sample group for

effective energy analysis can be found in a way similar to that used for
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Fig. 3.7 - The experimental conversion.

- Figure left:
The linear attenuation coefficient relative to water
plotted against measured Hounsf i_eld-values.
Computations were performed at E = 76 keV.

1
REL. ELECTRON DENSITY

Figure right:
The electron density relative to water plotted against
measured Hounsfield-values. The measurements of the soft
tissue substitutes have not been presented since they
are closely positioned around H = 0, Pe/tPev

= i
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determining E. In this case we minimize s by systematically varying the

sample group constituents and sample group size *.

The following results were obtained from the linear regression analysis:

The effective energy determined from the set was 76 keV, with s^in = 25.57, a

correlation coefficient of 0.9999, and an insignificant correlation

probability (<10 ). The variation of s with energy has been used to estimate

the accuracy to which E can be established from the procedure. Using the F-

distribution to determine the interval around srain which still has a 5%

probability of occurring by chance, results in an uncertainty interval which
— +5

lies between +5 and -3 keV, so E = 76~3 keV.

The effect of beam hardening

For high density constituents we observe significant differences between CT-

measurements and Hounsfield-values computed from eq. (3.21) for the effective

scan energy. These differences are considered to be caused by beam hardening

effects |l9|. This phenomenon can be observed from fig. 3.7 (left part) where

the Hounsfield-values of different samples are plotted against the theoretical

value of U/U for an effective scan energy of 76 keV.

Especially with high-density, high atomic number objects, the Hounsfield-value

is strongly sensitive to variations in beam energy. An impression of the

magnitude of the beam hardening effects in the individual samples (in terms of

energy), can be obtained from a zero-search method applied to the expression:

We have arrived at the following list of simple materials for the purposes
of energy determination (see also appendix 3A):

- air
- hexane (C^Hj^)
- cyclohexane (C(fli2)
- isopropanol (^Q
- ethanol (C2H^OH)
- acetylacetone (^g2
- 50 g ethanol (C2H5OH) + 100 g water

water
- 10 g glycerol (C3Ho02) + 100 g water
- ethanediol (CHO)
- PA (C6H110N)

The highest density material present is PA (nylon, H=83). When PMMA
(lucite, H=126) was added to the group, the value of s 2 increased
significantly, indicating that the scanner is linear up to approximately
+100 units and down to -1000.
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Material Measured Effective

H-value energy [keV]

20g K2HPO4 + lOOg H20 238 ± 10 75.8+3

40g K2HPO4 + lOOg HgO 437 ± 11 76.2+2

60g K2HP04 + lOOg H20 627 ± 11 74.4+1

80g K2HP04 + lOOg H20 746 ± 11 77.0+1

lOOg K2HPO4 4 lOOg H2O 857 ±16 78.1+1.5

120g K2HP04 + lOOg H2O 963 ± 13 78.2+1

140g K2HP04 + lOOg H2O 1054 + 16 78.3+1

160g K2HP04 + 100g H20 1123 ±17 79.1+1

inner bone 185 ± 10 75.0 +" 3.5

rib bone 376 ±10 82.7+2

hard cortical bone 1039 ± 16 97.0 + 2

Table 3.1 - Effective scan energy of the K2HP04-solutions
and the solid tissue substitutes for bone. The uncertainties
in the energy determination were computed from the
uncertainties in the experimental Hounsfield values.

U (E) "m.
(3.25) m _ - (l + —) = 0

U (E) 1000
w

In this expression Hm. is the measured Hounsfield-value and u(E) is calculated

from theory. Some results obtained from this technique are presented in table

3.1. The following conclusions can be drawn from these data:

- The effective beam energy increases gradually with sample density. Wi

the higher concentrations of the K2HP04-solutions the increase in

effective energy becomes less significant.

- Larger differences in beam hardening between liquid- and solid

substitutes are observed. For measurements resulting in comparable H-

values (cf. hard cortical bone and the 140 g K2HP04 solution) the

difference in effective energy is even larger than 10 keV. This must

be attributed to differences in the atomic constituents between

liquid- and solid substitutes (see appendix 3A).
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The experimental conversion

It is possible to obtain experimental conversion data by correlating the

Hounsfield-values, measured for a number of tissue equivalent substitutes,

with sample electron densities relative to water ( e/pew). Results of such a

procedure are presented in fig. 3.7 (right part) for a wide variety of

samples. In the high density region several different conversion curves are

obtained. The occurrence of this phenomenon can be understood from an analysis

of the scanner spectral factor. This factor is defined by |24-26|:

y to t(I) - ukn(i)
Q ( E ) ~ 1— . ••

(3.26) W K*"^)

75 keV

In this expression U , U , are the linear attenuation coefficient of the

photoelectric effect and the (Klein Nishina) Compton scattering respectively,

and u ° is the total linear attenuation coefficient.

Combination of eq. (3.26) and (3.21) gives:

(3.27) 1 +
H (E)
m

1000

+ gw ( E )_Sm ( E )

1 + Q (E)

-i 1 1 1 1 r-

100
ENERGY [KEV.]

Fig. 3.8 - The spectral factor
as a function of energy.
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_ P..
S (E) = Pe ^ t O t(i) - Ukn(I>

w w
(3.28)

p fuph(i)| z3-8

p
e

E = 75 keV

In this equation Z is the effective atomic number of the photoelectric effect

|9| (cortical bone: Z = 14.1, water: Z = 7.5; see also appendix 3B).

The function QW(E) is independent of the sample constituents, but it is a

sensitive function of energy; see fig. 3.8. The function Sm(E) is only weakly

dependent on energy, but it is a sensitive function of the sample (effective)

atomic number. Example:

Sm(76) = 16.71, in = 7.5 g KI + 100 g H20

Sm(76) = 6.28, m = 160 g K2HP04 + 100 g H20

Sm(98) = 5.86, ni = 160 g K2HP04 + 100 g H20

Since QW(E) « 1, the conversion relation between Hm(E) and
 pe/pew is close to

linear for those substitute materials in which Z m <= Zw. Beam hardening, which

is influenced by both composition and dimension of the scanned object |61,62|,

can significantly modify the value of QW(E). As can be seen from eq. (3.27),

this will only influence the conversion for the high atomic number constituents

(i.e. the region where Z m » Z w). Summarizing, the following conclusions can

be drawn from the analysis:

- The figure indicates the importance of an accurate characterization

of tissue substitutes (section 3.2.1). It shows that an inappropriate

choice of substitute materials can lead to large deviations in the

conversion.

- The differences in correlation observed between the f^HPO^solutions

and the solid substitutes are mainly to be explained by differences

in beam hardening, since both substitutes have (almost) identical

Sm(E)-values (identical characterization by means of up in eq.

(3.14)). The differences are most pronounced for high atomic number

constituents.
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- In regard of the relative importance of beam hardening effects on the

conversion, it can be expected that the solid bone substitute

materials show the highest conversion accuracy. These materials offer

the most realistic approximation of the actual structure and

composition of bone.

Abova mentioned conclusions have added a new dimension to the process of

experimental CT-conversions:

For conversions in the bone region it is not sufficient to characterize the

substitute materials in terms of pe, us, and u p only. The substitutes are to

represent bone both in density and composition in order to incorporate the

influence of beam hardening.

Accuracy estimates

An accuracy analysis has been applied to the experimental conversion

procedure. This analysis aims to determine the influence of the statistical

variations in the measured Hounsfield-value on the conversion. No

consideration is given to scanner related errors (in terms of decalibration

effects, reconstruction artefacts, etc.), since these did not apply to the CT-

data used in the present analysis, or could be compensated for by simple means

(e.g. see eq. (3.22)).

The influence of uncertainties in the sample electron density values have been

neglected, since the density and chemical composition of most samples have

been determined with a relative accuracy which is much better than 1%.

From eq. (3.22), the maximum experimental uncertainty in Hm can be determined

by taking the total differential according to:

(3.29) AH =

in which:

3H
m

3H
s

AH +
s

3H
m

3H
w

AH +
w

3H
m

3H .
air

8Hs

3Hm
dH
w

• *

1000

= 1000

= 1000

H .
air

",-
H -
w

H •

m
H -
w

- H

H .
air
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w
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air
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From eq. (3.29) we find that the overall uncertainty in ^e/p is of the order

of 2%. When the uncertainties in H w and Hair are neglected (perfect

calibration), the uncertainties in relative electron density are found to be

accurate to within 1%.

For the two most important bone conversion substitutes (the solid bone

substitutes and the KjHPO^-solutions) the errors computed from eq, (3.29) are

presented in fig. 3.9. They are based upon the data of table 3.1, and indicate

a relative accuracy in electron density determination which is better than 3%.

It should be noted that the measured Hounsfield-values of high atomic number

objects will be dependent on the dimension of the scanned object, due to the

influence of beam hardening. An analysis from Brooks |6l| and Meritt |62|, has

indicated that this dependency can be expected to lie somewhere between 5 H/cm

and 50 H/cm. The inaccuracy in experimental CT-conversion which is associated

to a 1 cm variation in object dimension, is estimated to lie somewhere between

2 and 5%.

/ SOLID TISSUE
SUBSTITUTES

Fig. 3.9 - Worst case analysis of the
experimental conversion. The conversion
data are indicated by points. The error-
bars indicate the uncertainty ranges
associated to the measurements, as com-
puted from eq. (3.29).

1.5
REL. ELECTRON DENSITY [-]
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3.3 The theoretical conversion for photon beams

As has been discussed in section 3.1, the conversion of Hounsfield-values to

parameters that can be used for the purpose of dose computations, is separated

into two steps: the experimental conversion of Hounsfield-values to electron

densities relative to water, and the theoretical conversion which relates the

electron density to parameters which are characteristic of the interactions of

therapeutic photon (or electron) beams *.

3.3.1 Photon interactions at therapeutic energies

Isotope treatment machines represent the low end of treatment energies used in

teletherapy (Co-60 = 1.173/1.332 MeV, Cs-137 = 0.66 MeV). Linear accelerators

provide for nominal beam energies between 3 and 25 MeV (corresponding to

effective beam energies between 1 and 12 MeV |27|). Other types of

accelerators can provide for nominal energies up to 50 MeV. In order to cover

the entire range of photon beam energies of possible interest to radiation

therapy, we will analyze the major Y~ray interactions over the range 0.5 to 50

MeV.

Incoherent scattering, pair production and photonuclear reactions are to be

considered for the analysis of the interaction properties of therapeutic

photon beams. The latter will not b' incorporated in the conversion.

Accordingly the total attenuation coefficient for Y~rav interactions in the

therapeutic energy range is given by (see also fig. 3.1):

3.30) H . Z o . J (oinCOh + 0P
p)

P k * \ k k

in which Na, Ak, (0̂  are defined below eq. (3.2). The variable O^

Most interactions will be presented relative to their value in water, an
approach which is characteristic of radiation therapy applications.
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represents the incoherent scattering cross-section, and Op the total pair

production cross-section of atomic constituents k. The total pair-production

cross-section can be separated into a component representing the interactions

in the field of the nucleus (a n) and a component due to the field of the

atomic electrons (a p p e), i.e. O P P = O P p n + Oppe.

Incoherent scattering

Since the influence of electron binding can be neglected for all energies

above 0.5 MeV, the incoherent scattering is given by:

(3.31) 0inC°h(Z,E) = 2 eO
kn(E)

in which 0 is the total Klein-Nishina scattering cross-section |5|.

Pair production in the field of the nucleus

For all energies larger than 1.02 MeV the effect of pair production must be

considered. In this process the incident photon of energy E generates a

positron- and electron pair of respective energies E' and E'' through

interaction in the field of the atomic nucleus. The energy balance equation of
2 2

this reaction reads: E = E'+ E''+ 2mc , where me is the electron rest energy.

We have chosen to use the basic Bethe & Heitler theory |2S| for computing the

pair production cross-section in the field of the nucleus, since this approach

leads to a good compromise between numerical accuracy and computational

simplicity. In this model the differential cross-section for the creation of

an electron-positron pair, in which the positron has a kinetic energy between

E' and E'+ dE\ is given by |29|:

G (Z,E,v)
(3.32) 0PPn(Z,E,E') dE' = 4dr0 Z -*— dE'

In this expression a2is the fine structure constant (a = e /he = 1/137)t ro
*\ 0 0 0f\ 0

the classical electron radius (ro = (e /me ) = 7.9398 10 lem ]). The

function G (Z,E,v), with v being the fractional positron energy, v =

(E'+mc )/E, incorporates corrections for the screening of the nucleus by

atomic electrons. It is expressed in terms of the quantity *:

(3.33, Y = 1000 f i — L ^ z"l/3
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The total cross-section for pair production in the field of the nucleus has

been obtained by integrating eq. (3.32) over the range of kinetic energies of

the positron:

c2

(3.34)

OPP"(Z,E) =
E-2mc

0
4aro Z

E

appn<z,E,

E~2mc
" /

0

E1

GY

)

(Z

dE'

Backgrounds of the computation of eq. (3.34).

In the evaluation of eq. (3.34) the following procedure has been

applied. Firstly we establish the integration boundaries in between

which y<2. These integration boundaries lie entirely within the two

integration boundaries of eq. (3.34).

By substituting y = 2 in eq. (3.33) we obtain:

(3.35) v = ± + ±
± 2 ' 2

The corresponding boundaries, in between which y = 2, are given by:

E • = E v - me
(3.36) 2

E^ = E v - me

The integration part of the pair production function can now be

written as:

E-2mc2 E^ E' E-2mc2

(3.37) / G dE' = / G dE' + / G dE' + / G dE'
0 ' 0 ' E' r E' '

In the present analysis all integrals in eq. (3.37) are computed

with numerical Gaussian quadrature procedures.

The model for Gy(Z,E,v) is based upon the Born approximation and can be
regarded to be accurate for Z/137 « 1 and for E » me2. For y>2 and y<2
different expressions apply for Gy(Z,E,v) |2°|. Bethe \28\ has proposed an
additional expression for y = 0 (complete screening). However, this
equation will not be required, since the smallest possible value for y at E
= 50 MeV and Z = 60 will still be larger than 1. At therapeutic energies y
will be larger than 2 in almost all situations (y = 2 at Z = 20, E = 37.7
MeV).
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At low beam energies (E < 7 MeV) the computation of the pair production cross-

sections from the Bethe & Heitler theory will not give correct results, since

the Born approximation is not valid in this energy range |30|. E.g. at an

energy of 5 MeV a deviation of about 3% is observed between the numerical

results of the model and tabulated reference data arising from a complete

quantum-mechanical analysis (Hubbel |3l|). Although a number of theoretical

models have been developed to describe the pair production interaction process

for low energies [31,32|f it was found satisfactory for the present

application to use a simple empirical approximation to improve the accuracy of

the computations.

From an analysis of the differences between the pair production cross-section

computed from eq. (3.34) and the tabulated reference data of Hubbel |3l| for

1 S Z £ 20, it was observed that the percentage differences between both data

was essentially determined by energy and only weakly dependent on atomic

number. As a result a single multiplicative factor to eq. (3.34), given by
(C(E), was sufficient to bring the computations within 2% of the reference data

for E 2 2 MeV.

Oxygen lf(E)-values were obtained from the above mentioned comparison between

computed and tabulated data (see fig. 3.10). This reference tabulation was

next used for the overall computation of Oppn.

Fig. 3.10 - The empirical correction
function $(E) and ftE) used in the
computational model for O^P.
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Energy Material

IMeV)

2 water

muscle

compact bone

3 water

muscle

compact bone

5 water

muscle

compact bone

0 water

muscle

compact bone

Present
comp.

0.394

0.387

0.503

1.137

1.116

1.435

2.563

2.515

3.202

5.052

4.960

6.259

A
t£J

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.5

0.2

Bethe &
Heitler

0.161

0.158

0.203

0.972

0.954

1.226

2.488

2.442

3.109

5.052

4.960

6.259

A
[%]

59.0

59.0

59.5

15.0

15.1

14.9

2.8

3.0

3.0

0.6

0.5

0.2

Tables
Hubbel

0.393

0.386

0.501

1.143

1.123

1.440

2.559

2.518

3.204

5.080

4.987

6.273

Table 3.2 - The total pair-production mass attenuation coeffi-
cient for biological tissues (units used: 110 cm /gl).
Considered are:

Computations according to eq. (3.39).
Computations based on the Bethe S Heitler theory (including
electron-field pair-production interactions).

The computations are compared with the reference tabulations
The data on tissue compositions were taken fromof Hubbel |31

the ICRU-lOb 58

Pair production in the field of the electron

At low energies the interaction of a photon with the field of an electron is

negligible as compared with its interaction with the field of a proton. In the

limit of high energies (E > 100 MeV) the interactions in the field of

electrons and protons are of equal magnitude. In general we can write:

(3.38)
app *(E)z

in which ths function $(E) is almost independent of atomic number |5|.

The values $(E) for Oxygen have been computed from tabulated pair production

cross-sections |31| for 2 g E s 50 MeV (see fig. 3.10). This reference

tabulation was next used for the overall computation of o p p e from eq. (3.38).
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The total pair production cross-section

The total cross-section for pair production is given by the sum of cross-

sections for pair production in the field of the nucleus and the electrons:

0PP = 0PPn + Qppe

4ar0 , z E-2mc

0 V z' E' v ) d E 1

An accuracy analysis of this model has been employed by comparing the

calculations to the tabulated reference data of Hubbel |3l| (see table 3.2).

The more recent reference data of Storm & Israel |6| are in agreement with

these tabulations. For 2 = E S 50 MeV and Z S 20 the calculations for provide

for an overall precision of the order of 1% (exception Calcium is accurate up

to 2% for 2 s E S 3 MeV).

Photonuclear reactions

The photonuclear effect is characterized by the cross-section o^n: the nucleus

absorbs a photon and emits one or more nucleons, in which the emission of a

neutron is the most probable occurrence. These types of reactions have a

certain treshold value below which the reaction cannot take place. For light

nucleaei this treshold value lies between 5 and 20 MeV |31(.

Characteristic of the photonuclear effect is the occurrence of a so called

giant resonance. For high atomic numbers these giant resonances take the shape

of a Lorentz-profile. For low atomic numbers this shape becomes more

complicated J 33—35).

The main question related to the present application is: what error do we make

by neglecting the photonuclear resonance?

A large number of experimental data on photonuclear reactions have been

compiled by Bergman & Fultz 1351. One of the main conclusions to be drawn from

their paper is that the cross-sections vary considerably between the different

elements. For this reason it is hardly possible to obtain adequate

quantitative information on the magnitude of the photonuclear cross-section in

biological tissues. According to Greening |36|, the contribution of apn to the

total cross-section is seldom more than 5% in the energy range between 15 and
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20 MeV. Berger |37| estimates a contribution of 10% in the energy range of 10

to 20 MeV.

In the light of the above mentioned fact, we are unable to incorporate the

effect of photonuclear reactions in the present analysis. This is also due to

the fact that high energy treatment machines provide for beams of a wide

energy spectrum. The major advantage of this property is that the influence of

a possible giant resonance will be small, and that the overall contribution of

the photonuclear effect will be smoothed. Since it is conventional in

radiation therapy to express the interaction parameters relative to values for

water, it is probable that the systematic error caused by the neglect of 0 p n

is partly compensated.

3.3.2 Energy-transfer- and energy-absorption processes

Apart from the fractional loss of photons over a path-length dl in a medium of

density P, in the case of an ideal narrow beam of monochromatic Y-rays (as

defined by the mass attenuation coefficient (u/p)), two other characteristic

interactions are of interest to megavoltage photon beam dosimetry. These are

|38|:

- The mass energy-transfer coefficient, tr/p.

This coefficient describes the fraction of the incident photon energy

which is transferred to the kinetic energy of charged particles by

interactions, in traversing a distance dl in a medium of density p.

- The mass energy-absorption coefficient, en/p.

It describes the fraction of the incident photon energy that is

transferred to the kinetic energy of charged particles (analogous to

tr/p) which is next absorbed into the medium. From the definition of

ICRU-33 |38,39|:

(3.40) !!en = _tr ( 1_

P P

in which g is the fraction of the energy of secondary charged

particles that is lost to bremsstrahlung in the material.

In this section a survey of the models used to compute these interactions is

presented. With modifications our computations are based upon the analysis of
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Allison |40|. For a profound discussion of the theoretical backgrounds of mass

energy-transfer- and energy-absorption coefficients we refer to Hubbel |32|.

He analyses the methods proposed by Berger j 371 for computing en/p.

Incoherent scattering cross-section

The energy-transfer incoherent scattering cross-section, 0 , is computed

from the Klein-Nishina equation for energy-transfer, which, in integral form,

is given in appendix 3C. For the analytic solution of this expression we refer

to Johns |41|.

The energy-absorption cross-section of incoherently scattered photons, 0 g n ,

is computed from |40|:

1 + (2E/mc2)

In this expression E is the energy of the incident photon, and E' that of the

scattered photon. The function L(T) is the fraction of the kinetic electron

energy, T = E - E', that is actually absorbed in the medium in the course of

slowing down. It can be computed from:

(3.42) L(T) = -J- / (- 1 fS' ) + (- M dE
T ' p t p 0 10

where (S /p), (S /p), are the mass collision- and radiation stopping

powers respectively. The models used for computing eq. (3.42) are discussed in

section 3.4.1. The backgrounds of eq. (3.41) are discussed in more detail in

appendix 3C.

Pair production cross-section

The pair production cross-section for energy-transfer, opp, is given by |38|:

(3.43) 0PP(Z.E) = (l - —-) OPP(Z,E)
tr hi

The energy-absorption cross-section of the pair-production interaction, O ,

is computed from:
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2
__ 80tr0 Z

OPP(Z,E) = r- (Z + )
en E2 $iz)'

(3.44) E-2mc
2

/ G (2,E,v) (L(E')E' -±TiE'))dE'
o y

The notation used in this expression corresponds to that of eq. (3.39). The

variable E' represents the kinetic energy of the positron at the moment of

annihilation. The function L(E') is computed from eq. (3.42). The function T(E')

represents the average kinetic energy of the pair-production positron at the

moment of annihilation. It is computed from:

E1

(3.45) T(E') = / TW(E',T)dT
0

where W(E',T) is the normalized annihilation probability distribution

function. W(E',T) has been computed from the method of Berger }37|.

Backgrounds of eq. (3.44) are given in appendix 3C.

Accuracy of the models

An accuracy analysis of the calculations of 0 e n according to eq. (3.41),

(3.44) has been applied by comparing the computations with the tabulated

data of Hubbel |3l|, Berger ]37|, and Allison |A0|. A careful interpretation

of the results is necessary because most tables are based upon some sort of

restriction in the computational model of afp (e.g. Berger: approximated

values for bremsstrahlung losses, Allison: no positron annihilation in flight).

The most complete computations are considered to be those of Hubbel. However,

for energies larger than 10 MeV his computations are based upon interpolations

and extrapolations of the data of Berger; the uncertainty resulting from this

procedure is estimated to range up to 20%.

By comparing the present computations for o in the energy range 2 £ E £ 15

MeV and for 1 £ Z Z 20 with the tables of Hubbel, correspondence within 1% and

in most cases within 0.5% is obtained. Since our computations do not contain

significant limiting assumptions in regard of the computational model, it can

be concluded that the Hubbel data are probably much more accurate than is

expected (see above).

The comparisons with the Allison data show a correspondence which is generally

within 2%. The maximum deviation is 5%, This is mainly due to differences in
PP

the computation of 0 , a different interpretation for the positron
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Fig. 3.11 - The mass density relative to water, p/p , as a
function of the electron density relative to water, Pe/pew.
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Fig. 3.12 - The total linear attenuation coefficient
relative to water, U/Uw, as a function of the electron
density relative to water, Pe/p
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and SO MeV yrays.
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annihilation at rest, and the absence of in-flight annihilation corrections.

It should be noted that the calculation of the pair production energy-

absorption cross—section is an extremely time consuming numerical procedure,

since a very high number of nested integrals is involved (pair production,

loss-function, radiation stopping power, average kinetic positron energy in

flight, annihilation probability distribution). This partly explains the

restricted number of reference tabulations on the subject available to date.

3.3.3 Theoretical conversion data for photon dosimetry

Conversion data for mono-energetic Y-rays of 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV

(representing the effective energy values of clinical treatment beams) are

presented in this section. In general only the conversion data for the lower

energy range are of interest for clinical applications: only few treatment

machines provide for effective beam energies above 15 MeV |27|.

The conversions have been computed for the range of biological tissues as

presented in appendix 3A.

Mass density

In fig. 3.11 the mass density relative to water is presented as a function of

the relative electron density. For soft tissue, fatty tissue, and lung tissue,

the relative density is proportional to the relative electron density with a

precision better than 1% (except for pure fat: P/ D = 0.923, Pe/ D = 0.905).
'w Kew

For bone tissues, which is the region where 'De/pew
 > 1.1, deviations from the

linear relationship are observed. These are caused by the large fraction of

high atomic constituents, since:

(3.46) Pe = P \ [ « ^

For biological t i s sues S w ^ / A i var ies between 0.5 and 0.6 J56| .

Linear attenuation coefficient

In fig. 3.12 the linear attenuation coefficient relative to water, U/u , is

presented as a function of the relative electron density for 5, 10, 20 and 50

MeV. The influence of pair-production on the conversion becomes significant
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for the higher beam energies. It can be explained as follows.

A first order approximation to 0 P P can be obtained from 0 P p n (eq. (3.34)) by

assuming total absence of screening |5|:

(3.47)

This implies that, in lowest order approximation (u - P 0/7,):

(3.48)
U
PP

u p p

w

Vppn P e Z

U""w ew w

where Z is the effective atomic number of the pair production process

(cortical bone: Z = 10, fat: Z = 5, H20: Z = 6.5; see appendix 3B).

The behaviour of M/|j as a function of composition and energy can be

understood by using the analysis of section 3.2.3. By an analogy to eq. (3.27)

we can write:

(E) f1 + P (E> G(E)1 P
(3-49) ITTET = I i + PW(E) J i

where the function PW(E) (corresponding to QW(E) in eq. (3.26)), is defined

by:

(3.50) P (E)
w

UPPn(E)
w

Fig. 3.13 - The function PW(E)
as defined by tq. (3.50).

ENERGY
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This function is independent of sample composition. The behaviour of PW(E) as

a function of energy is given by fig. 3.13. The function G(E) is defined by:

p pppn(E) g
(3.51) G(E) = - ^ = —

This function is linearly dependent on (effective) atomic number and (almost)

independent of energy; see eq. (3.48).

In conclusion: two effects influence the conversion between u/uw and Pe/p

Firstly, the beam energy through PW(E). Secondly, the atomic composition of

the sample through G(E). The influence of the latter is most pronounced for

fatty tissues * and for bone, as can be seen from fig. 3.12.

Linear energy-transfer coefficient

In fig. 3.14 V /ytr is presented as a function of pe/p

Linear energy-absorption coefficient

en Q

In fig. 3.15 v /yw is presented as a function of e/p . For energies up to

20 MeV the shape of the conversion curves is almost identical to those of U/Uw

(fig. 3.12). This implies that u/U is proportional to U /y®n for this energy
^ ®^ tr +-

range. This has been verified by plotting y/u against V /y^n and P /y£r for

E = 10 MeV; see fig. 3.16. The observed deviations between the relative values

for y and yen are smaller than 1%; see table 3.3. The deviations between the

relative values of y and y r for the corresponding situation are up to 2.5%.
en pn tr

This implies that an approximation of U /y^ by means of W /y£ri i-e-
neglecting the g-function in eq. (3.40) |36|, can be regarded as less
accurate. A direct impression of the error that is made by using eq. (3.40)

en
.for devising w /jjjj under the assumption that g « 1 can be obtained from

fig. 3.17. In this figure the g-factor is presented for the complete range of

tissues and energies of interest to the present analysis.

Three types of tissue fall into this category: fat, adipose-tissue and
breast-tissue. Their composition and density differs from those of average
soft tissues. The relative density of these tissues varies between 0.92 and
0.96, while the relative density of average soft tissues varies between 1
and 1.06. In addition to this their composition differs from soft tissues
with respect to carbon content (soft tissue: C » 3 to 10%, fatty tissue: C
• 40 to 70%)i see also appendix 3A.
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Fig. 3.14 - The total linear energy transfer coefficient
relative to water, utr/u£r, as a function of the electron
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Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV y-rays.
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Fig. 3.15 - The total linear energy absorption coefficient
relative to water, pen/Uw

n, as a function of the electron
density relative to water, Pe/p
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV Y~rays.
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Energy

[MeV]

5

10

20

50

Material

muscle

fat tissue

rib bone

cortical bone

muscle

fat tissue

rib bone

cortical bone

muscle

fat tissue

rib bone

cortical bone

muscle

fat tissue

rib bone

cortical bone

U/PW

1.012

0.889

1.382

1.799

1.011

0.862

1.432

1.929

1.009

0.825

1.502

2.110

1.007

0.780

1.587

2.330

vtr/v?

1.012

0.885

1.389

1.885

1.010

0.853

1.451

1.977

1.008

0.813

1.525

2.170

1.006

0.711

1.603

2.372

& « ]

<0.01

0.45

0.50

1.06

0.10

1.04

1.33

2.49

0.10

1.45

1.53

2.84

0.10

8.85

1.01

1.80

uen/u^n

1.012

0.888

1.383

1.801

1.011

0.859

1.438

1.941

1.009

0.824

1.500

2.097

1.007

0.793

1.550

2.214

Art l

<0.01

0.11

0.07

0.11

<0.10

0.35

0.42

0.62

<0.01

0.12

0.13

0.62

<0.01

1.67

2.33

4.98

Table 3.3 - Relative values of the linear attenuation
coefficient, the linear energy-transfer coefficient and the
linear energy-absorption coefficient for different types of
tissues.
The percentage differences between ytr/yw

r
 with V/Vw, and

Uen/Uw
n with U/uw are also indicated.

Note:
This table represents a selection of the data presented in
fig. 3.12, 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16.
The data on tissue compositions were taken from appendix 3A.
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Fig. 3.17 - The fraction, g, of the charged particle energy
that is converted to bremsstrahlung. The function g is
defined by eq. (3.40).
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV yrays.

In conclusion:

For lower beam energies (E S 20 MeV) the relative linear attenuation

coefficient can Je used to approximate the relative linear energy-absorption

coefficient. This is advantageous, since the computation of energy—absorption

coefficients requires an extensive numerical effort. For energies above 20 MeV

no similar statement can be made since significant differences between u/u
en w

and y Ai^" can ke observed. However, it should be noted that the (effective)

energy of clinical photon beams is generally well below 20 MeV |27|. As a

result the above mentioned approximation can be applied in treatment planning

without exception.
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Mass-attenuation-, mass-transfer- and energy-absorption coefficients

In a number of applications, dosimetry computations require mass interactions

relative to water, instead of the linear values. Relative values for u/p,

Utr/p and Uen/P are presented in fig. 3.18 to 3.20. In fig. 3.18 we have

indicated the different tissue regions of relevance to the theoretical

conversion.

a.
=>
z

in

n

FHTTY'
TISSUES

Fig. 3.18 - The mass attenuation coefficient relative to
water, (U/p)/(U/p)w, as a function of the electron density
relative to water, Pe/pew.
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV Y-rays.

1
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Fig. 3.19 - The mass energy transfer coefficient relative to
water, (y r/p)/(Utr/p)w, as a function of the electron
density relative to water, Pe/p
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV y-rays.
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Fig. 3.20 - The mass energy absorption coefficient relative
to water, (uen/p)/(Uen/p)w» as a function of the electron
density relative to water, Pe/p
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV y~rays.
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3.4 Theoretical conversion for electron beams

The layout of this section is similar to that of the theoretical conversion of

photon beams. In section 3.4.1 we discuss the theoretical models used to

compute the interactions. In section 3.4.2 the theoretical conversion data are

presented.

3.4.1 Electron interactions at therapeutic energies

The range of beam energies in electron therapy is considered to lie between 2

and 50 MeV.

The interaction of electrons with matter are expressed in terms of stopping-

and scattering powers |43|. The mass stopping power is defined by the average

energy loss per unit path-length dl of an electron with kinetic particle

energy T through an object of density p. By separating the total stopping

power in a collision- and a radiation loss component, one may write for

compounds:

tot
(3.52) (—-) = EOJ

where U) is the mass fraction of element k; see eq. (3.5).

The mass angular scattering power is expressed by S s c /p = 0 /pi, where 1 is

the path-length and 6 the mean scattering angle |43|.

The collision stopping power

The mean collision loss has been computed from the Bethe & Bloch stopping

power theory. Adopting the notation of Berger & Seltzer |44,45|, the model for

the mass collision stopping power reads:

col 21TN romc2 Z , T2(T+2)
SJ 3 ((3.53) (S^-J = 3 " ln( — ) + P(T) - 6

P 6 l 2(I/mc2)2

In this expression T is the particle kinetic energy in mc2-units (x=T/mc2),

& is the velocity of the incident electron relative to the velocity of light
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(62= T(T+2)/(T+1) 2), I is the mean excitation or ionization energy in MeV, 6

represents a density effect correction, and F(T) is a kinematic term.

In the computations of eq. (3.53) the following variables have been used:

F(T) is computed in accordance with the analysis of Berger |44|. Values for

mean excitation energy were taken from ICRU-37 |46|. Differences between

element- and compound I-values, caused by chemical binding effects, were only

partially compensated for: the compound I-values were computed from the Bragg

additivity rule * by making use of adapted element I-values (table 5.1 of

ICRU-37). No use has been made of experimental <I>-values. This restriction

will not influence the accuracy of the computations too much, since (S /p)

is only logarithmically dependent on I.

The density effect, 6, both for materials in condensed- and gaseous state, has

been computed from the method proposed by Sternheimer & Peierls |47|. Unless

stated otherwise these computations are based upon compound density values.

The' above mentioned method leads to results which are accurate to within 1 -

2% in comparison to the ICRU-37 tat^jlations.

The radiation stopping power

Energy loss due to bremsstrahlung may play a significant role with MeV

electron beams. In this process the incident electron of total energy U = T +

me , will create a photon of energy E', with 0 < E' < T. In analogy to the

computations of the pair production cross-section, we have used the basic

Bethe & Heitler theory for computing radiation losses, together with a simple

empirical correction to compensate for the deviations due to the Born

approximation. In the Bethe & Heitler model the differential radiation

probability of the photon with energy E', to be emitted by the interaction of

Summation of (Scol/p) according to eq. (3.52).
Eq. (3.52) implies that the mean excitation energy of a compound or mixture
can be computed from:

z.
IlD, - log I.

i
I 0). r-
i i \
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an electron in the field of the nucleus, and travelling over a path dl

([g/cm2]), is given by |29|:

, , N F (Z,U,v)
(3 .54 ) $ r n ( T , E " ) dE1 d l = 4 a r j Z — - J —, dE1 d l

in which a and r0 are defined below eq. (3.32).

The function F.y(Z,U,v), with v = E'/U, incorporates corrections for the

screening of the nucleus by atomic electrons. It is expressed in terms of the

quantity:

(3.55) Y =

Different expressions for F (Z,U,v) apply for Y<2 and Y>2 |29|.

The total radiation stopping power is obtained by integrating $ r n over E'

between 0 and T:

rad T

o
= ( E' * (T,E')dE'

(3.56)

= 4aroZ -^ /F(Z,U,v)dE"
A 0 Y

The numerical procedure used for evaluating eq. (3.56) is based upon

principles similar to those used for the evaluation of the pair-production

cross-sections (eq. (3.34) and (3.37)).

Eq. (3.56) is valid for the interactions in the field of the nucleus

(proportional to Z ). It can be extended to incorporate the interactions in
2

the field of the electrons (proportional to Z) by replacing Z by Z +Z/Y(T).

For computations of (Srad/p) it is customary to take Y(T) = 1 144,45,48!.

However, we have applied recently published values on the ratio of the

radiation energy loss cross-section in the field of the electron and the

nucleus to approximate Y(T) (we have used values for Carbon; see fig 9.2 of

ICRU-37 |46|). The variation of Y(T) with atomic number has been neglected for

the domain of interest of the present applications (1 £ Z S 20).

At low particle energies (T < 10 MeV) the computation of the radiation

probability from the Bethe & Heitler theory will not lead to accurate results,

since the Born approximation is not valid in this range of energies 144-461.

E.g. at an energy of 2 MeV deviations up to 6% are observed between the
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computations according to eq. (3.56) (which include corrections for

interactions in the field of the atomic electrons) and reference data |

In accordance with the method used for computing pair production cross-

sections for low energies (section 3.3.1), we have applied a simple

multiplicative factor to eq. (3.56), defined by f(Z,T), to compensate for

these deviations. Values of ¥(Z,T) were established over an energy range 2 S T

§ 10 MeV. Computations above 10 MeV and for Z > 15 required corrections of

less than 1%, and therefore were considered negligible. The following

expressions for f(Z,T) have been applied:

H>(Z,T) = 1 - (2.14 - 0.14 Z) 1D~2 k{T) for Z £ 15
(3.57)

Y(Z,T) = 1 for Z > 15

The values for k(T) were obtained from a numerical fit of f(Z,T) to Oxygen

reference data (resulting data: k(T) = 2.9, 2.3, 1.9, 1.2, 0.8, 0.0 for T = 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 10 MeV respectively).

It should be noted that the above mentioned correction is not required for the

computation of the total stopping power, (S /p). At low particle energies

the radiation stopping power is at least one order of magnitude smaller than

the collision stopping power. E.g. consider compact bone:

For 2 MeV electrons (Scol/p) = 1.7580. With f(Z,T) = 1 we compute (Srad/p) =

0.0976, which is in error 3%. This implies that the error in (Srad/p)

contributes less than 0.1% to (Stot/p).

Summarizing the model used for the computation of the radiation stopping power

we have:

rad T
(^-) = / E- (*rn(T,E-) +J7fj,*tn(T1E'l) dE-

(3.58) °
T

Y(Z,T) J Fy(Z,U,v)dE'
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Energy
IMeVl

2

3

5

10

Material

water

muscle

compact bone

water

muscle

compact bone

water

muscle

compact bone

water

muscle

compact bone

Present
comp.

0.268

0.263

0.331

0.430

0.423

0.529

0.793

0.779

0.968

1.818

1.787

2.202

[

<0

<0

<0

< 0

< 0

< 0

0,

0,

<0.

0.

0.

<0.

A

%]

.4

.4

.3

.2

.2

.2

.1

,1

,1

,2

2

1

Bethe &
Heitler

0.276

0.271

0.338

0.441

0.433

0.537

0.803

0.789

0.976
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Tables
ICRU-37

0.268

0.263

0.331

0.430

0.423

0.529

0.792

0.778

0.968

1.814

1.784

2.202

Table 3.4 - Radiation stopping powers for biological tissues
(units used: [lCf1 MeV cm2/g]).
Considered are:
. Computations according to eq. (3.58).

Computations based on the Bethe S Heitler theory (including
electron-electron bremsstrahlung corrections).

The computations are compared with the reference tabulations
of the ICRU-37 |46|. The data on tissue compositions were taken
from the ICRU-10b j 581 .
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An accuracy analysis has been applied by comparing this model * to reference

tabulations which are based upon full quantum-mechanical analysis. The overall

correspondence of the Bethe & Heitler model, supplemented with the above

mentioned adaptations, is of the order of 1% for the entire range of biolo-

gical tissues; see also table 3.4.

Scattering power

Mass angular scattering powers have been computed in full accordance with the

analysis of ICRU-35 |43|. No further details will be given here.

3.4.2 Theoretical conversion data for electron dosimetry

In this section the theoretical conversion data for electron beams are

presented. All major parameters that are characteristic of electron beam

interactions will be presented. Computations have been performed for electron

beams of 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV. The conversion data have been computed for the

range of biological tissues presented in appendix 3A. Special attention is

paid to the energy dependency of the different conversion curves. This type of

information is important to the application of the conversion curves in

inhomogeneity correction procedures (see ch. 5).

Mass density

This conversion is evaluated in section 3.3.3 and is presented in fig. 3.11.

Several other methods find application in radiation therapy.
Example:
- Methods based on the low- and high energy limit approximation \49,50\,

i.e. for "no" screening and "complete" screening! see eq. (3.61). The
accuracy of this approximation over the energy range 2-50 MeV is
approximately 20 - 30%.

- Methods based on the critical energy approximation \ll,44\, viz.
(Sra°/P) • T(T+1.2)/800 (Scol/p). Between 2 and 50 MeV the accuracy
of this approximation varies from +30 to -10%.

The accuracy ranges were obtained by comparing the results of the different
models with the ICRU-37 tabulations \46\ (these are estimated to be
accurate within 3%).
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Collision stopping power

In fig. 3.21 the linear collision stopping power is presented as a function of

the relative electron density. A linear relationship between S c o / S c c and

Pe/p is observed. Deviations from linearity are only observed at the high

density bone region. The relative collision stopping power is only weakly

dependent on energy. This can be verified from fig. 3.23, and can be

understood from eq. (3.53). In this expression the term between brackets

varies slowly with energy. This implies that S c o can be approximated from:

PN Z.
s
c o 1 = c —3. Z w.—i f (T,<I>,6)

O 2 • 1 A.
(3.59) S 1 *•

- cp e f(T,<I>,6) for E > 2 MeV

where c is a proportionality constant, and f(T,<I>,6) is a slowly varying
2 2

function of excitation energy and density. The term 6 , with 6 = T( T + 2 ) /

(T+1) , is already larger than 0.96 at 2 MeV, and is eliminated when S c o is

expressed relative to water.

The results presented in fig. 3.21 are analogous to the findings of Mustafa

|42|. The differences between the present analysis and his data are to be

explained by the fact that in the latter the density effect correction was

neglected (see eq.(3.53)). Such an approximation is only legitimate for heavy

charged particles, where the density effect becomes important for energies

above a few hundred MeV |51|.

In fig. 3.22 the relative mass collision stopping power is presented as a

function of pe/

computed from:

,col

p •'lung "air v p Jair "tissuev p 'tissue

function of ̂ e/n . Mass collision stopping powers of lung tissue have been
ew

col scol scol

^ A M n n n a i r * C\ Jfli ' r HRKI1£>^ O •'t.lf

(3'60) .col
- Oi [ i

tissue % p 'tissue

where w a^ r and tissue
 are t'ie raass~lractions of air and tissue available in

the sample. This approach implies that lung samples are considered to be

composed of two independent and discrete components. In regard to the

structure of lung tissue this seems to be a realistic assumption.
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,col ,When (S1"" /p) for lung tissue is computed from averaged sample densities (see

tissue data in appendix 3A), large deviations with respect to values obtained

from eq. (3.60) are observed (see dashed line in fig. 3.22). These differences

are caused by large differences in the density correction term <5 in eq.(3.53).

o

EC
d

10 rtEv

SOFT
TISSUES

FflTTY
TISSUES

1

REL. ELECTRON DENSITY [-O

Fig. 3.21 - The linear collision stopping power relative to
water, S c o l/S^ 0 , as a function of the electron density
relative to water, P e/p e w-
Computations are for 10 MeV electrons.
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The influence on the computed values for (Sco /p) of assumed sample

homogeneity, or absence of sample homogeneity, are most pronounced for lung

tissues (due to the large differences in density associated to these

assumptions). Similar deviations may be expected to exist for other types of

biological tissue (especially for bone tissues). Since insufficient data are

available to treat the computation of these tissues in the form o^ a summation

of the individual composites, we have assumed all tissues except lung-tissues

to be homogeneous, and have used the density correction in accordance with

this assumption.

a.
IS

a.a.o

z
o

in
inac

3-

10 HEV

—EHD-

LUNS TISSUES

SOFT
TISSUES

REL. ELECTRON DENSITY [-]

Fig. 3.22 - The mass collision stopping power relative to
water, (ScoVp)/(Scol/p)w, as a function of the electron
density relative to water, ®e/pew.
Computations are for 10 MeV electrons.
The dashed line represents the computations of the relative
mass collision stopping power for lung tissues, in which
averaged density values have been used. The error bar around
the data-point for hard cortical bone represents the energy
dependence over the interval 5 - 5 0 MeV. For all other types
of tissue, the energy dependence of the relative mass
collision stopping power is smaller than 2%.
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Fig. 3.23 - The energy dependence of the mass collision
stopping power relative to water over the interval 1 to 55
MeV.
Tissue properties were taken from appendix 3A.

Radiation stopping power

The theoretical conversion curves for the relative radiation stopping powers

are presented in fig. 3.24 to 3.26. The conversions are found to be (almost)

independent of energy. This can be verified by analyzing first order

approximations to eq. (3.56). Assuming total absence of screening (low energy

limit), or complete screening (high energy limit), these are given by 15,A3 |;
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(3.61)

4 a r 2 N me2 f (Z+l) y ln(2y - 1/3)
a A

4 a r 2 N m c 2 f ( Z + l ) Y (ln(183 Z
3 A

for 1 « y <<c 137 Z -1/3

1/18)

-1/3
for Y >> 137 Z

For particle energies above 1 MeV the main energy dependency of (Sra /p) is

directly proportional to the relativistic correction factor, y = (1-3 ) . The

explicit energy dependence of both expressions is eliminated when (Sr /p) is

expressed relative to water. This is demonstrated in fig. 3.26, where

(Sra /p)/(Sra /p) is plotted against energy for a number of biological

tissues.
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Fig. 3.24 - The linear radiation stopping power relative to
water, Srad/s£ad, as a function of the electron density
relative to water, Pe/pew-
Computations are for 10 MeV electrons.
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Fig. 3.25 - The mass radiation stopping power relative to
water, (Srad/p)/(Srad/p)w, as a function of the electron
density relative to water, ^e/pew.
Computations are for 10 MeV electrons.
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Fig. 3.26 - The energy dependency of the mass radiation
stopping power relative to water over the interval 1 to 55
MeV.
Tissue properties were taken from appendix 3A.
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Total stopping power

In analogy to the data presented for collision- and radiation stopping powers,

three conversion graphs are presented for the total stopping power (fig. 3.27

- 3.29). The functions are sensitively dependent on energy. This is due to

differences in energy dependence for (S /p) and (S /p).
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Fig. 3.27 - The total linear stopping power relative to
water, s'-0'-/Ŝ 0*-, as a function of the electron density
relative to water, ^e/pew.
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV electrons.
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Fig. 3.28 - The total mass stopping power relative to water. Fig. 3.29 - The energy dependency of the total mass stopping
(Stot/p)/(Stot/p)w, as a function of the electron density power relative to water over the interval 1 to 55 MeV.
relative to water, e/pew. Tissue properties were taken from appendix 3A.
Computations are for 5, 10, 20 and 50 MeV electrons.
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Scattering power

In fig. 3.30 the relative linear angular scattering power has been plotted

against e/p . The shape of the conversion curves corresponds closely to

those of the radiation stopping power (fig. 3.24 - 3.25), since the main

atomic number dependency of S and S is identical. In fig. 3.31 the mass

angular scattering power has been plotted. The energy dependency of the

relative values of (S /p) is demonstrated in fig. 3.32.

As has been indicated in fig. 3.30 the theoretical conversion curve does not

apply to hydrocarbons like polystyrene (PS) and lucite (PMMA), since it is

valid for biological tissues (and tissue equivalent substitutes) only. However

PS and PMMA find application as phantom material in electron dosimetry. For

this reason electron interaction data measured in non-water like phantoms need

to be adapted to apply to biological tissues. In section 5.2.1 we will present

appropriate conversion methods for this purpose. They are based on an energy

independent behaviour of (S" /p)/(S a /p) w- The validity of this assumption

can be evaluated as follows:

The atomic number and energy dependency of the angular scattering power can be

explained from an analysis of the low- and high energy limits of (S s c a /p).

Rearranging the expression for (S /p) |43| in terms of 6 and y, we obtain:

scat , r2 N
(3.62)

with s(em,ey) = ln(l+(em/9u)
2) - 1 + O + C W 2 ) " 1 . where 9^, 9y define a

cut-off- and screening angle respectively.

In the high energy limit, the relative value of (S /p) shows to be

independent of energy, since the energy dependence of 6 and 9 is of

identical shape. For low particle energies, s(9 ,8 ) becomes energy dependent

due to the saturation of 9 . However, when s(9 ,8 ) is expressed relative to
m my

reference values, this energy dependency is mainly eliminated (variation is

within 3% over the range of clinical beam energies). As a result (S s c a t/p)/

(S s c a /p) is (almost) independent of energy. Example: the energy dependence

of hard cortical bone for energies between 1 and 50 MeV is less than 3%; see

fig. 3.32.
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Fig. 3.30 - The linear angular scattering power relative to
water, S s c a t/S w

c a t, as a function of the electron density
relative to water, ^e/pew.
Computations are for 10 MeV electrons.
Also indicated are the conversion data points for
polystyrene (PS) and lucite (PMMA). As can be seen from the
figure, the theoretical conversion curve for biological
tissues does not apply to these materials.
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water, (Sscat/p)/(Sscat/p)w, as a function of the electron scattering power relative to water over the interval 1 to 55
density relative to water, ^e/Pew.
Computations are for 10 MeV electrons.

MeV.
Tissue properties were taken from appendix 3A.
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3.5 Discussion

A method has been proposed which can be used to convert Hounsfield-values to

parameters which are characteristic of the interactions of MeV photon- and

electron beams with human tissues. These interaction parameters are used in

treatment planning for the purpose of inhomogeneity corrections.

The method proposed in this thesis is based upon a conversion in two steps:

the experimental and the theoretical conversion.

In the experimental conversion, the Hounsfield-values are correlated with

electron densities relative to water. In the theoretical conversion the

relative electron density is correlated with the required characteristic

interactions of MeV photon- or electron beams. Both conversions are especially

calibrated to apply to biological tissues.

The advantage of the present approach, above methods in which the measured

Hounsfield-values are directly converted into the appropriate interaction

parameters, is found from a number of practical considerations:

- A separation of the conversion procedure in an experimental- and a

theoretical step implies that all scanner dependent influences can be

dealt with in a single conversion step instead of in a number of

discrete conversions.

- The process of experimental conversion can be restricted to a simple

measuring procedure which provides for the possibility to apply the

conversion as a routine protocol in the hospital. There is no need

for additional computational- or mathematical procedures, nor need to

gather insight into the fundamentals of the interaction parameters.

- Hounsfield-values can be considered to be dependent of scanner

technique setting (where the scan energy is the major factor). By

correlating the Hounsfield-values to e/p this dependency is
1 eliminated. An invariant and fundamental characterization of the

patient internal geometry is obtained by representing the patient in
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terms of electron densities relative to water.

The amount of digital information which is required to represent the

patient geometry by means of a series of contiguous axial CT-slices

(see section 2.2, 2.3), can be extremely large (each individual CT-

image contains at least 256 x 256 pixels). For this reason it is

essential that the digital information stored in, and handled by the

computer, is kept within limits. The present approach provides for

the possibility to represent the patient in terms of only one

characteristic parameter (pe/p ), instead of all the numerous
GW

parameters that are required with photon- or electron dosimetry.

The experimental conversion is based upon a number of tissue

equivalent substitutes that are selected according to their

equivalence in X-ray attenuation characteristics. Substitute

materials selected according to this procedure are not necessarily

characteristic of tissue in the range of MeV photons and/or

electrons. By separating the conversion into the two steps mentioned

above, tissue equivalence in the megavoltage domain does not need to

be considered.

The theoretical conversion is computed from published data on

composition and density of biological tissues. Since no tissue

equivalent materials are required, this conversion provides for a

high degree of accuracy. Also, the conversion is defined by a single

fixed relation which is specially calibrated to apply to biological

tissues. It therefore needs to be determined only once.

In converting the Hounsfield-values to pe/p , a characteristic

patient representation is obtained which, in many cases, need only

minor adaptation for application in dose computations (e.g. with

lower energy photon beams |j/uw
 a Pe/p , S c 0 /Sw° = Pe/Pew' ^ °

r t'le

entire range of tissues except for the region of compact bone). The

conversion of ^e/o to the appropriate interaction parameter is a

procedure which can be executed with high numerical efficiency (viz.

by making use of look-up tables).
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Interaction models and model accuracy

In the present study, relatively much attention has been paid to the

discussion and analysis of the different models used for computing the photon-

and electron interactions. A vast amount of literature refers to the

theoretical- and experimental analysis of those interactions. No attempt is

made to analyze or review the present status of the theory on X-ray, y-ray,

or charged particle interactions. For such an analysis we refer elsewhere

(ref.|4,29,31,32,43,44,46,57| ). One of the objectives of the present study was

to propose simple means of computing the interactions, under the requirement

that the model or numerical procedure should result in a relative accuracy of

the order of 1% over the appropriate range of atomic numbers and energies.

Also, by analyzing all major photon- and electron interactions, insight is

obtained into the relative importance of the individual interaction processes

to the application in CT and/or radiation treatments. In this respect we

conclude that the proposed methods for computing pair production- and

bremsstrahlung cross-sections provide an adequate compromise between

computational simplicity and accuracy, since lengthy quantum-mechanical

computations can be avoided.

The requirement of 1% relative error in the computation of the theoretical

interactions can be regarded to be tight, since the variation between

different samples of similar types of human tissue, in regard of their

chemical composition and density can lead to much larger uncertainties in

conversion than an experimental spread of 10H or a theoretical uncertainty of

T7
I/O »

The variability between biological samples is very much dependent on the type

of tissue under consideration. Most soft tissues |l4| give rise to variations

in sample compositions and density of only 2%. Compact bone is regarded to be

stable within 1%, but for instance cancellous bone can give rise to variations

up to 15% between the individual samples |1O,59|.

The biological data on tissue composition and density used in the present

analysis, are considered to be representative averages of the different types

of in-vivo tissues. Although in individual cases large deviations from these

average values are possible (e.g. consider age, health condition, etc.), it is

not considered feasible to incorporate these differences in the general

process of CT-conversions. This is mainly due to the fact that the available

amount and quality of the experimental data on variations in tissue

compositions, as would be required for such an analysis, is regarded to bo

Inadequate I10|.
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Tissue characterization and experimental conversion

In section 3.2.1 we propose a method which can be used to characterize the

attenuation properties of a diagnostic X-ray beam in human tissue. Three

parameters are required for this purpose, characterizing the coherent

scattering, the incoherent scattering, and the photoelectric effect. We have

used the method to select appropriate tissue substitute materials. These

materials have been used with the experimental conversion.

We required that all substitute materials were either commercially available,

or could be prepared from simple chemical procedures. This was considered to

be important since the experimental conversion procedure has to be applied in

a clinical environment as a routine protocol.

The experimental conversion has been applied to a CT scanner-setting which is

characteristic of applications in treatment planning.

The experimental uncertainty in the scanner measurements was found to result

in a standard deviation of the order ol 10 - 15H. This uncertainty corresponds

to an overall uncertainty of the order of 1 - 2% in the interaction process to

which the Hounsfield-value is correlated. This implies that the models to be

used for computing the interactions must be accurate to within similar ranges

(see above). It should be noted that inaccuracies in conversion which are

caused by factors inherent to the process of CT-scanning (viz. scanner related

errors, and object related artefacts |60,6l|), have not been incorporated in

the present study. These topics should form the subject of a separate

analysis.

The experimental conversions for liquid bone substitutes in the form of the

K2HP04-solutions and the solid bone substitutes resulted in large mutual

differences. These differences are to be explained by differences in the

hardening of the X-ray spectrum between solid- and liquid substitutes, since

both materials fulfill the criteria of tissue equivalence (see section 3.2.2).

As an example, consider the application of CT-conversions to: a) dose

computations in a bone region, b) dose computations in soft tissue behind a

bone region.

We consider the experimental K2HP04-conversion to be in error by some 10 - 15%

(In comparison to the solid bone substitute conversion; see section 3.2.3 and

fig. 3.9). In MeV photon beam dosimetry the absorbed dose is linearily

proportional to the relative mass energy-absorption coefficient, and in

electron beam dosimetry the absorbed dose is linearily proportional to the
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relative mass collision stopping power. As a result the uncertainty of the

dose computation in the bone region can be as high as 10 - 15%.

In general teletherapy treatments concern the application of dose to soft

tissues. We have evaluated the dose computational error in soft tissue which

is positioned behind a layer of hard cortical bone of 1 cm thickness. For a 5

MeV photon beam, the uncertainty in dose associated to a 15% error in

experimental bone conversion was found to be within 2% (electronic non-

equilibrium effects at the bone-tissue interface have been neglected). This

relatively small error is explained from the relatively small layer of hard

cortical bone that needs to be considered for the analysis. In the human body

very few thick layers of hard cortical bone exist.

Application of the same analysis to electron beams results in a much larger

dose error (up to 10%). This is due to the large depth-dose gradient of the

beam. However, in electron beam dosimetry, larger dose errors often correspond

to small spatial errors.

In the light of the above mentioned it can be concluded that beam hardening

effects can be the cause of one of the larger sources of conversion error. For

soft tissues the accuracy of experimental conversion is estimated to be better

than 2%. The KgHPO.-solutions and the solid tissue substitutes are the cause

of differences in conversion which are already larger than 10%. This implies

that the accuracy of conversion is fully determined by the quality of the

tissue substitute used with the experimental conversion. Taking this into

account, we estimate the accuracy of the conversion applicable to the bone

region to lie somewhere between 2 and 5%.

The theoretical conversion

The theoretical conversion has been computed for all major interaction

processes that may play a role in MeV photon- and electron dosimetry. An

exception to this is the photonuclear effect, which has not been incorporated

in the present analysis.

The main goal of the theoretical conversion procedure was to:

- Analyse the magnitude, the variation with energy, and the variation

with tissue composition of the different interaction processes. This

analysis can be used to determine the extent to which a certain

Interaction process must be incorporated in the dose computations or
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can be ignored.

- Provide for conversion curves which correlate the patients internal

geometry in terms of electron densities relative to water, to

parameters which characterize the radiation interaction of

therapeutic photon- and electron beams.

By computing the interactions from published data on tissue compositions,

conversions are obtained which are specially calibrated for the range of

biological tissues, and therefore can be applied in treatment planning. The

advantage of this approach is: a) a high conversion accuracy, b) the absence

of the need to define any tissue equivalent substitutes for the interactions

of MeV photons or electrons.

We want to mention one disadvantage of the present approach. Since the

conversion curves are specially calibrated to the range of biological tissues,

the comparison of dose computations with measurements, in which phantom

materials are used which cannot be regarded to be equivalent to human tissue

in regard to their density and chemical composition, is difficult. A careful

interpretation of possible observed differences between measured- and computed

dose distributions is necessary, since the source of this error may lie in the

choice of the test objects or phantom materials used with the experimental

set-up.
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Appendix 3A - Composition data of tissues and tissue substitute materials



Material

Hater
Lung

20Z vol. air
+ lung tissue
40Z vol. air
+ lung tissue
60Z vol. air
+ lung tissue
80Z vol. air
-f- lung tissue
Huscle
Brain (whole)
Kidney
Pancreas
Spleen
Heart (whole)
Skin
Fat
Adipose tissue
Breast (female)
Cortical bone
Mandible
Cranium
Femural bone
Rib bone
Sternum
Spongiosa
Vertebral bone
Inner bone

H

.171

.015

.105

.105

.105

.105

.102

.104

.096

.017

.105

.016

.010

.122

.120

.117

.034

.046

.049

.062

.064

.078

.086

.090

.087

C

_
.095

.095

.095

.095

.095

.123

.161

.030

.072

.101

.124

.227

.761

.640

.380

.155

.199

.212

.229

.264

.317

.293

.370

.130

N

.025

.025

.026

.026

.028

.035

.039

.122

.023

.027

.025

.046
_

.008
-

.040

.039

.039

.031

.037

.036

.024

.035

.036

0

.889

.766

.766

.766

.765

.764

.729

.684

.729

.800

.765

.744

.615

.117

.229

.503

.441

.441

.441

.466

.442

.442

.488

.430

.664

Na

-

-

-

-

_

.001

.002

.002
_
_
_

.002
_
-
-

.001

.001
_
_
_
-
_

.001

Kg

_
-

-

-

-

-
_
-

-
-
-
_

.002

.002

.002

.001

.001

.001
-
_

.001

p

_
.007

.007

.007

.007

.007

.002

.003

.002

_
_
_
_
-
_

.102

.085

.080

.065

.060

.040

.033

.021

.024

S

_
.002

.002

.002

.002

.002

.005

.002
-

.002

.002

.002

.002
-
-
-

.003

.003

.002

.002

.002

.001

.001

.005

Cl

_
-

-

-

-

-

-
-

.002
-
-
-

.003
-

.001
-
-
-
-

-
_
-
_
-

_
-

-

-

-

-

.003

.003

.002
-
-
-

.001
-
-
-
-
_

.001
-

.001

.001
_
_

.002

Ca

_
-

-

-

-

-

-
_
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

.222

.184

.173

.143

.129

.084

.075

.043

.050

P

0.998
,-1.06
*̂*0 26
0.85

0.64

0.43

0.21

1.02
1.035
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.03
1.10
0.92
0.92
0.96
1.85
1.66
1.60
1.43
1.41
1.25
1.18
1.13
1.12

pe,o-
23

3.34
3.53
0.87
2.82

2.12

1.41

0.71

3.39
3.43
3.41
3.48
3.46
3.43
3.03
3.02
3.12
3.22
5.74
5.22
5.05
4.57
4.51
4.06
3.86
3.67
3.66

1.
1.
0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

1.
1.
1.
1,
1,
1.
0,
0,
0.
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

/pew

00
06
26
85

64

42

21

.02

.03

.02

.04

.04

.03

.908

.905

.93

.96

.72

.56

.51

.37

.35

.22

.16

.10

.10

Ref.

54
13.14

_

-

-

12.15
13,14
13.14
13,14
13,14
13,17

15
12

12,15
15

12,15
10
10
10
10
10
10
16

11,15

table 3.al - Composition data of biological tissues.



Material Cl Ar Ca

Water
Acetylacetone
Ethanediol
50 g aethanol
+ 100 g water
Hydrazine
hydrate
10 g glycerol
+ 100 g water
50 g ethane-
diol + 100 g
water
PE low-density
(polythene)
Tissue substi-
tute Lung
Tissue substi-
tute Hard
Cortical Bone
Tissue substi-
tute Rib Bone
Tissue substi-
tute Inner Bone

H20
C5H8O2
C 2H 60 2
C H O H
H20
HH

C 3H 80 3
+ H20
C 2H 60 2
HO

(C2"4)n

(ref. 11,15)

1111
0800
0968
1176

.6000

.3871

.1739

- .8889
- .3200
- .5161
- .7085

.1200 - .5600 .3200

.1089 .0356 - .8555

.1063 .1290 - .7646

.8571 .1429

.0841 .6797 .0237 .1887

.0260 .3058 .0098 .3893

.0634 .5269 .0302 .2395

.0711 .5959 .0198 .2336

.0013

.0006

.0008

.0011

.0235

.2685

.1392

.0784

0.998
0.973
1.113
0.950

1.033

1.024

1.034

0.92

0.25

1.85

3.341
3.166
3.677
3.198

3.485

3.421

3.445

3.17

0.82

5.72

1.
0.
1.
0.

1.

1.

1.

0,

0,

1

000
948
101
957

043

024

.031

.95

.245

.71

1.33 4.26 1.275

1.13 3.655 1.09

table 3.a2 - Composition data of tissue substitute materials.



Material C1 Ar Ca Pe10
-23

pe/pew

Air
Hexane
Cyclohexane
Isopropanol
Aethanol
PVC (poly-
vinyl chloride)
PFTE (teflon)
POM (delrin)
PfWA (lucite)
PA (nylon)
PS (polystyrene)
PE high-density
(polythene)
PE low-density
(polythene)
20 g K0HPO4
+ 100 g H20
40 g K2HPO/[
+ 100 g H20
60 g K0HPO4
+ 100 g HpO
80 g K2HPO4
+ 100 g HpO
100 g K2HP04
+ 100 g H?0
120 g K2HP04
+ 100 g H20
140 g K7HPO4
+ 100 g - "
160 g K2HP
+ 100 g HpO'
170 g K2HPO4
+ 100 g H20

H20
2HP04

.1628
CgHi2 .1429
C3H8O .1333
C2H5OH .1304
(C 2 H3Cl ) n .0487

- .7775
.8327
.8571
.6000
.5217
.3371

(C 2 F 4 )n - -2400
(CH 20) n .0667 .4000
(CsH80 2 ) n .0800 .6000
(C 6 HnON) n .0973 .6372 .1239
(C8H8)n -0769 .9231

" " .8571(C2H4)n

(C2H4)n .8571

.0936

.0810

.0715

.0643

.0584

.0536

.0496

.0462

.0447

.1429

.1429

.2319

.2667

.3478

.5333

.3200

.1416

.8021 .0297

.7400 .0509

.6935 .0669

.6593 .0792

.6283 .0891

.6047 .0971

.5849 .1040

.5682 .1097

.5608 .1122

.1280

.5645

.7600

.0747

.1281

.1681

.1992

.2242

.2445

.2615

.2759

.2823

0.0012
0.66
0.778
0.785
0.790
1.39

2.20
1.43
1.19
1.14
1.05
0.96

0.92

1.151

1.276

1.381

1.469

1.545

1.610

1.665

1.715

1.748

0.00036
2.312
2.679
2.680
2.690
4.322

6.362
4.595
3.872
3.769
3.406
3.305

3.167

3.782

4.136

4.431

4.676

4.886

5.064

5.214

5.350

5.444

0.0012
0.692
0.802
0.802
0.805
1.294

1.900
1.375
1.159
1.128
1.020
0.989

0.948

1.132

1.238

1.326

1.399

1.462

1.516

1.561

1.601

1.629

table 3.a3 - Composition data of several materials which have been
used in the analysis of this chapter.
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Appendix 3B - The effective atomic number

For an element of atomic mass A^, the mass attenuation coefficient of a

Y-ray interaction process can be computed from (see eq. 3.2):

N
(3.bl) (li) = — O

pk Afc k

Consider the cross-section of the interaction process to be separated in an

energy and material dependent function of the form:

(3.b2) O = f(E) Z p

where p is the power of atomic number dependency, and f(E) is a function of

the incident photon energy E. As a result:

(3.b3) (-), = — f(E) Zp

P k A k

For a compound or mixture holds:

u v
(3.b4) (-) = z w (-)

P k k P k

where u is defined by:

la.A.

From eq. (3.b3) and (3.b4) now follows:

M n
(3.b6) (-) = Z N f(E) zf;

P k k k
where:

N
(3.b7) Nk = 0)k ^

If we put a k = \/N_, with N̂ . = Z\, eq. (3,b6) can be rearranged to read:

(3.b8)

= Nj. f(E) Z P

In this expression Z is the effective atomic number defined by:

(3.b9) z = (I a z ) V / p

k K K

An effective atomic number is characteristic of an individual interaction
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process. It can only be determined in above mentioned way, when the cross-

section of the interaction can actually be written in the form of eq. (3.b2).

Effective atomic numbers find wide application in quantitative CT-analysis

|9,24,40,52,53|.

In a review paper on X-ray interaction processes in Computed Tomography,

Mc.Cullough |9| proposes to use:

coherent scattering (Rayleigh): p = 3.0

photoelectric effect : p = 4.8

We have applied an approach similar to that of Mc.Cullough for determining the

effective atomic number of the pair production process.

The proposed function is given by:

U.blO) OPP(Z,E) = Z P (m log (E) + k) [cm
2/at]

10v

Evaluation of this expression in the energy range 5 s E s 50 MeV, for the

elements C, N, 0, P and Ca, resulted in: p = 1.93, m = 0.5 10~26, k = 1.7

10 (tabulated reference data for comparison: Hubbel |3l|; accuracy of

approximation +10%).
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Appendix 3C - Energy-transfer- and energy-absorption cross-sections

Backgrounds of the incoherent scattering cross-sections

As has been discussed in section 3.3.1, the incoherent scattering cross-

section in the range of MeV photons can be calculated from:

O.el) olncoh(z,E) = z / JL okn(8) dfl
8=0 dQ e

in which dgo (0) is the differential Klein-Nishina cross-section per

electron. The relation between the energy of an incident photon, E = hv, and

the energy of an incoherently scattered photon, E' = hv', is given by the

Compton equation:

(3.c2)
- cos8)

in which 6 is the angle of the scattered photon and a = E/tnc .

Combination of eq. (3.cl) and (3.c2) gives:

(3.c3) 0incoh(3,E) = Z / fc" OknCE')dE-
E 6

l + 2a

The fraction of the incident photon energy transferred to electron kinetic

energy is given by (E-E')/E. This means that the energy-transfer cross-section

for incoherent scattering in the range of MeV Y-rays can be determined from:

(3.C4) 0:r~"<Z,E) = Z / l^-r^J r-_O k n(E') dE-

Eq. (3.c4) can be integrated analytically to give the Klein-Nishina cross-

section for energy-transfer |4l|.

The fraction of kinetic particle energy, T - E-E', which is absorbed in the

medium in the course of slowing down, can be computed from the loss-function

given in eq. (3,42). The combination of eq. (3.c4) and (3.42) results in an

expression for the energy-absorption cross-section of incoherently scattered

photons; see eq. (3.41).
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Backgrounds of the pair-production cross-sections

The model used for calculating pair production cross-sections has been defined

in eq. (3.39). The relation between the incident photon energy, E, and the

kinetic energy of the positron and electron, E' and E " , is given by E = E' +

E''+ 2mc2. As a result the fraction of photon energy transferred to kinetic

particle energy is given by (E'+E'')/E. Adapting eq. (3.39) to include the

effect of energy-transfer gives:

OPP ( Z, E ) . _ _ (Z2+ _ _ ) f ( B ) ; ( _ _ j V B f E f V ) d E.

(3.c5)

OPP(Z,E>

Eq. (3.c5) can be extended to represent the energy-absorption process of pair-

production. The basic equation for this process is given by (see also Allison

4 a r o , Z
OPP(Z,E) = (ZZ )
en

( 3- c 6 ) E-2mc2

The computation of o p p according to eq. (3.c6) can be simplified considerably

by computing the positron loss function, L(E"), from electron stopping power

theory. The ratio of positron- and electron stopping powers for identical

particle energy, varies between 1 and 0.97 over the energy range between 1 and

50 MeV. However, the influence of these differences on the computation of L(T)

is much smaller, and therefore has been neglected with the present

computations. Rearranging eq. (3.c6) to include this adaptation gives:

(3.O7) OPP(Z,E) » (Z + — ) ¥(E) / L(E')G (Z.E.v) dE1

en E *(E) 0 Y

In the computation of the energy-absorption cross-section according to eq.

(3,c7), no account has been taken for the effect of annihilation radiation. In

order to incorporate this process in our computations, eq. (3.c7) is adapted

as follows:

The electron-positron annihilation results in the creation of a y-ray of

energy 2mc2 + T(E'), in which t(E') is the average kinetic energy of the

positron at the time of annihilation |37|; see eq. (3.45). By combining eq.

(3,c7) and (3.45) an expression for the energy-absorption cross-section of the
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pair production process is obtained, in which annihilation processes are

accounted for. The resulting expression is given in eq. (3.44).
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4.1

DATA REDUCTION- AND EXPANSION OF Y-RAY BASIC
BEAM DATA

A calculation technique for photon beams is proposed which can be used tor

reduction- and/or expansion of basic beam data. Special attention is paid l<>

the calculation ot beam-profiles.

The method makes use of Day's scatter integration technique in combinat ion

with Sterlings method for equivalent square fields. The technique is based

upon the computation of the difference in dose between a point of computation,

and a corresponding reference point at which the absorbed dose has been

measured.

Some representative examples are presented. The overall accuracy of the model

for the computation of beam-profiles is of the order of 2%. The spatial error

varies between 1 and 3 mm, and is determined by the number of reference

measurements incorporated in the analysis.
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4.1.1 Introduction

In order to calibrate dose computational models to the characteristics of a

treatment machine, measured beam data will be required. These measurements are

identified as "basic beam data" |l,2|. The way in which a dose computational

model makes use of basic beam data, and the amount of basic beam data needed,

depends on the class to which a model belongs (e.g. see Rosenow |3|).

We will present a calculation technique for MeV photon beams which allows for

the generation of an extensive set of basic beam data from only a limited set

of dose measurements. The importance of such a possibility has been stressed

by Eedpath & Wright |4|.

Special attention is paid to the calculation of beam-profiles for square- and

rectangularly shaped treatment fields.

The general data-reduction/expansion properties of the proposed methods can be

used in combination with those dose models which make use of basic beam data

measured in water. This means that Tissue Air Ratio models, and models which

employ primary beam-profile approximations j5—71, will not be considered.

The theory of the calculation technique is based upon the concept of Tissue

Maximum Ratio's (TMR). A method is applied which corrects for the difference

in absorbed dose between an arbitrary position in the treatment field, and a

corresponding reference point at which the dose is known from phantom

measurements. Following the suggestions of Cunningham jGj. such a technique

can be denoted as a "differential scatter correction" method. Scatter

integration is performed by making use of Day's sub-field summation technique

IS— 111. There is no need for the computation of Scatter Maximum Ratio tables,

although computations based on this concept are throughout possible.
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4.1.2 Basic beam data

The beam-settings under consideration in the present analysis are by

definition entrant to a homogeneous phantom at right angles. The treatment

machine degrees of freedom available in regard of beam set-up are restricted

to the source-skin distance, f, and the surface field-size, a_s =(as,bs).

Following the notation of section 2.4, the beam set-up can be characterized by

<i> = <K .... ,f ,a_s,... ). The geometrical- and dosimetric properties of the

irradiated object is identified by <o for all cases: only set-ups involving

beams entering into a homogeneous (water) phantom are considered.

The present application requires the definition of two distinct beam-setting

configurations. These are identified by (fig. 4.1.1):

1. The actual set-up.

This is the beam set-up for which the basic beam data (in terms of

central-ray depth-dose distributions and beam-profiles) are to be

computed. As a concise notation this set-up is identified by: <J> =

2. The reference set-up.

This is the beam-setting configuration from which a limited number

of dose measurements is obtained. These measurements will be used as

reference data from which the beam-data of the actual set-up are

computed. The reference set-up is identified by, <po = •Kff'^r^1 w n e r e

fr, a_r, define the reference source-skin distance and surface field-

size respectively. The field-size a r is related to a_s with a_r =

(fy/fja^, i.e. the aperture of the beam in the reference set-up is

equal to that of the actual set-up.

Consider a treatment beam in actual set-up. The dose to point x, = (x,y,z), can

bo related to the reference set-up with (section 2.4):

(4.1.1 > D <X,d>,Ko> = D (x^o.Ko) P(X,<l>,Ko)

where Dp(*Lmi4>o .<o) I s the absorbed dose at the position of centra l - rny dose
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" V

n

actual
beam setting

I \

reference
beam setting

Fig. 4.1.1 - Definition of the "reference" set-up and the
"actual" set-up of a treatment beam.
Note:
both set-ups are entrant at right angles to a homogeneous
phantom, and are related by the beam aperture fl.

maximum of the reference beam, and P(2c,<f,fc0) is a relative distribution

function. D (x.,<t>,Ko). D (2£m,<t>o.Ko) apply for
 fVie same treatment time t.

Under the assumption that the radiation scattered from the collimator system

does not vary with field-size (this is also identified as a beam of constant

effective primary dose), eq. (4,1.1) can be expressed in terms of a single

fixed reference field a.( (e.g. a^ = 10 x 10 cm |12|). The beam geometrical

set-up associated to this reference field will be identified by <J>t = <Kfr,a.j).

Rearranging eq. (4.1.1) in terms of i>: gives:

(4.1.2)
B(a )

P(x,d),Ko>

whore ,, )/B(afn ) represents the ratio of bnckscatter factors * for the

Tho backacatter factor represents the fraction by which the primary dose at
tho position of tho central-ray dose maximum is increased, due to phantom
scattered radiation \5\.
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field a = v a , a =va, , with v = (f ,-+dm)/f,.; see also fig. 4.1.1.—mr
 v—r' —ni! v—l' r m" r

P(>c,d),KQ) can be expressed in terms of a distribution function P'(x_,<J>,iCo).

which represents the dose distribution relative to the central-ray dose

maximum of the actual set-up viz. P' (x.m,<t>,Ko)
 = 1) :

(4.1.3)
f +dr m

f +d

B(a )
~m

B(a
P'(x,(t),K0)

Separating P'(x.,4>,K0) in a depth- and an off-axis component, gives:

(4.1.4) P'(x,<|>,Ko) = P.(x,<t>,Ko> P'(x,<t>,K0)
— L — Z

In this expression Pt(x_,<b,K0) is a transversal distribution function, and

P^( x,<t>,K0) is the central-ray depth-dose distribution function. The latter can

be expressed in terms of Tissue Maximum Ratio's *:

2̂ ,

(4.1.5) P'(x,<t>,K0) =
f+d

f+d B(a
T(a ,c

In this expression a_x is the field-size at depth x., and d the depth associated

to this position (see fig. 4.1.1).

From the combination of eq. (4.1.3) and (4.1.5) we find:

(4.1.6) P'(x,4>,iCo> =
f +d
r m
f +d

B(a

As a result eq. (4.1.2) can be rearranged to read:

^2B(av)
(4.1.7) D (x,<t,Ko) = D (x ,<t>,,K0) - —

P ~ P ~IT\ t f +i

This expression will be used to derive the general data reduction/expansion

proper'.ies for beam-profiles.

Tissue Maximum Ratio's are found of special value in dosimetric modelling
since they represent distribution functions for plan-parallel y-ray beams
(see also addendum A).

The expression presented in eq. (4.1.5) has been obtained from eq. adA.l
(addendum A), Since the application under consideration in this chapter
involves beams entering at right angles to a homogeneous phantom only,
the notation used in eq. adA.l can be simplified by replacing z and dx
by dt see fig 4.1.1. —
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A.1.3 Depth-dose distribution functions

The main use for reduction/expansion of depth-dose data is found in the fact

that a relation can be established between the depth-dose distribution

function and the source-skin distance.

The following method has been used for this purpose: depth-dose distributions

can be converted to Tissue Maximum Ratio's with the aid of eq. (4.1.3) and

(4.1.5). Since T(£ix,d) is independent of source-skin distance to a good degree

of accuracy |5,12,13|, the inverse application of eq. (4.1.5) enables the

computation of depth-dose data for any arbitrary source-skin distance (typical

accuracy: 1% for |f - fr| < 20 cm).

4.1.4 Transversal distribution functions

The transversal distribution function is defined in eq. (4.1.4) which

describes the separation of the dose distribution function in a depth- and

lateral beam direction component. A further separation of the transversal

distribution function in a field length- and width-direction component gives

(4.1.8) P (x,(|>,Ko) = Px(x=(x,0,z),<t>,Ko) P (x=(O,y,z),<!>,Ko)

In this way a strong reduction of measuring effort is obtained. In the present

approach we will restrict ourselves to the calculation of transversal

distribution functions for this situation only.

Consider the situation presented in fig. 4.1.1. A field of size, a_s, at focal

distance, f, enters a phantom at right angles. The shape of the transversal

distribution function changes with depth due to the divergence properties of

the radiation beam; also scattering non-equilibrium effects at the edge of the

treatment field will change the shape of a beam-profile. So, in complete

absence of lateral scattering, the shape of the beam-profile is solely

determined by the shape of the primary beam-profile and the divergence

properties of the treatment beam. In this case the profile can be represented

as a function of the similarity coordinate x = x.(f+z)/f, and a single

reference measurement is sufficient for the calculation of the profile at an

arbitrary depth. Since especially laterally directed scattering can modify the

shape of a beam-profile, expressions must be derived which describe this depth

dependent effect.
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Consider a transversal distribution function being measured at a reference

depth z = dr. The size of the treatment field at reference depth is given by

S.x =wa r, where u = (fr+dr)/fr.

With a beam of corresponding aperture, but different source-skin distance (the

actual beam-setting of fig. 4.1.1), the geometrical relation between the size

of the reference field and a field at an arbitrary depth, is given by £ x = £.

a^ , where e = (f+d)/(fr+dr). A similar relation applies to the off-axis
—I"

points A and Ar; see fig. 4.1.1.

An expression for the absorbed dose at the point, x. = (A,O,d), will be derived

from the dose at the reference point, x^. = (Ar,O,dr), which is supposed to be

known (measured).

4.1.4.1 Calculation method for beam-profiles

For a beam of constant effective primary dose, the dose deposited to point x.

of fig. 4.1.1 can be presented by:

(4.1.9) D (x,()>,K0) = P(x,<t>,Ko) + S(x,<t>,K0)
p - - —

in which P(.x,<i>,K:o) is the effective primary dose and S(JC,<|>,KO) the dose due to

phantom scattered radiation. For the dose deposited to point x^ of the

reference beam, we can write in a similar way:

(4.1.10) D (x ,(|>o,Ko> = P<xr«<l>o»Ko) + Stx^^o/Ko)

The ratio of the effective primary dose at 21 and x^x is given by the inverse

square law fraction and the local exponential attenuation of the primary:

(4.1.11)
P(X.4>,KQ) fr+dr

-y(d-dr)
e = F

• In this equation \s is the attenuation coefficient of the primary radiation.

It can be obtained from measurements |7|, or from extrapolation of the depth-

dose data to zero area fields |9,15|.

Omitting the increase in projective path-length for off-axis points, the

combination of eq. (4.1.9) to (4.1.11) gives:

(4.1.12) D (x.^.Ko) = FD (xr,<t>o,K:o) + S(x,<t>,K0) - F S(xr,(f>o»Ko >

A good approximation for the phantom scatter contribution to an off-axis point

can be obtained by employing the results of Day |1,8,10,11|. His method can be

regarded as a simplified adaptation of the Clarcson scatter integration
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technique |5,6,16|. Day's method assumes the dose deposited by phantom

scattered radiation at point x. t o be determined by the dimension of the

treatment field surrounding that point; see fig. 4.1.2. The approach is based

on the assumption that the treatment beam has a uniform primary dose

distribution at the inner side of the geometrical beam range, and a perfect

collimation, i.e. negligible primary dose outside the geometrical beam range.

The geometrical range is most suitably defined by the half value distance of

the normalized beam-profile, although adaptations to this definition can be

useful |9|.

In this work a slightly modified version of Day's method is used. Assuming a

point source homogeneously emitting radiation in all directions, the dose

distribution of a collimated beam at depth, d, contains an inverse square law

component. We assume the computation of phantom scatter from Day's formula to

be more accurate after compensation for the inverse square law dependency.

As a result we obtain (fig. 4.1.2):

Fig. 4.1.2 - The dose deposited
by phantom scattered radiation
at point x = (A,d) can be ex-
pressed in terms of scatter dose
values at the centre of the
fields a+ = (a+2A,b) and a" =
(a-2A,b) (shaded area). The
primary beam is supposed to be
of equal intensity for all indi-
vidual sub-fields.
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(4.1.13) S(x,lJ>,Ko) = |e(x) {s(xc,4)
+,Ko) + S(xc,$

In this expression S(2<.,<t>,Ko) is t n e scatter contribution from a field â  =

(a,b) at the position x_ = (A,O,d). The function S(JC ,(t) ,<o) represents the

scatter from a field a_ = (a+2A,b) at the central-ray position x_c = (0,0,d),

i.e. i>+ = <(i(f,_a+). In a similar way S(x̂ c,(j)~,Ko) represents the scatter

contribution from a field a^ = (a-2A,b) at x_c. The fields a_ , sT are

identified as "sub-fields".

The inverse square law function, £(x), is given by:

A 1(f+d)2

(4.1.14) £(x> = = 1 -
A2 + (f+d)2

It should be noted that the correction term in eq. (4.1.14) represents a small

quantity which may be neglected for all off-axis points with A < 10 cm for

source-skin distances above 20 cm.

Backgrounds of the application of eq. (4.1.13).

Formally eq. (4.1.13) is not generally applicable, since it is valid

for points lying within the geometrical range of the beam only. When

the point A lies outside the geometrical beam range, one of the

field contributions of the right-hand side of eq. (4.1.13) must

represent the loss of local scattering intensity, which can be

interpreted as a negative scatter contribution from the sub-field.

This phenomenon can be incorporated by rearranging eq. (4.1.13) to

read:

1 + -
(4.T.15) S(x,<)),Ko) - -E(x) {s(a+2A) S(x ,<S> ,<0) + s(a-2A)S(x ,<t> ,K0)}

Z —c —*c
where s(k) represents the sign of the quantity k.
In the discussion to follow we make use of the restricted

description (4.1.13) only, where we assume eq. (4.1.13) to represent

(4,1,15) as a more compact notation.

The method outlined above can be used to obtain an expression for the

transversal distribution function, Px(.x.i<l>.
Ko). by expressing it in terms of

the reference profile value, Px(x.r,<t>o.Ko)- The following analysis is applied

for this purpose.
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Firstly, eq. (4.1.13) is substituted into eq. (4.1.12) and each individual

scatter sub-field is expressed in total- and primary dose values (e.g.

S(.xc,<t>
+.Ko) = D(xc.4>

+.<o) - P(ic«
(t>+<ico))' As a result the primary beam

component is eliminated from the expression since P(3c=(0,0,d),(j),<o) =
F-PCir=(O.O,dr),())0,Ko)-
Secondly, eq. (4.1.7) and (4.1.11) are substituted in the expression.

The following result is obtained:

-U(d-d )
(4.1.16) Px(x.<t>.Ko> = e r {To Px<xr,<i>o.Ko> "

with r = T(a J { ,a j j r ,A,A r ,d ,d r ) :

B(a ) T(a ,d )
—X- —Xr r

B(ax) T(ax,d)

B(av ) T(a_, ,d ) + B(av ) T(av rd )

(4.1.17) Ti =
B(ax) T(ax,d)

r2 =
a ) T(ax,d) + B(ax) T(ax,d)

B(ax) T(ax,d)

Eq. (4.1.16) has been derived under the following assumptions: a) x. is related

to jKr, and a_x is related to a_x under the geometrical assumptions of fig.

4.1.1., b) the ratio of the primary dose values between actual- and reference

set-up is given by eq. (4.1.11), c) e(£) = e(x.r) (see eq. (4.1.14)).

The central-ray Tissue Maximum Ratio's for the rectangular (sub)-fields can be

expressed in square field data with the aid of Sterlings method |17,18|. In

that approach the Tissue Maximum Ratio of the rectangular a x b field is taken

to be identical to that of a square field of side c, where c = 2ab/(a+b).

Depth-dose data of sub-fields smaller than the smallest measured field or

larger than the largest measured field are obtained from linear extrapolation

4.1.4.2 Variation with source-skin distance

While the central-ray Tissue Maximum Ratio can be regarded to be independent

of source-skin distance to a good degree of accuracy, no such statement can be

made for the transversal distribution functions. The shape of a beam-profile
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is a direct function of source-skin distance, field-size, and depth.

Experimental observations indicate a simple relation to exist between beam-

profiles from beams with a different source-skin distance (fr - f), but at

identical depths (dr = d). Referring to fig. 4.1.1, this relation is given by:

(4.1.18) P (x=(A,0,d),<t>.Ko) -

where A = (f+d)/(fr+d) A
1. This observation indicates that, after

normalization to the dose at the central-ray, the variation of the shape of a

beam-profile with depth is mainly a function of depth, and is only weakly

influenced by the surface field-size of the beam. So, by analogy to the Tissue

Maximum Ratio, the measurement of beam-profiles at a single focal distance is

sufficient for general dose calculations (at least for beams whose source-skin

5 10 15

orr RXIS DISTANCE ten]

15

Fig. 4.1.3 - Co-60 beam profile calculations (points) and
measurements (solid curves) at a depth of 10 cm in water,
for a source skin distance (SSD) of 60 and 100 cm.
The calculations are obtained from eq. (4.1.18) for a 5 x 5,
10 x 10 and 20 x 20 cm field (measured at f,
10 cm).

80 cm, dr »
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distances are reasonably close to those of the reference set-up).

For Co-60 radiation, this method holds for a variation in focal distance of at

least 20 cm with an accuracy of typically 1% of central dose or 3 mm in the

lateral direction (whichever is snallest). This has been demonstrated in fig.

4.1.3.

With the introduction of the approxination according to eq. (4.1.18), two

methods of beam-profile calculation for variation of the source-skin distance

are relevant. Firstly, eq. (4.1.18) can be used to convert beam-profiles to

apply to a different source-skin distance wirhout modifying its depth;

secondly, eq. (4.1.16) can be used for the calculation of beam-profiles at an

arbitrary depth from profile measurements at reference depth.

4.1.4.3 Rectangular treatment fields

Eq. (4.1.16) can be used to compute the transversal distribution function at

an arbitrary depth and source-skin distance, from reference data which are

measured for square fields only. Consider the situation presented in fig.

4.1.4. The dose deposited at point 1 of the a x b field will differ from the

dose deposited at point 2 of the a x a field due to the additional scattering

from the area adjacent to the a x b field. By substituting into eq. (4.1.16),

a_x = (a,b) and a_x = (a,a), an expression is obtained from which the

transversal distribution function of an arbitrary rectangular field can be

Fiq. 4.1,4 - The difference in dose
deposited by scattered radiation
between the points 1 and 2 is caused
by the radiation emanating from the
shaded part of the a x a field. It
represents the area irradiated addi-
tionally with respect to the a x b
field.
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computed. It requires reference data for square fields only, measured at a

single depth and a single source-skin distance. The method can be regarded as

a powerful tool in data expansion; its function is analogous to Sterlings

method for depth-dose data |17|.

One major restriction applies to the above mentioned technique. In the

application of eq. (4.1.16) with square reference fields, we assume the shape

of the primary beam-profile in the field length-direction to be unaffected by

the collimator-setting in the field width-direction. This assumption is

independent of a possible change in the overall primary beam intensity, since

this can be corrected for by means of D ( x ^ ^ / t ) in eq. (4.1.1).

4.1.4.4 Variation with field-size

Until now we assumed that measured reference data are available for a complete

range of square fields at nominal source-skin distance and reference depth dr.

In this section the possibility ot reducing the number of these reference

measurements is analyzed. A direct scaling of a transversal distribution

function of a field of size a x a to one of size b x b is very difficult:

beam-profiles are composed of primary- and scattered radiation in a

complicated way. Therefore the differential scatter approach is used for this

analysis.

The transversal distribution function of a primary beam is sensitively

determined by the collimated distance, the source diameter, and the secondary

radiation emitted from the collimation system (collimator scatter). Phantom

scatter profiles are in general much harder to analyse since they have a non-

linear dependency on the complete primary radiation profile.

In a study of screening blocks, Wrede Il9| subdivided blocking profiles in

elementary sections and analysed the origin of tho dose contributions to those

regions. The result of such a study ran be applied to the analysis of the

shape of beam-profiles. We distinguish four different profile regions (fig.

4.1.5). Collimator scatter contributes to all regions in a positive sense. The

radiation scattered from the treatment beam will cause an enhancement in

absorbed dose at the outer penumbra region, and a reduction of absorbed dose

fit. the Inner penumbra region. The smoothing of the beam-profiles caused by

this effect will increase with depth.

In region 1 of the profile, the primary dose is predominantly determined by

the integral contribution of primary radiation over the source (iron. Region 2



Fig. 4.1.5 - The shape of a beam profile is determined by
the field-size, collimated distance, source-skin distance,
and source diameter.
Without adaptations a beam profile cannot be scaled between
the fields of size-a and size-b. The most pronounced
differences are found in region 2 and 4.

Is a transient region in which the effect of collimation becomes perceptible.

Region 3 is the penumbra region. Here the shape of the beam-profile

corresponds to the intensity of the primary beam to a good degree of accuracy.

The penumbra width, p, can be determined from simple geometrical

considerations:

(4.1.19)

In thia expression 6 is the source diameter and v the coll limited distnnce; sec

fig. 4.1.5. In the outer penumbra region the dose contribution is composed of

collimator- and phantom scatter only (region 4).
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The differential scatter approach can be applied between two points on

different beam-profiles (at equal depths) when the dependency between the

respective primary radiation contributions to these points is known. For such

an analysis empirically determined primary transversal distribution functions

can be used |1S|.

In the present approach a geometrical scaling of the primary transversal

distribution is applied. The primary transversal distribution, P(£,<J>.Ko)i of a

square field, a_ = (a,a), can be related to the primary distribution function

of the square field, J) = (b,b) (defined by P(x.',*',<o)). according to:

E(x) .
(4.1.20) P<x.<J>,K0> = PU'.G'.Ko)

G(x')

where J( = (A,O,d), JC.' = (A'.O.d). The geometrical relation between A and A' is

given by:

(1 - Jp)

A = — A" for A' S 1. - }p
(lb-*p)

(4.1.21)
A = A" - 1 + 1 for A' > l - Jp

The edge of the geometrical field at depth d, which is determined by the half

value points of the normalised beam-profiles, is given by: la = juas, 1^ =

jvb s, where v = (f+d)/f.

By using the theory of section 4.1.4.1, in which eq. (4.1.11) is replaced by

eq. (4.1.20), an express n can be derived which allows the transversal

distribution function of the set-up 4i = ^(f.a^), to be expressed in terms of

the distribution function of the set-up <J>' = (Kf.Jig). The following

expression Is obtained:

(4.1.22) PJJC,0>,KO> = —=77 To P^x'.G\K O) - Je(x){r, - r2)

where:

B(a )T(a ,

B(b JTtbx.d) - B(b^
(4.1.23) Tl " = =

B(ax)T(a ,
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B(a*) T(a*,d) + B(a~)T(a~,d)

r2 = —= = = =—
B(ax) T(ax,d)

Eq. (4.1.22) has been derived under the following assumptions: a) the

computations are for beam-profiles of different fields, but at equal depths

(dr = d), b) x. is related to x/ by means of eq. (4.1.21), c) the ratio of the

primary dose values between the off-axis points is giveti by eq. (4.1.20).
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4.1.5 Experimental verification

Dose measurements were performed for treatment beams of a Philips XK51O5/19

Cobalt-60 radiation unit. It was equipped with a 1 cm diameter source of +_

10.000 Rhm activity. A RFA-1 water-phantom of size 40 x 40 x 50 cm, equipped

with an automatic tracking device was used in conjunction with a semiconductor

probe. An XY-recorder was used for direct registration of the measured dose

distribution. The complete set-up showed a measuring accuracy better than 1%

of the central-ray dose maximum or 2 mm laterally.

Tissue Maximum Ratio's were obtained from the depth-dose data by means of the

inverse application of eq. (4.1.5).

Co-60 backscatter factors and the zero-field attenuation coefficient (u =

0.0657 cm"1) were taken from the British Journal of Radiology supplement 11

|20|.

To evaluate the accuracy of the model, beam-profile measurements were

performed at a number of depths, and for several source-skin distances. Both

square- and rectangular treatment fields were considered.

The overall accuracy was found to be generally within 2% of central-ray dose,

or 3 ram laterally (whichever is smallest). The larger spatial errors are

associated with computations where the differences between the actual- and

reference depth are significant (this especially applies to beams of treatment

machines with large diameter sources; see below). As an illustration some

representative examples will be discussed in more detail.

Example: variation of reference depth

The influence of the depth of the reference profile on the computational

accuracy hns been established. For a 15 cm square field, transversal

distribution functions were computed from eq. (4.1.16), (4.1.17), at a depth

of 0,5, 10 und 25 cm. The reference depth wns tnkon to be 5 cm. An example is

presented In fig, 4,1.6; the boom-profiles were calculated with nn accuracy

hotter than 2% of centra I-rny dose or 3 mm laterally. This range of accuracy

in Uypicnliy for nil calculations with reference depths smaller than 15 cm.
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D = 80[CM)

DEPTH (CM]

$ 10 15

OFT BX1S DISTRNCE tCtl]

2

Fig. 4.1.6 - Beam profile calculations (points) and
measurements (solid curves) at a depth of 0.5, 10 and 25 cm.

Beam-data: Co-60, source-skin distance = 80 cm, collimated
distance = 48 cm, field-size = 15 x 15 cm.
Reference depth dr = 5 cm.

For larger reference depths the relative dose error will increase. For

instance with dr = 20 cm, deviations up to 3% are obtained in the outer open

beam area. This is caused by the fact that, at least for treatment machines

which have large diameter sources, the divergence properties of the primary

beam are poorly represented. As has been shown by several authors j21,22|

multi-focus projection techniques can improve the results. However, these

methods have not been adopted since the numerical accuracy of the model can be

simply improved by incorporating reference measurements at more than one

source-skin distance and/or depth (typical 1% or 2 mm for |d - dr| < 10 cm).

Bagne |23| and Dawson |13| evaluate the effect of collimator scatter: a

component of low energy secondary photons (and less so electrons) can modify
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the shape of the beam-profile at shallow depths. We found no necessity to

incorporate a correction for this phenomenon. This conclusion is in agreement

with the observations of Haywood )9|.

We investigated the magnitude and shape of the corrections obtained from eq.

(4.1.16) for a 15 x 15 cm treatment field:

The percentage difference between the calculated beam-profiles at different

depths and the reference profile has been expressed in terms of the similarity

coordinate A = A(fr+dr)/(f+d); see fig. 4.1.7. In order to simplify the

20--

SSD=80 [CM]

5 10

A = Alfr+dr)/(f*d) rcm

SiniLRRlTY-COOROINHTE:

15 20

Fig. 4.1.7 - The difference in percentage dose between a
transversal distribution function at reference depth and a
transversal distribution function at calculation depth. The
curves are plotted as a function of the "similarity"
coordinate A-
Computations are for 0.5, 5, 10, 25 and 40 cm depth.

Beam-data: Co-60, source-skin distance = 80 cm, collimated
distance = 48 cm, field-size = 15 x 15 cm.
Reference depth dr = 0.5 cm.
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interpretation of the functions, the reference depth was taken to be 0.5 cm

(viz. a beam-profile at depth of dose maximum). The largest differential

scatter correction employed to the reference profile is at the outer penumbra

region and exceeds 18% for the beam-profile at 25 cm depth.

The corrections at both the inner- and outer penumbra region vary

approximately linearly with depth for depths up to about 15 cm. For larger

depths a saturation of these corrections can be observed.

Example: rectangular treatment fields

From eq. (4.1.16), (4.1.17) the transversal distribution function of a 5 x 20

cm field has been computed from reference beam-profiles of square fields

(measured at dr = 5 cm). As is demonstrated in fig. 4.1.8, the correspondence

between calculated- and measured profiles is +̂ 2% of central-ray dose. However,

the spatial error in the penumbra region can be as high as 3 ram (see

discussion above). The transversal distribution function for a 5 x 5 cm and 20

x 20 cm field, at a depth of 10 cm, is also indicated in fig. 4.1.8. These

curves are presented in order to indicate the magnitude of the scatter

> rrection with respect to the 5 x 20 cm beam-profile for that depth.

Variat ion in source-skin distance

The influence of (smaller) variations in source-skin distance on the shape of

a beam-profile at a fixed depth d is given by eq. (4.1.18). This expression is

based upon experimental observations. The general differential scatter model

is given in eq. (4.1.16). Calculations performed with this expression must

correspond to the experimental observations of eq. (4.1.18): the differential

scatter correction must (almost) vanish for this depth. This observation has

been verified, and it is found that both methods correspond with an accuracy

of jfl% when |f - fr| < 20 cm.

Variation with field-size

It was observed from in-air measurements that for large differences in field-

size, the scaling of the primary beam-profile according to eq. (4.1.20) breaks

down. This is caused by the (field-size dependent) influence which the

geometry and construction of the collimator system has on the shape of the

primary beam-profiles. Application of the differential scatter technique in

these situations can lead to errors of up to 3% of central-ray dose.
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20

Fig. 4.1.8 - Beam profile calculations (points) and
measurements (solid curves) at a depth of 2, 10 and 20 cm
for a 5 x 20 cm rectangular treatment field. The
computations are obtained from eq. (4.1.16).
The dashed lines represent the transversal distribution
function of a 5 x 5 cm and a 20 x 20 cm field at a depth of
10 cm.

Beam-data: Co-60, source-skin distance = 80 cm, collimated
distance = 48 cm, field-size = 5 x 20 cm.
Reference depth dr = 5 cm.

For this reason we recommend the application of eq. (4.1.22) for a restricted

range of treatment fields only. This is given by:

(4.1.24) i a £ b £ 2 a

where a is the size of the side of the reference field and b the size of the

side of the actual field. Under condition (4.1.24) not more than two measured

beam-profiles are required for the computation of beam-profiles of arbitrary

field-size. Within this restriction we found the accuracy of the model to be

of the order of 1% of central-ray dose or 2 mm laterally.
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4.1.6 Discussion

An accuracy analysis of the model proposed in this chapter indicates that the

numerical results for the computation of beam-profiles are generally better

than 2% of central-ray dose value, or 3 mm in the lateral beam direction

(whichever is smallest). The spatial error of 3 mm is associated with beam-

profile computations for depths which differ significantly from the reference

depth (at least when applied to beams from treatment machines with large

diameter sources). The spatial error can be considerably reduced by incorpo-

rating reference measurements at more than one depth (e.g. every 10 to 15 cm),

or by redefining the projection properties of the primary beam |lA|.

The following possibilities for application can be considered:

- Data-reduction.

The number of measured beam-profiles required with a certain dose

computational model can be reduced, since missing beam data can be

calculated from this reduced set. This application is especially

important when using matrix- or decrement line techniques (Redpath

Data-expansion.

Incomplete- or restricted sets of measurements can be expanded to

form a complete set of basic beam data. An important application is

the calculation of beam-profiles of rectangular fields from beam data

measured for square fields. Also, when beam-profiles of very large

fields cannot be measured completely due to the limited size of the

water-phantom, these profiles can be computed from profiles measured

for smaller fields.

Isodose charts.

Complete isodose charts for square- and rectangular fields can be

generated from only a restricted set of measurements.
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The method presented in this section is also applicable to high energy

treatment beams. The experimental difficulty in the determination of the

backscatter factors for these beam energies can be avoided by computing them

from phantom scatter functions (Kahn |12|).
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4.2
A MODEL FOR TREATMENT PLANNING DOSE
COMPUTATIONS WITH CLINICAL MeV PHOTON BEAMS

A model is presented which can be used for the computation of dose

distributions of megavoltage therapeutic photon beams. The method is based on

the Tissue Maximum Ratio/Scatter Maximum Ratio concept. The dose deposited by

scattered radiation is computed from a summation of the scatter contribution

emanating from a limited number of (square- or almost square) mini-fields,

which are identified as "scatter-sectors".

Special attention is paid to the computation of: a) overflattened- and

asymmetric treatment beams, b) treatment beams with screening filters (2D and

3D), c) the influence of irregularly- and regularly shaped screening blocks,

d) methods which can be used to compute the effect of patient internal

inhomogeneities.

The computational models for regularly- and irregularly shaped blockfliters

are based on a substraction technique which involves the computation of the

reduction in phantom scattering due to the blocking of the treatment field. In

this way the full effect of transmission through the screening blocks (in

terms of both primary- and scattered radiation) is taken into account. We

propose methods which accurate!y incorporate penumbra transition effects at

the edge of protectively cut- or rectangularly shaped screening blocks.

•For the computation of the influence of patient internal inhomogeneities on

the distribution of absorbed dose, a number of methods of varying

sophistication has been evaluated. These include: a method based on scaling of

the primary fluence, and a method based on Wong's scaling technique for slab-

layer geometries. We have extended these methods to take lateral scattering

non-equilibrium effects into account.

An accuracy analysis of the model has been employed by comparing the

calculations with measured dose distributions. The overall correspondence is

found to be of the order of 3% of central-ray dose maximum or 3 mm laterally

(whichever is smallest).
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4.2.1 Introduction

Many different methods have been published for the calculation of dose

distributions of therapeutic photon beams in the domain of MeV energies |l,2|.

We will dedicate a concise discussion to a number of these models.

In order to represent accurately the effect of primary- and secundary y-rays,

models have been developed which comprise a rigorous separation of the

primary- and scattered radiation component 13—9[- The dose deposited by the

latter (identified as "scatter dose"), is computed from an integration of the

radiation emanating from the different regions in the treatment field. This

approach has proven to be accurate; however, a practical disadvantage is the

fact that sometimes lengthy calculations are needed to compute the dose.

A second class of techniques employs empirical- or semi-empirical functions.

They have been reviewed extensively by Wood |l| and van de Geyn |2|. In this

approach, mathematical functions are used to represent the properties of a

photon beam. Such an approach may be at the expense of the validity of the

direct relationship between the mathematical description and the behaviour of

the underlying physical parameters. A general discussion concerning the major

prospects and limitations of the empirical/semi-empirical approach is given by

Haywood j 41.
A third class of techniques makes use of data-bases of digitized beam

measurements. The required dose information is obtained by (linear)

interpolation, rather than by employing mathematical functions. The extent to

which use is made of measured beam data often determines the flexibility in

the use of these models (see also chapter 1, page 12).

In the model proposed in this chapter, we have attempted to avoid some of the

disadvantages associated with the methods mentioned above. The present model

employs a restricted form of scatter integration, and requires only a

restricted number of measured beam data.

The model can be regarded as a modification of the methods proposed by

Cunningham |6,7|, Jayaraman |5| and Haywood |4|. It is based on the Tissue

Maximum Ratio/Scatter Maximum Ratio concept |9|. Scatter integration takes

place by means of a modified version of Day's method |lO|.
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The basic approach of the calculation model is discussed in section 4.2.2.

Methods for computing dose distributions of beam configurations with screening

filters and screening blocks are presented in section 4.2.3. In section 4.2.4

the influence of patient inhomogeneities on the dose distribution is analyzed.
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4.2.2 Basic beam model

The dose distribution of a photon beam, which is entrant to an arbitrary

patient geometry, can be written as:

(4.2.1) D (x ,<t>o,K0) P (x,d>,K)p -m p -

In this expression Dp(£,<f>,K), Dp(2cm,(|)o,<o) represent the dose deposited at the

point ̂  = (x,y,z) in the patient, and the dose deposited at the central-ray

dose maximum of the reference set-up respectively, viz. at xm = (0,0,dm), for

a given fixed treatment time; see section 2.4 and fig. 2.11. The function

P(x_,<$>,<) is a relative distribution function, and is defined by eq. (4.2.1).

The symbols K, Ko represent a set of variables which characterize the

radiation interaction properties of the irradiated object and those of the

reference phantom respectively (in terms of density, electron density,

attenuation- and energy-absorption coefficients; see section 3.3.3). The

symbols <t>, <i>o identify the beam geometrical set-up of the actual- and the

reference configuration respectively.

The distribution function, Pp(x_, <t>,K), can be expressed in terms of Tissue

Maximum Ratio values *:

) 2

(4.2.2) Pp(x.*,ic) =
f +d

In this expression:

2
f +d
r m
f +z
r

= An inverse square law component representing the

divergence properties of the treatment beam.

See section 4.1.2 (eq. (4.1.6)), and addendum A. In eq. (4.1.6) the depth d
has been replaced by dx, which is the depth associated to the point x_ (see
fig. 4.2.1).
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-=— = The ratio of backscatter factors for the dimension of the
r treatment field at depth x_, and the treatment field at

the depth of dose maximum of the reference configuration

(amr = ((fr+dm)/(fr+2)) a x).

T(ajj,dx) = The Tissue Maximum Ratio of a field of dimension a x

(ax,a ) at depth dx; see fig. 4.2.1.

P (x,<t>, The transversal disribution function (see section 4.1.2

and Addendum A ) .

Eq. (4.2.2) can be rearranged in such a way that the relative distribution

function is expressed in terms of a primary- and a scattered radiation

component |7,9|:

(4.2.3)

In this expression P.(8 »fi) is the primary transversal distribution function.
t —X —

Its value is determined by the beam aperture Q = (ftx,R ), and the off-axis

position x, where 6 = (8 ,9 ); see fig. A.2.1. The function T(£,d ) is the

Tissue Maximum Ratio for a beam of zero field-size ((3 =(0,0)) and represents

Fig. 4.2.1 - Schematic representation
of a beam in treatment (actual) set-up.
The origin of the beam coordinate-system,
SJJ = (ejjjgy, e z), is positioned at the
reference entry-point; see also fig. 2.11.
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an approximation for the in-depth attenuation of the primary beam component

14-8,161. The function Sj(a, ,d ) represents the Scatter Maximum Ratio at the

(off-axis) position x_. This function can be expressed in terms of central-ray

Scatter Maximum Ratio values, as will be discussed in the next section.

The primary transversal distribution functions, the Tissue Maximum Ratio's and

the Scatter Maximum Ratio's are obtained from dose measurements in the

reference configuration (i.e. in a water phantom at reference set-up <!>„), and

are represented by two-dimensional tabulations (see section 4.2.2.2 and

addendum A).

TREATMENT
FIELD

i
ax ,
1 •
1
1r

i
CO

Fig. 4.2.2 - Schematic representation
of Day's method for scatter summation.
The radiation dose deposited by first-
and higher order scattering, at the
point x = (Ax,Ay,z), in a treatment
field of size a = (ax,av), can be ex-
pressed in terms of the scatter dose at
the central-ray of four different sub-
fields. Each sub-field individually
contributes one fourth in scatter.
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4.2.2.1 Scatter summation

The primary beam component in eq. (4.2.3) is simply given by Pt(§x,J2) .T(O,dx).

The calculation of the dose deposited by phantom scattered radiation

(represented by the term Sy(ax,dx) in eq. (4.2.3)), is much more complicated.

Several authors have proposed schemes for the computation of scatter dose

|4,7-12|. Our computations are based on the method proposed by Day |1O|. In

that approach the dose deposited by scattered radiation at an arbitrary off-

axis point £ is expressed in terms of the scatter dose contribution at the

central-ray of four sub-fields, each contributing one fourth; see fig. 4.2.2

and section 4.1.4.1. This implies that the scatter dose at an arbitrary off-

axis point can be expressed in terms of standard tabulated Scatter Maximum

Ratio values (identified by S(a^d ), and obtained from central—ray depth-dose

measurements; see addendum A). For the off-axis point, x. = (Ax,Ay,z),
 i n a

treatment field of dimension j§_x = (
ax»ay)> this method reads:

Sj.(ax,dx) £(x)

( 4 . 2 . 4 )

where, a_., i = 1 — • 4, are scatter sub-fields. The dimensions of these sub-

a~ = 2(A -d~), a+ = 2(A -fields are given by: a" = 2(Ax-d~), a x = 2(Ax-d+), a~ = 2(A -d~), a
+ = 2(A -

+ _ + _ + * * * ' '
d y), where the variables dx, dx, dy, dy define the positions of thed y), where the variables dx, dx, dy, dy

geometrical field boundaries; see fig. 4.2.2. By expressing eq. (4.2.4) in
+ +

terms of the position of the geometrical field boundaries (d~, d~), the method

becomes applicable to both symmetrical- and asymmetrical treatment fields.

The signs of the field dimensions of the sub-fields, identified by the

function "s" in eq. (4.2.4), determine whether a scatter sub-field contributes

in a positive sense or a negative sense to the total scatter intensity in

point £.

The function c(x) is a correction factor representing an inverse square law

dependency. It is given by (see also eq. 4.1.14):

(4.2.5) e(x) =
A2 + A2 + (f +z) 2

x y r

The central-ray Scatter Maximum Ratio of a rectangular treatment field can be

expressed in terms of the central-ray Scatter Maximum Ratio of a square field
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by means of Sterling's method |13|, which reads:

2 ax ay
(4-2-6) c = j-rr

In this expression c is the side of a square treatment field which has a

central-ray Scatter Maximum Ratio value of a magnitude similar to that of the

rectangular ax x a field. For a further discussion of the sub-field scatter

summation technique we refer tc section 4.1.4.1.

4.2.2.2 Basic beam data

The Tissue Maximum Ratio and Scatter Maximum Ratio functions, as required in

the model of eq. (4.2.3), have been computed from depth-dose data (measured in

the reference set-up (fco.Ko) by means of the expressions given in addendum A.

The functions are stored as two-dimensional tables, which can be consulted by

means of linear interpolation.

The attenuation properties of the primary beam, in terms of TQD.z), have been

obtained from a linear extrapolation to zero area field of depth-dose data

measured for small fields |4-8,16|.

Transversal distribution functions, measured in a water phantom for the

reference set-up of the beam configuration, have been used to determine

primary transversal distribution functions. For shallow measuring depths (<1

cm) the shape of the beam profile in the phantom will differ only slightly

from the shape of the primary beam-profile, since this function has been

changed only moderately by the phantom scattered radiation |4|. Since this

assumption is not valid for larger measuring depths, we have applied a method

in which the primary beam-profile is computed from phantom measurements.

The primary transversal distribution function of a square field, a_ = (a,a), in

the field X-direction, defined by Px(6x>^x)» is computed from the combination

of eq. (4.2.2) and (4.2.3):

B<a,> T<a ,d ) P(x,<t>o.Ko) - Sy(a ,d )

(4.2.7) P(6 ,0, ) = = -
x x x T(O.dr)(O.dr)

In this expression £ = (Ax,O,dr), and dr is the depth of measurement (also

identified as "reference depth").

An expression similar to eq. (4.2.7) can be derived for Py(6y,f2y), being the
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primary transversal distribution function in the field Y-direction.

The primary transversal distribution functions are tabulated in such a way

that profile distributions of intermediate fields can be obtained by means of

linear interpolation with a relative accuracy of the order of 1%. In order to

obtain this accuracy, the off-axis values computed from eq. (4.2.7) aro scaled

to a reference coordinate, identified by Ar (see fig. 4.2.3 and section 4.1.4.4,

fig. 4.1.5). The relation between the scaled distances, Ar, and the unsealed

values, A, is given by (all variables defined at reference depth of the

reference set-up):

- iw

U -
(4.2.8) r

A for A £ 6
r r r

A = A - 1 + 1 for A > 6
r r r r

The variables 1, lr represent the half value distance of the primary

transversal distribution function in the actual treatment field, and in the

reference field respectively. The constant W represents the range of the

penumbra transition. In order to obtain a correct representation of the

distribution function at the phantom edges, the value for W has been taken

slightly larger than the geometrical penumbra width p = 8(fr-v+dr)/v. In this

expression v is the collimated distance, and 6 represents the source diameter.

Finally 6r determines the breakpoint in the scaling of the table. It

corresponds to the off-axis region at which the effect of collimation starts

to show, and is given by 6r = lr - i W.

For dose computations for treatment machines with large diameter sources (Co-

60/Cs-137 isotope machines can have sources which are up to 3 cm in diameter),

the divergence properties of the primary beam need to be redefined. Details of

the method applied for this purpose are given by van de Geyn |l7J. An

alternative to this method can be obtained by applying eq. (4.2.7), (4.2.8) at

several measuring depths; intermediate values of the primary distribution

function can be obtained by means of linear interpolation (see also discussion

in section 4.1.5).
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Fig. 4.2.3 - A scaling method for the primary transversal
distribution function.

- Top of figure:
The primary transversal distribution function as
computed from measurements (eq. (4.2.7)). The example is
for two different field-sizes {where the beam-profiles
are overflattened).
A horizontal- or vertical linear interpolation for
obtaining the distribution function of an intermediate
field-size is not possible.

- Bottom of figure:
The primary transversal distribution functions of both
fields after scaling to a reference coordinate Ax.
Profile values for intermediate fields can be obtained
from a linear vertical interpolation procedure.
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4.2.3 Dose computational model

In this section we discuss a number of adaptations to the model of eq. (4.2.3)

in order to make it suitable to a variety of clinical applications.

4.2.3.1 Collimated treatment beams without beam modifying attributes

From eq. (4.2.7) the primary beam-profile distribution in field X- and Y-

directions is determined. The primary transversal distribution function at the

arbitrary off-axis point x. is written as: Pt(9x,fi) = Px(9x,fix).P (6 ,fi ). This

approach is based upon the independent behaviour of the effect of collimation

on the primary treatment beam in both field-directions.

The phantom scatter contribution is calculated from a generalized form of eq.

(4.2.4). This method has been developed as to represent the phantom scattered

radiation emanating from a certain local region in the treatment field more

precisely. It can be considered a two-dimensional analogue of the method of

Jayaraman |5|.

A treatment field is subdivided into a number of square- or almost square

sectors. Consider it to be subdivided in I x J individual equidistant sectors

(fig. 4.2.4). The dose deposited at the point x̂  by the radiation emanating

from the different scatter-sectors (indexed by i,j), can be expressed in terms

of the (central-ray) Scatter Maximum Ratio value of four individual sub-

fields:

J-l 1-1
(4.2.9) s-(a ,d > = -e(x) I I S(a ,d )

i. —x x i . j ^_^ 1,3 x

in which:

S(-i,j'dx' = S ( a i } S ( a j > S(a-l*lail'lajl'dx)

-•(« )e(a ) S(a-|ai+1|.|a|.dx>

(4.2.10)
-s(a.) s(aj+1)S(a3=|a.|,|a.+1|.<y

.+1)s(a.+1)S(a4=|a.+1Ua.+1|.<y

with: at = 2(Ax-{dx+ip}), a.+1 = 2(Ax-{<r+(i+l)p})i a. = 2(Ay-{d~+jq}), a j + 1 =
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I TREATMENT
FIELD

Fig. 4.2.4 - Schematic representation of a scatter dose
computation technique which is based on the summation of
scatter-sectors.
The treatment field is subdivided in approximately square
sectors. The scattered radiation emanating from sector i,j,
is calculated from the summation of the central-ray Scatter
Maximum Ratio of four fields which each individually
contribute one fourth in scatter (see method in eq. (4.2.4)
and fig. 4.2.2).

2(A _{d"+(j+l)q}), and p = ax/I, q ay/J.

The number of sectors in which a field is to be subdivided depends on the type

of calculation to be performed. Several examples will be discussed in the

succeeding sections. It should be noted that the method discussed in eq.

(4.2.4) and (4.2.9) are of a similar nature. In the limit I — • 1, J — • 1 the

scatter summation of eq. (4.2.9) reduces to the method of eq. (4.2.4).

The main question in regard of eq. (4.2.9) is: can the computation of S~(jc,d )
ij X_

from a large number of small scatter-sectors, in which the Scatter Maximum

Ratio of each sector is computed from four sub-fields (related by Day's method

in combination with Sterlings equivalent field technique), still provide for

sufficient accuracy?

We have analyzed the method by comparing the computations with measured

depth-dose data for a Co-60 treatment beam. Results for a scatter-sector

summation in which I = 10, J = 10, are presented in fig. 4.2.5. The overall

accuracy is found to be of the order of 1% oi central-ray dose maximum value.
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25

DEPTH ten]

Fig. 4.2.5 - The central-ray depth-dose distribution
function: computed values (points) and measurements (solid
curves).

Beam data: Co-60, source-skin distance = 60, 80 and 100 cm,
collimated distance = 48 cm, field-size = 20 x 20 cm (at a
reference distance of 80 cm).
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4.2.3.2 Screening filters

When a screening filter is inserted in the treatment field, both the primary-

and the scattered radiation need to be weighted according to the influence of

the shape of the filter.

The attenuation of the primary radiation through the filter, w(x.), can be

calculated from:

(4.2.11) w(x) = e
-u d (x) - v d
w w — s s

In this equation yw, us are the linear y-ray attenuation coefficients of the

wedge- and wedge support material respectively; dw(x} is the projective path-

length which a fan-ray through point x_ has traversed the wedge; ds is the

thickness of the filter support.

Adapting eq. (4.2.3) and (4.2.9) to incorporate the influence of a screening

filter which changes the intensity of the treatment beam in both field-

dlsrections, gives:

1
P (X,4>,K)

f +dr m
J +z

(4.2.12)
J-l 1-1

4 ~ j=l i=l ~'J #J -

In this expression w. . = w(x. .) determines the relative intensity of each10 10
individual scatter-sector |5|, in which:

(4.2.13) x. .
-1.3

The main restriction of the above method is given by the condition that, for a

valid scatter approximation, the shape of the filter must vary slowly and

continuously over the dimension of a scatter-sector. For this reason the shape

of the filter directly determines the number of sectors (I,J) to be

incorporated in the model. For wedge-filters up to 60 , we found that sub-

fields of ±4 x 4 cm could provide for an accuracy well within 3%.

Scatter summations based upon square- or rectangular sectors can be considered

very advantageous: it is possible to incorporate the effects of imbalance in

laterally directed scattering with a satisfying numerical efficiency. The

method can be used to compute the influence of screening filters which changes

in shape in one field-direction (wedges, compensators) as well as filters that

modify the primary beam in both field-directions.
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4.2.3.3 Screening blocks

Irregularly shaped screening blocks

Irregularly shaped screening blocks, being projectively cut blocks of

arbitrary geometry, are used to modify the shape of the radiation field. They

find wide application in routine photon beam therapy. In general the shape of

the screening block and its position are established with aid of RSntgen

transmission images of the patient area to be irradiated. Since no a priori

assumptions can be made on block shape and/or position, a aose computational

model for photon beams must be capable of dealing with any possible

configuration of screening blocks.

The basic expression from which we calculate the relative distribution

function of an irregularly shaped treatment field (viz. a regularly shaped

treatment field with screening blocks), is obtained from a modification of eq.

(4.2.12):

2

p (x.i>,<) =
p - f +z

' " I « t H ^ t t _ * J t v _ _ % _ . / _ v \ ft) / n j(H'-lBt£>
. , ii \—w-'ZZ.' "\^w \ •*- *-v^/-3\^w> ~vii'"5.

r -mr
(4.2.14)

+ e(x) (4

In this expression the functions r(x), g(x), describe the linear attenuation

of the primary beam through the screening block, and Sj3iocjt(aj{,dJ{) represents

the Scatter Maximum Ratio of a field of the shape of block k (where the

summation over k represents the summation over the different block-structures

in the treatment field). The functions r(x), g(jc), and Sbiock will be discussed

in some more detail.

The attenuation of the primary beam through a screening filter and/or the

block-tray is determined by w(^). The attenuation through the screening blocks

is represented by (1 - r(2c)g(x)), where g(>c) is the block screening factor,

defined by:

^bbh

(4.2.15) g(x) = 1 - e S2^(§^)

In this expression U t is the attenuation coefficient of the block material and

bh is the thickness of the block. The function bn/cos(6;c) » bh/(cos(6x).
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cos(6 )) represents the projective path-length which a fan-ray has traversed

through the screening block. The primary penumbra region of the screening

block is represented by the function r(x). In its simplest form r(x) can be

obtained from projection geometry:

r(x) = 1 for p(x) S -iG(z)

(4.2.16) r(x) = J(l - p(x)/iG(z)) for -iG(z) < p(x) i iG(z)

r(x) = 0 for p(x) > iG(z)

In this expression G(z) is the primary block penumbra width at depth z

(analogous to W, representing the beam penumbra width at reference depth):

G(z) = SCfj.+z-fj^J/f^, where fb is the source to block-tray distance. The

variable p(x.) defines the shortest distance of point x_ to the projected edge

of the block at depth z (p(x.) < 0 for positions lying within the geometrical

range of the screening block, p(x) > 0 for positions outside the block

region).

TREflTIIENT FIELD

BLOCK STRUCTURE Fig. 4.2.6 - A schematic representation of
the different geometrical regions which can
be identified when a block is positioned in .
the treatment field. The "block-structure" is
used to calculate the attenuation of the
primary beam; the "substructure-in" is used
to to compute the reduction in phantom scatte-
red radiation. Each individual block-structure
can contain several "substructures-in".
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A more precise description of r(x.) can be obtained by direct measurements of

the primary block penumbra-profile for a given fixed block geometry. Lateral-

and in-depth projection properties of this profile function are similar to

those of the penumbra region of the treatment beam (see section 4.2.2.2).

The scattering intensity of the open beam must be adapted in order to

incorporate the influence of blocking. This has been done by substracting the

scatter dose of a radiation field of the shape of the screened part of the

treatment field (identified as a "substructure-in"; see fig. 4.2.6) from the

open beam scatter dose with an appropriate weighting for block transmission.

This process is repeated for all individual substructures-in which screen a

part of the treatment field (indexed by k = 1 —•• K; see fig. 4.2.6).

The Scatter Maximum Ratio at the point JC, for a treatment field of the shape

of a substructure-in (defined by ^lock^k'dx) i n etl- (4.2.14)), cannot be

computed from the method proposed in section 4.2.2,1, since this applies to

rectangularly shaped treatment fields only. A more involving method will be

required. We apply the method proposed by Edwards |l9,2O|. His approach can be

regarded as a numerical efficient adaptation of the Clarcson circular scatter-

sector integration technique |7,12|. No further details will be given here.

A comparison of measured and computed dose distributions is presented in fig.

4.2.7. In this example the shape of the blocks is chosen to cause a large

variation in the width of the treatment field (rest-field). As a result the

intensity of the phantom scattered radiation will strongly differ for the

different locations in the treatment field.

The present example provides a dosimetric accuracy of order 3% or 3 mm

laterally (whichever is smallest).

Regularly shaped screening blocks

A regularly shaped screening block is defined as a block of rectangular

dimensions (block length, width, height: b1( bw, b h). The position of a

regularly shaped screening block is defined by its translative- and rotative

displacement on the block-tray. This geometrical position must be translated

into the size and position of the block shadow in the treatment field. Several

types of screening blocks and block arrangements may be distinguished (fig.

4.2.8). These are: rectangularly- or protectively cut screening blocks on a

flat- or spherical tray.
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Fig. 4.2.7 - A configuration of irregularly shaped screening
blocks. Comparison of measured (solid curves) and computed
transversal distribution functions (points).
The shape of the screening blocks, as viewed from the beam
propagation direction, is indicated at the top-right side of
the figure. The position of the transverse section at which
the measurements were obtained is also indicated (identified
by "T-plane").
The computations are for 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 cm depth.

Beam data: Co-60, source-jkin distance = 80 cm, collimated
distance = 48 cm, source-block distance = 50 cm, block
height =7.5 cm, field-size = 13.5 x 22 cm.

Blocks which can be considered projectively cut with respect to the

propagation direction of the primary radiation (see fig. 4.2.8, left side),

will be computed from the method of eq. (4.2.1A). This method is less

appropriate for computing the effect of regularly shaped screening blocks on a

flat tray, since the width of the block penumbra region is a sensitive

function of the position of the screening block in the treatment field (see

fig. 4.2.8, right side) |23,24|.
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TRAY

Fig. 4.2.8 - Screening block configu-
rations.

- Top of figure:
A projectively cut screening block
on a spherical tray.

- Bottom of figure:
A regularly shaped screening block
(non-projective block) on a flat
tray. The width of the block penum-
bra will be a sensitive function of
the off-axis positioning of the
block on the tray.
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In order to determine the geometrical position of the edges of a regularly

shaped screening block on a flat tray, a block coordinate-system, e_s =

(ê .en-.e ), is introduced. It corresponds to the field coordinate-system, e ,

but is rotated over the angle of block rotation, ip (ê  points in the block-

width direction, e_ points in block-length direction, and ê  = e_ ).

The following method is used for estimating the size of the geometrical block

shadow. The geometrical block edges, determined by r~, and expressed in block-

coordinates, are approximated from |18|:

^ (1 i b 'f -
b

(4.2.17)

In this expression ls is the off-axis positioning of the block on the tray

measured in the direction of the e -axis, b is the block-width, and A is the
—s w

half value thickness of the block material (see fig. 4.2.9).

A similar set of expressions can be derived for r~ It should be noted that

the computational results are not very sensitive to the accuracy to which the

boundaries of the block shadow are established.

The calculation model for regularly shaped screening blocks on a flat tray is

given by:

P (:
P •

(4.2.18)

, , blok -k'
k=l

In this expression g(.x_) represents the attenuation of the primary beam through

the screening block (see also fig. 4.2.9). Sbiock(a_k,dx) represents the Scatter

Maximum Ratio of a field of the dimension of a block shadow (given by a^ =

(|rg-r~ |, jrj-rl | ) , where k represents the index of the block under

consideration). It can be computed from the method given in eq. (4.2.4).

The block screening factor, g(x.), is computed from a modification of eq.

(4.2.15):

-U.b(x)
(4.2.19) g(x) = 1 - e

f +dr m
f +z

—

B

, 1
4

1

(a—mr

I - l

i = l

' i1

J - 1

j = l
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Fig. 4.2.9 - Shape and position of the
geometrical block shadow.
The geometrical edges of the block-shadow
are identified by r~ and r+. The block
attenuation function, q(x), is computed
from the projective pathlength that the
fan-ray between the source and x has
traversed through the block. The shape of
g(x) is sensitively determined by the
position of the block on the tray.

In this expression b(_x) is the actual path-length that a fan-ray traverses

through the screening block. It can be computed from straightforward

geometrical considerations (see methods presented in addendum B). When the

geometrical block penumbra is small in comparison to the penumbra width of the

treatment field (block edge almost protectively in beam), the block

transmission is computed from eq. (4.2.15) instead of eq. (A.2.19).

Regularly shaped screening blocks are found to be extremely suitable objects

to use with an analysis of model accuracy, since they enable simple and

reproducible beam arrangements.
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Table 4.2.1 - Comparison of calculated- and measured depth-dose distribution
function-values (Pp(x=(0,0,z) ,<t>,K) x 100%).
The data are obtained for a treatment beam configuration in which a 4 x 4 cm regularly
shaped screening block was positioned in the centre of a Co-60 treatment beam. The
field-size of the treatment beam has been varied between 10 x 10 and 30 x 30 cm. Note the
absence of build-up effects for the 10 x 10 cm treatment field.
Measurements are from a 2 x 2 mm semiconductor probe.

Beam data: Co-60, source-block distance
distance = 38 cm, field-size = 10 x 10 —

48 cm, source-skin distance = 80 cm, collimated
—• 30 x 30 cm.
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In order to evaluate the accuracy to which the effect of laterally directed

scattering (the radiation scattered from the unblocked region into the blocked

region) is incorporated in the model of eq. (4.2.18), an extensive number of

measurements have been performed. A small screening block was positioned in

the centre of the field of a Co-60 treatment machine (block lenght, width,

height: 4 x 4 x 8 cm; source block-tray distance: 40 cm). The depth-dose

distribution function under the screening block has been measured for square

treatment fields varying in size between 10 x 10 and 30 x 30 cm. Results are

presented in table 4.2.1. It indicates a dosimetric accuracy which is better

than 2%.

The measurements were performed with a 2 x 2 mm semiconductor probe positioned

perpendicular to the central-ray of the treatment beam. In this type of set-up

the detector may experience an enhanced sensitivity for the laterally directed

scattering. For this reason a restricted number of check measurements were

performed with aid of a 0.8 cm 0 Farmer ion chamber. With larger fields (much

phantom scatter) these measurements gave results which were approximately 1%

lower that the semiconductor measurements. This implies that the results

presented in table 4.2.1 provide for an accuracy which :;.s of the order of 1%.

While the in-depth accuracy of the model is found to be of the order of 1%, no

such statement can be made as regards the accuracy to which the dose in the

block penumbra region can be computed; see fig. 4.2.10. Deviations up to 5%

are observed in the outer block penumbra region. These deviations are consi-

dered to be caused mainly by inaccuracies in the representation of the block

geometry.

While the model assumes the block to have a perfect cubic structure (bj, bw,

b n ) , the block used with our measurements had rounded edges and an internally

mounted spring adjustment mechanism. These differences may be expected to

cause some difference in dosimetry, especially at the inner- and outer

penumbra region. However, it is regarded undesirable to extend the

computational model in such a way that it incorporates design properties of

individual screening blocks. Such an approach may lead to a significant

increase in computational effort.
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Fig. 4.2.10 - Transversal distribution functions for a
treatment beam in which a regularly shaped screening block
has been inserted.
Comparison of calculations (points) with measurements (solid
curves) at a depth of 0.5, 5, 10, and 15 cm.

Beam data: Co-60, source-skin distance = 80 cm, collimated
distance = 38 cm, source-block distance = 40 cm, block
height =7.5 cm, field-size = 30 x 30 cm.
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4.2.4 Corrections for patient internal inhomogeneitles

In this section we discuss methods which can be used to compute the dose

distribution in an inhomogeneous patient geometry. The method is based upon a

patient representation which is expressed in terms of electron densities

relative to water (and is represented by a 3D voxel-matrix; see section 2.3

and appendix 2A). Information about the local level of Y-ray interaction (in

terms of the linear attenuation coefficient relative to water and the mass

energy-absorption coefficient relative to water), is obtained fiora the

conversion procedure discussed in section 3.3.

A wide variety of correction techniques for the inhomogeneity problem has been

developed in the last decade |25-37). Although the attenuation of the primary

beam component can be computed with a high degree of sophistication, the

evaluation of first- and higher order scattering, contributing to local- and

non-local energy deposition in the inhomogeneous object, is found to be much

more difficult. The different methods discussed in literature (e.g. see

Cunningham |26|) differ mainly in the extent to which the influence of

scattered radiation is incorporated. In this respect one can distinguish

between correction procedures for path-length (depth of calculation), field-

size, position of the inhomogeneity, shape of the inhomogeneity, and

electronic non-equilibrium effects. Although much progress has been made in

finding a solution for the inhomogeneity problem, it can be concluded that no

single general applicable method of calculation (except for processing costly

methods that provide for sophisticated scatter integration over elementary

volumes, or the Monte Carlo type of approach) is available to date |28|.

Several approximative methods |26| will provide for accurate solutions in a

number of situations, but these methods cannot be considered to give correct

results for any arbitrary geometry.

We apply a number of inhomogeneity correction methods of varying

sophistication. The availability of different correction methods allows for a

choice to be made between high precision calculations (which are associated

with significant computer processing time) and high speed computations (which

are required for interactive treatment planning applications).
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The following methods have been considered:

1. Primary fluence scaling.

Assume a parallel photon beam of effective energy Eo, entrant to a

homogeneous object (the radiation interaction properties are characterized

by K ) . The primary fluence distribution as function of depth can be

written as, $ (z) = $0 e~^
z, where $o is the fluence of photons incident

to the object, and u the linear attenuation coefficient. $ can be
K

rearranged in terms of (water) reference values, giving:
U

-u z
, , . . wy

(4.2.20) K p

-u Tat(-^-,I0) z

In this expression Tat(Pe/Pew,E0) = y(E0)/uw(E0), represents the

conversion relation between pe/p e w and y/yw for the material under

consideration (see section 3.3.3). For biological tissues T is given in

fig. 3.12. As can be seen from the figure Tat(pe/pew,E0) =
 Pe/pew, which

implies that the influence of pair-production on the attenuation of the

primary beam can be neglected for most clinical cases (see also pp. 117).

For the reference configuration we can write:

-y i
(4.2.21) $ (1) = $„ e W

As a result $ (z) = $ (1) when 1 = T (pe/pew,Eo) z. For a non-

homogeneous slab-layer geometry a similar expression can be derived. In

that case $ (z) = $ (1), where 1 is given by:

Z P Z p
(4.2.22) 1 = / 7atlr^-(t),EB) dt s / -p-(t) dt

0 ew 0 ew

The variable 1 is identified as the radiological depth (see appendix 2A).

Since, at least under condition of electronic equilibrium, TK(£,z) %

* K(z), eq. (4.2.22) will apply to a zero field Tissue Maximum Ratio's

also, i.e. TK(0,z) = TK()(0,T).

The depth-dose distribution of an elementary plan-parallel photon beam can

be written as:

(4.2.23) d (z) = c Io $.(z) (~
E>

where (^en/p) is the mass energy-absorption coefficient, and c is a

constant representing the calibration of the distribution function. For
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the reference configuration holds:

_ ii
(4.2.24) 3(1) = c E0 4.(1) l~~)

<o Ko p w

Combination of eq. (4.2.22) - (4.2.24) gives:

(4.2.25) p

= Ten(-^-,E0) d (1)
Pew K°

where Ten("e/pew,Eo) represents the conversion according to fig. 3.20.

Assuming that the scaling method of eq. (4.2.22) also applies to scattered

radiation, the combination of eq. (4.2.3), (4.2.22) and (4.2.25) gives:

(4.2.26) P (x,<t>,K) =
f +d
r m

f +z
.en, —x _

e w

P I t x "~ x 2J x x

Methods based upon this approximation are identified as "effective

attenuation" techniques. The advantage of the method is found in the

simplicity of application and the corresponding numerical efficiency.

2. Slab-layer scatter summation.

Computations based on eq. (4.2.26) provide for a first order approximation

to the dose deposited by scattered radiation in the inhomogeneous object

only. For this reason methods which consider the scattered radiation

emanating from the individual non-homogeneous layers in the irradiated

object will provide a more precise approximation. Methods based upon

scatter integration over the irradiated volume |34| are considered less

appropriate since they are associated with significant computational

effort. Therefore scatter summation techniques which can be used in

interactive treatment planning procedures need to be more or less

approximative.

As an alternative to eq. (4.2.26), we have applied a method which is based

on the results of Wong j 32,331. Measured along the fan-ray between the

source and point x̂  we consider N inhomogeneous layers to be present

(defined by the voxel-matrix; see appendix 2A). Layer n lies between depth

zn_i and zn, with relative electron density ^en/p , and lsnsN. Wong's

method implies that the term ST(a ,1 ) in eq. (4.2.26) is replaced by a

summation over the N layers, where the scatter contribution from each

layer is given by:
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(4.2.27) Z" 1J'n = — {§_(a,z-z 1 - S7(a,z-z )}
mf ft 1 \ p ii n—J. iu ~~ n
*—* ew

In this expression Sj.(a,d) = Sj-(a,d)/T(O,d).

3. Lateral scatter summation.

While much attention has been paid to the development of accurate

calculation methods for layered geometries, this is not the case for

methods which can be used to compute the effect of imbalance in laterally

directed scattering. We propose a simple computational extension to eq.

(4.2.26) for this purpose: the scatter dose in the inhomogeneous object is

computed by adding together the radiation emanating from each scatter-

sector individually (identified by i,j; see fig. 4.2.11). Rearranging the

Scatter Maximum Ratio function in eq. (4.2.9) to incorporate this effect

gives:

J-l 1-1
(4.2.28) sr(a ,d ) = -£(x) I I S(a. .,1. .)

- - j=l i=l 1>3 1>J

In this expression

(4.2.29) I. . = 7(x.,y.) = T(x - {cT + { i+J )p} ,y - {d +(j + i)q})

is the radiological depth, which is calculated along the fan-ray through

the centre of each individual scatter sector i,j. The size of the

individual scatter-sectors is chosen to be approximately 3 x 3 cm.

The method is capable of incorporating the effects of both shape and

position of the inhomogeneities. It automatically incorporates corrections

for a possible skewness of beam entrance, and for the additional loss in

phantom scatter with beams which enter a patient tangentially.

In the same way as eq. (4.2.26) has been extended to incorporate non-

equilibrium effects in laterally directed scattering by incorporating eq.

(4.2.28), Wong's method can be extended to incorporate this effect. In

this case the inhomogeneous layers, at first defined along the fan-ray

through jx_, are redefined to represent the inhomogeneous layers along the

fan-ray through the centre of the individual scatter-sectors (i.e. z n in

eq. 4.2.27 is replaced by z i ( j ( n = zn(xityj); see fig 4.2.11). This method

represents a three-dimensional scatter summation.
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source

Fig. 4.2.11 - An inhomogeneity correction
method which is based on the summation of
scatter-sectors. Ray-tracing is applied at
the centre of each individual scatter-sector.
In this way a true three-dimensional scatter
correction technique is obtained.
Corrections for the influence of body curva-
ture and tangentially positioned treatment
beams, are inherent to the approach employed.
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The dosimetric accuracy of the different methods has been evaluated by com-

paring computations with measured data. No further attention will be given

to the methods based on eq. (4.2.26) and (4.2.27). This type of analysis is

already adequately covered in literature 125-341.

In fig. 4.2.12 measured beam-profiles are compared with computations based

upon the methods mentioned under point 3 above. An 8 cm thick layer of PMMA

(Lucite ; Pe/p = 1.16) has been placed in front of a waterphantom. The

phantom was irradiated by a Co-60 treatment beam (jir = 20 x 20 cm, fr = 80

cm), and beam-profile measurements were performed at a depth of 2, 5. 10, 15

and 20 cm. It follows from fig. 4.2.12 that the methods providing for scatter-

sector integration are accurate within 2%. It should be noted that the present

example represents a worst case situation (8 cm perpendicular step function).

Generally no such discontinuities will be observed in the patient.
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Fig. 4.2.12 - Transversal distribution functions for a beam
irradiating a homogenious phantom with a surface step of 8
cm. The measuring configuration is shown at the top-right
side of the figure.

Indicated are:
A comparison of beam-profiles computed from eq. (4.2.28)
(points) and measured data (solid curves) at a depth of
2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm.
Measurements are from a 2 x 2 cm semiconductor probe. A
limited number of check measurements has been performed
by using a 0.6 cm 0 ionization chamber (indicated by * ) .
A transversal distribution function at 2 cm depth,
computed from eq. (4.2.26), i.e. no corrections for
non-equilibrium effects in laterally directed scattering

- A transversal distribution function at 2 cm depth, for a
phantom without the 8 cm surface step, i.e. for a
homogeneous phantom ( ).

Note: Since the analysis involves the use of a homogeneous
phantom, computations based on Wong's method (see text)
provide for dosimetric results of an accuracy which is
comparable to the results presented above.

Beam data: Co-60, source-skin distance = 80 cm, collimated
distance = 48 cm, field-size = 20 x 20 cm.
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4.2.5 Discussion

A model for computing photon beam dose distributions, based upon the separate

analysis of the primary- and scattered radiation component, has been

evaluated. The method is based on the Tissue Maximum Ratio/Scatter Maximum

Ratio concept |9|. In the proposed method the scatter dose is computed from a

summation of the radiation emanating from a number of elementary sectors in

the treatment field. We employ square- or almost square scatter-sectors, where

the dimension of the scatter-sectors is optimized in regard of two variables:

computational accuracy and numerical efficiency. In comparison to the methods

which are based on the computation of scatter dose from a summation of the

radiation emanating from circular scatter-sectors, this approach can be up to

five times faster (depending on the type of computation).

The model can be used to compute dose distributions of both normal- and

overflattened treatment beams. The overall accuracy is found to be better as

3% or 3 mm laterally (whichever is smallest).

The method can be used to incorporate the effect of asymmetries in the primary

beam distribution (2D- and 3D screening-filters): the scatter-sectors are

weighted in accordance with the attenuation of the primary beam at the centre

of the sectors |5|.

For screening blocks two different methods are applied:

For irregularly shaped screening blocks (projective blocks), the loss of

scattering intensity in the treatment field is computed from the method

proposed by Edwards |19,2O|. By applying a substraction technique |39|, i.e.

by computing the reduction in open beam scattering due to the blocking instead

of the scattering intensity from an irregularily shaped treatment field, the

full effect of block transmission on the scattered radiation can be taken into

account. The effect of block penumbra transition is incorporated by means of a

measured block profile distribution function.

For regularly shaped screening blocks (on a flat tray), we have employed a

method based on Day's principles for approximating the loss in scattering

intensity due to the blocking. Its basic concepts correspond to those recently

proposed by Smith |38|. Our method is capable of incorporating the influence
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of penumbra widening which is associated to the off-axis positioning of a

rectangular screening block on a flat tray. This is achieved by computing the

effective attenuation of the primary beam from the actual path-length which a

fan-ray has traversed through the block.

In regard of the correction for patient internal inhomogeneities, several

levels of numerical complexity have been considered: a method based upon

scaling of the primary fluence, a method based upon slab-layer summation (Wong

|32,33|). We have extended these methods to incorporate the influence of non-

equilibrium in laterally directed scattering. In this way the influence of

large gradients in tissue density can be predicted with a satisfying accuracy.

The method can be considered an alternative to the method proposed by Sontag

|30,31|. He adapts the density distribution in a transverse plane of

computation, in order to represent the influence of radiation scattered from

the region adjacent to this plane. Since the present technique does not rely

on such an approximation, it has become possible to compute the dose

distribution from a treatment beam which is arbitrarily positioned through the

defined patient volume (i.e. non-coplanar beam set-ups).
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A MODEL FOR TREATMENT PLANNING DOSE
COMPUTATIONS WITH CLINICAL MeV ELECTRON BEAMS

A numerically efficient model for computing dose distributions of megavoltage

therapeutic electron beams is proposed. The method can be used to compute dose

distributions of treatment beams with fixed- and variable applicators, and

with irregularly shaped end-frames.

The model is based upon the integration of mono-energetic elementary beams

(pencil-beams). An inhomogeneity correction procedure is applied which is

based upon a correlation of the data which characterize the interactions of an

electron beam in the patient to data for a reference configuration. As regards

the influence of electron scattering, two levels of numerical complexity have

been evaluated;

Firstly, a method which is based upon a full analysis of the spatial- and

angular spread properties of each individual pencil-beam, where the spread

parameters are obtained from scattering theory.

Secondly, a method which incorporates the spatial spread properties of each

pencil-beam only, where the data are obtained from experimental analysis.

The different methods are compared with dose measurements in inhomogeneous

objects (inhomogeneities used: tissue substitute materials for lung-tissue,

rib bone, hard-cortical bone). The results indicate an overall correspondence

between pencil-beam computations and measurements which are generally within

3% for normal set-ups, and within 5% for strongly non-homogeneous objects.

These accuracies are considered to lie within the limits of clinical

acceptability.
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5.1 Introduction

The models or methods used for computing electron beam dose distributions

differ considerably from the methods in use with photon therapy: the

interactions of charged particles with matter are expressed in terms

fundamentally different from those of photon beams. For electron beams the

average energy loss with depth is expressed in terms of collision- and

radiation stopping powers |l|; the effect of electron scattering is expressed

in terms of the scattering power |2|.

The Fermi-Eyges multiple small angle scattering formalism |2-ll| represents a

very useful way of expressing the change in electron fluence with depth due to

scattering. In that approach the angular- and spatial distribution function of

an elementary beam incident to a thick target is expressed in terms of

Gaussian distribution functions (fig. 5.1).

Reviews of the different models available for electron beam dose computation

have been published by Brahme j10 j and Nahum |ll|. These models can be

subdivided into roughly two types:

In the first type equilibrium in laterally directed scattering is assumed.

This implies that the influence of an increased- or reduced electron

scattering from regions adjacent to the point of calculation is ignored, i.e.

the dose distribution is considered to be affected by the material overlaying

the fan-ray between the source and the point of calculation only. These

limitations allow significant simplifications to be made in the computational

models, and therefore they are of interest to fast numerical analysis (viz.

for interactive treatment planning). These types of model are identified as

broad beam models |12,13|.

A second class of models is based upon the concept of pencil beam integration.

In this type of approach the treatment field is subdivided into a large number

of elementary beams whose cross-sections are infinitesimally small (fig. 5.1).

The dose deposited at an arbitrary point in the irradiated object is

calculated by adding together the dose deposited by each of the pencil-beams

individually. The influence of energy loss and scattering is determined for

each pencil-beam traversing the (inhomogeneous) object separately (see

ref.|lO|).
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A numerical procedure is proposed which is based upon a correlation of the

parameters which characterize the interactions of an electron beam in an

inhomogeneous object to those of a reference configuration (usually water).

In section 5.2 the basic principles of the dose computational model are

discussed; in section 5.3 the application of the model for patient dosimetry

is discussed.

PHANTOM
SURFACE

ELECTRON
BEAM

PENCIL BEAM

ixSy

fig. 5.1 - A pencil-beam of size 6x6y as an elementary part
of the electron beam entering a flat surface at z = o.
Also indicated are: an isodose distribution of a
pencil-beam, and the "Gaussian" spatial distribution
function of the pencil-beam at a number of depths.
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5.2 Dose computational model

A collimated electron beam, incident to an arbitrary object, can be considered

to be composed of a set of mono-energetic elementary beams (pencil-beams),

each passing through an infinitesimally small area 6X6Y at the applicator

exit-side (i.e. at a reference distance fr from the location of the

source; see fig. 5.2). The resulting electron beam dose distribution can be

obtained by integrating the pencil-beam contributions over the dimensions of

the treatment field:

I L T U

(5.1)
f +d
r m
f +z
r

PK(x-C,y-n.z)

S(z)
In this expression:

The electron dose at position jt = (x,y,z) relative to the

central ray dose maximum of the beam in the reference

set-up (c.f. section 2.A), i.e.:

Pe(x,<|>,K)
De(xf<J>,K)

In this expression x is the position of the central-ray

dose maximum; the symbols <t), <i>o represent the beam

geometrical set-up of the actual- and reference

configuration respectively; the symbols K, K 0 represent

the radiation interaction properties of object and

reference phantom in terms of density, electron density,

stopping- and scattering powers (see section 3.4).

I (5.1) = The relative intensity of the individual pencil-beam

incident at position (£,r},0).

The pencil-beam distribution function representing the

contribution in relative dose at point x_ = (x,y,z) of the

pencil-beam incident at (5,n.O).
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f +d
r m The inverse square law component describing the

divergence properties of the beam. The distance fr

designates the effective collimated distance |l4,15|, and

dm is the depth of the dose maximum.

S(z) = The projection at depth z of the treatment field at

z = 0: S(z) = 6(z).S(0), where 6(z) = 1 + z/fr .

SCATTERING FOIL

fig. 5.2 - The definition of the geometrical fieldsize, the
source-location, etc.
It should be noted that the position of the effective source
does not necessarily correspond to the position of the
scattering foil

irily

M.
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An expression for pK(x) can be obtained by making use of the thick-target

multiple small angle Coulomb scattering theory as formulated by Eyges |2-

5,111. In that approach the lateral distribution function of an elementary

electron beam is expressed by a Gaussian distribution according to:

(5.2) f (X)
21T r*(x)

In this expression rK(x.) is the mean square spatial spread of the pencil-beam

distribution function at the position x^. Rearranging pK(x) in terms of f.(x.)

gives:

(5.3) Ptr^—^ = ^tc^—' ̂ K:'— '

where dK(?0 represents a depth-dose distribution function.

The value of r̂ (x.) and dK(x.) are mainly determined by the beam energy and the

interaction properties of the tissue along the fan-ray between x_ and the

source. Details on the computation of these parameters are given in the next

section.

5.2.1 Determination of characteristic interaction parameters

In this section we discuss methods for determining "r£ and dK in an arbitrary

non-homogeneous patient geometry by expressing these values in terms of ~r*

and d^ being the mean square spatial spread and depth-dose distribution

function in a reference configuration (viz. a beam entrant to a homogeneous

(water)-phantom; see section 2.4).

Energy- and range scaling

The method for computing the pencil-beam distribution function in terms of a

reference distribution function relies on transformations of the depth

dependent behaviour of the interaction parameters to a similarity coordinate,

defined by z/r, where z is the depth, and r is a measure for the range of

electron penetration. The range of penetration of an electron beam, under

continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA), is given by Jl|:

r - / ( ( S C O l ( T ) • S r a d ( T > > - 1 dT
(5.4) 0

« fie001IT))'1 dT
0
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where To is the kinetic energy of the incident beam. Making use of the

observed linear correlation between the relative values of the linear

collision stopping power and electron density (see section 3.4.2, fig. 3.23),

we can write:

(5.5)

Pe 0 w

^ r
p w
e

In this expression the subscript w identifies water (reference) values. Eq.

(5.5) indicates that range scaling is independent of the energy of the

incident beam.

Computations according to eq. (5.4), (5.5) will strongly underestimate the
i
i actual range of a therapeutic electron beam, since the assumptions underlying

the CSDA approximation are not valid for larger penetration depths |16,17|.

For this reason the similarity-coordinate is redefined to read z/Rp, where Rp

is a practical measure for electron beam penetration |l,18|. It can be

determined experimentally from depth-dose measurements |14,18| or can be

computed from the Marcus relation |l9|:

Pe
(5.6) R = 0.514 To - 0.247

P P
v ew

where To is the mean initial energy. Eq. (5.6) is estimated to be accurate

within 3% |20|. The material dependency of the Marcus relation corresponds to

that of eq. (5.5), which implies that all scaling laws applicable to eq. (5.5)

will apply to Rp/Rp also.p

The decrease of the mean energy with depth, T(z), under CSDA approximation is

given by:

- - z i -
(5.7) T(z) = T0 - / S <T(t)) dt

0

A first order approximation to eq. (5.7) is |I6|:

(5.8) T(z) = To - Scol(T(,)z

which is valid only in the first half of the range of the treatment beam.

Expressing eq. (5.8) in terms of water-values gives (see approximations used
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in eq. (5.5)):

_
(5.9) T(Z) = To

To
 Pew

For a layered medium eq. (5.9) can be rearranged to give:

at[
(5.10) To 0 Pew

="T° I1" ~¥T i(z)
where l(z) is the radiological depth (c.f. appendix 2A).

In accordance to the approximations used to derive eq. (5.8), eq. (5.4) can be

rearranged to g:

(5.10) gives *:

(5.11) T(z) = Toll -

rearranged to give, rw = T0/S
co (To). Substitution of this expression into eq.

Kz)-|

J

In analogy to eq. (5.9) - (5.11) we can write for the water reference

configuration:

- f Sw
T o l""-i(5.12)

= To 11 - —
w '

where 1 is the depth. From the combination of eq. (5.9) and (5.12) follows

that a decrease dT in energy of the actual beam is equal to a decrease df in

energy on the reference beam when dl = Pe/pew dz. As a result T(z) = T(l)

when:

When rw is replaced by Rpw in eg. (5.11), an expression is obtained which
corresponds to the energy-range relationship proposed by Harder |2J|. His
approximation is based upon experimental observations.
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(5.13) 1 = | -—(z) dz = l(z)
ew0

or in the homogeneous case:

(5.14)

Computations of T(z) from eq. (5.11) will only apply to the first half of the

beam range. However, it can be observed from published data (in terras of

direct measurements |2l| or Monte-Carlo computations |l7|), that T(z)/T0 can

be represented by means of a single functional relationship in terms of z/Rp.

As a result the mean energy of an arbitrary beam can be related to this

reference tabulation by means of eq. (5.13) or (5.14). It can be observed that

even the mean energy in the straggling tail of the beam can be scaled

accordingly.

We have used published data ior the mean energy of a 20 MeV electron beam in

water (Andreo |17|) as a reference tabulation. These data were obtained from

Monte Carlo analysis.

Scaling of the depth-dose distribution function

The depth-dose distribution function, d|<(z), can be expressed in terms of mass

collision stopping powers |22|:

(5.15) dR(z) = c

where $ T is the primary electron fluence differential in energy |2|, T = T(z),

and c is a proportionality constant relating the depth-dose distribution

function to absorbed dose (c.f. section 2.4)). The total fluence of the

primary electrons is given by:

(5.16) *„ - J*T dT

In analogy to eq. (5.15) we can write for the reference depth-dose function:

(5.17,
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where the subscript w defines the water reference value. By combining eq.

(5.15) with (5.17), it is possible to express dK(z) in terms of dK(l), giving:

(5.18) dK(z)

SCOl(T)
dT

$Tw|sCOl(T)
dT

Under the assumption that ^ / ^ j ; - $ T /$£ for equal energy intervals, eq.

(5.18) can be rearranged to give:

(5.19)

TIn this expression T is the mass collision stopping power relative to

water. As has been discussed in section 3.4.2 (see fig. 3.23), T is

independent of energy to a good degree of accuracy and can be expressed in

terms of relative electron densities:

(5.20) -col S
COl(T)

1 £ T -< 50 MeV

It has been proposed by Brahme |22| that, at least in the first half of the

range of the treatment beam, the fluence in the medium can be related to the

reference configuration, with:

(5.21)
e2d)
w

where the relation between 1 and z is given by eq. (5.13), (5.14).

The variables 6Z, 0 W represent the mean square scattering angle of the

actual and reference configuration respectively. They are given by:

(5.22)

and T =$' 2/ T4>T dT.

Eq. (5.19) can be rearranged to represent the depth-dose distribution function

in a layered medium. Consider an inhomogeneous medium of N layers, where layer

i lies between depth z. , and z. , with material properties p. , and Is is N.

The value of the depth-dose distribution function at a depth z, in which
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z n S z s z n + 1 , i s g iven by:

(5 .23 ) d < ( z ) - d K ( z n ) + T ~ J i + - ' WK<1> " d K U n ) )

w

w h e r e z 0 = l 0 = 0 , a n d :
n n p e . _

1 = I ( l . - l . ) = I — - ( z . - z . ) H l ( z )
n .*•, i i-l . . p l 1-1 n

i = l 1=1 ew

Q

, c , . , 1 = 1 + (Z - Z ) = l ( z )
(5 .24 ) n p n

ew

- .col _ •pCQl. e n + l ,
n+1 p

Details about the computation of 6 2(z), 9W(1) are given later in this section.

_,colIn many clinical situations T and Or-/*,- tend to compensate each other to
w

an acceptable degree of accuracy (see data published by Brahrae |22|). As a

result eq. (5.23) can be simplified to read:

d (z) = d (z ) + <d (1) - d (1 })
ic K n Ko <o n

(5.25)
= d (l(z))

Within the assumption underlying eq. (5.13), (5.14), this method corresponds

to the approach of Hogstrom |6|.

Scaling of the spread parameters in a homogeneous medium

Under the assumptions of the Fermi-Eyges multiple small angle scattering

formalism, the lateral distribution function can be approximated by Gaussians.

The distribution function following from Fermi's transfer equation |2-5,]]|,

for an elementary beam which is distributed Gaussian in angle and position in

the x-direction at z = 0, and enters into a homogeneous object, is given by

(the subscripts K,<O will be omitted) |4|:

- -L (̂2 x2 - 279x6 + 7202)
1 2a xx

<5.26) f(x,a,0 ) = — — • e X

* 21T/ir

with a x= 6 xr
z - r8*. A similar expression holds for the distribution function

in the y-directlon (f(y,z,0 )). The mean square angular spread is given by:
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(5.27) 92(z) = 92(O) + ̂  / SSCat(T(t)) dt

2 o

The covariance F9(z) of the angular- and spatial spread is given by:

(5.28) r9(z) = r9(O) + 62(O) z + \ / SSCat(T(t)) (z-t) dt

and F2(z) is the mean square spatial spread:

(5.29) 72(z) = 72(O) + 271(0) z + IPtO) z2 + ~ f SSCat(T(t)) (z-t)2 dt

^0

The lateral distribution function is obtained by integrating the distribution

functions in x- and y-direction over all angles, giving:

(5.30) f(x) = // f(x,z,9 ) f(y,z,6 ) d6 d9
x y x y

For mono-directional pencil-beams, it is possible to express eq. (5.27) -

(5.29) in terms of water reference values with (see discussion below):

SSCat(i0) Rp

(5.31a) 92(z) = 92(1)

_ R _
(5.31b) r9(z) = r9 (1)

SSCat^) R2
w Pw

SScat<T0) Rp
(5.31c) r

z(z) = r 2d)
scati s w

w

s ( i R

w p

Backgrounds of eq. (5.31).

As has been evaluated in section 3.A.2 (pp.141), the linear angular

scattering power, s s c a , can be represented in terms of a function

representing the material dependency (g(p)), and a component

explicitly representing the energy dependency of the distribution

function (h(f)), i.e.:

S s c a t = S8cat(p,T) = g(p)h(T)

In first order appproximation (see eq.(3.62)):
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g(p) = g(p,Z,A)

(5.33) h(T) = =r-=r-
T(T+2)J

- 7"2 7 » 1

where p is the mass density, Z and A the atomic number- and atomic

mass respectively, and T = T/mc . Consider a mono-directional

pencil-beam (i.e. 92(0) = r6(0) = r2(0) = 0) entering a non-water

equivalent homogeneous object at z = 0. Substitution of eq. (5.32)

into eq. (5.29) under these assumptions gives:

_ z
(5.34) r

2(z) = ̂  g(p) / h(T) (z-t)2 dt
0

By making use of the similarity approximation for T(z) (see

discussion following eq. (5.11)), it follows from eq. (5.33) that

h(T) can be separated according to h(T) = k(T0).ra(z/Rp). In this
— —— 2

expression k(T0) ̂  To , and m(z/Rp) represents a function of the

similarity coordinate z/Rp. As a result:

— i — z t
(5.35) r2(z) = | g(p) k(T0) / m(- ) (z-t)

2 dt
0 P

In a similar way we can write for a beam of energy Tj, entering the

reference (water)-phantom at 1 = 0:

1
(5.36) r£(l) = - g(p,,) k(T,) / m(r—) (1-t)2 dt

0 Pw

Transformation of eq. (5.35) to a coordinate a = (Rpw/Rp).t, and

substitution of eq. (5.36) gives:

R3 x
r2(z) = — g(p) k(T0) r~f S m(-^-) (x-a)

2 do
2 RPw 0 R P W

(5.37)

g(pw)k(Tl) R*,

i.e. 72(z) can be expressed in terms of the reference (water) value,

r*(l), where 1 - (Rpw/Rp).z, and Rp - Rp(T0), Rpw - Rpw(T,).

As can be seen from eq. (5.32), it is possible to rearrange eq.

(5.37) In terms of scattering powers by making use of the similarity

approximation for T(z). This adaptation will result in the
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expression given in eq. (5.31c).

When the actual beam and the reference beam are of equal mean initial energy,

eq. (5.31) can be simplified to give:

SScat(i0) p* _
(5.38) r9(z) = — r9 (1)

P3

The analysis of section 3.A.2 (fig. 3.32) indicates that S
scat/Sscat i g

independent of energy to a good degree of accuracy and can be expressed in

terms of relative electron densities. As a result we can write:

/IT mi Tscat _scat, e . s (*•'' ~
(5.39) T = T (-—) = -scat - 1 S T < 50 MeV

M c IT)
™ w

whereT represents the conversion according to fig. 3.30.

Scaling of the spread parameters in an inhomogeneous medium

The scaling of the parameters according to eq. (5.38) applies for a mono-

directional pencil-beam entering a homogeneous object at z = 0.

However, the method can be extended in a simple way to apply to a beam which

is initially distributed Gaussian in angle and position, and which propagates

through an inhomogeneous medium. Consider an inhomogeneous medium of N layers,

where layer i lies between depth z±-i and z^, with material properties pi, and

Under the assumption that the actual beam and the reference beam have equal

initial mean energy, the combination of eq. (5.27) - (5.29), with eq.(5.38),

gives for a position z, with z n £ z £ z n + 1 :
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(5.40.) P ( . ) = e 2(zn) * i£f { P ( i , e u n »
en+l

_ _ p2
( 5 . 4 0 b ) r O ( z ) = r 6 ( z ) + ( z - z ) 6 2 ( z ) + T ^ f ^ - f 2 { r 9 ( 1 ) - r 6 ( 1 )

n n n n+1 p * w w n
e n + l

- ( 1 - 1 ) 9 2 ( 1 )}
n w n

( 5 . 4 0 c ) r 2 ( z ) = F 2 ( z ) + 2 ( z - z ) r 9 ( z ) + ( z - z ) 2 6 2 ( z )
n n w n n n

3

+ T ^ f - 4 * { r 2 f l ) - f 2 d ) - 2 ( 1 - 1 ) r~e(l ) - ( 1 -1 ) 2 6 2 ( 1 )
n+i p ° n n n n n

en+l

In this expression z0 = l0 = 0, and:

n n pe. _
1 = 1 (l.-l. ,) = I r— (z.-z. .) = l(z )
n . , I I-I . , p i i-l n

1=1 1=1 ew

( 5 . 4 1 ) 1 = 1 + = 1 ( 2 )
n p

e w

P p , •,
Tscat _ ~scat

 en+l
n+1 p

ew

A simplified approximation for the expansion of eq. (5.40) can be obtained as

follows. The parameters Q2, re and r2 are moments of the linear scattering

power, where:

|- 72(z) = 2 Tetz)
3z

(5.42)

|i27
2(z) = 2 82(z>

Rearranging eq. (5.40c) in terms of eq. (5.42) gives:

3r"2(z ) , 3r2(z_)

(5.43) + T = c a t C _ f -2 _
n+1 P_ .. I w w n n

92?2(1 )
- |<l-l n)

2 --SpH-

When eq. (5.43) is applied to a homogeneous object, the terms containing

differentials to T 2 and T^ will mutually compensate. An acceptable degree of

compensation can be expected for inhomogeneous objects which are not too

strongly non-water equivalent. Under these assumptions eq. (5.43) can be
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rearranged to read:

(5.44) ?2<z) = F2(z
n

where:

w
en+lv

T S C a t -f* f?2((5.45) r 2( Z ) = I T
01-0" -f= ?2(1.) - ?2<1. .]

1-1 ^i

Eq. (5.44) can be adapted to incorporate a first order correction for a non-

zero angular distribution function at z = 0 (e.g. to provide for an average

correction for the effect of collimator scatter and the effect of air-gaps).

This adaptation reads |6|:

(5.46) r2(z) = r2(z) + (I(z)+A)2 32(0)
c

In this expression r2(z) is the corrected mean spatial spread parameter, A is

the air-gap between the reference entrypoint (_x = 0) and the patient surface,

and 02(O) is the mean square angular spread at z = 0.

The above mentioned method can be used in several ways.

The main application is found in inhomogeneity correction procedures, where

the corrections are succesively applied for the different inhomogeneous layers

along a pencil-beam, as defined by the three-dimensional voxel-matrix (see

appendix 2A).

The method can also be applied for the purpose of data reduction or expansion:

beam-data which are obtained from measurements in non-water equivalent

phantoms (e.g. polystyrene (PS) or lucite (PMMA) phantoms) can be converted to

corresponding water reference values (e.g. see section 3.4.2, fig. 3.30:

theoretical conversion curves do not apply to PS or PMMA). Further

applications can be found in the energy scaling properties of eq. (5.31), viz.

the angular/spatial spread distribution functions obtained at beam energy Ta

can be converted to functions for energy To.
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5.2.2 Determination of basic beam data

In this section we evaluate methods for obtaining basic beam data (in

particular values for ̂ d ) and dK(l) * ) . The data are obtained from dose

measurements in a reference set-up for a homogeneous reference phantom

(usually a water-phantom).

Consider reference measurements to be performed for an electron beam of

rectangular aperture. Combining eq. (5.1) to (5.3) for a beam of unit relative

strength (I(£,TI)=1), of aperture a0 x b0 at z = 0, gives:

(x-g)2+ (y-n)2

(5.47) P (x,<l>o,Ko) =

ao6(z).bo6(z)

where 6(z) = 1 + z/fr. Eq. (5.47) can be solved analytically giving:

P (x#4>o,Ko) = T

f +d

f +z

(5.48) erf
iao6(z) + x] fiao6(z) -

/2 r <D
+ erf

/2 r (D

(Jbo6(2) + y) fibo6(z) - y
erf + erf •

The error function, identified by "erf" in eq. (5.48), is defined by:

/IT J(5.49) erf(x) = — e da
/TT

can be obtained from a simple series expansion J24|.

For the reference configuration we define:

d.-(x> = d^(x=(0,0,D) = eUl)

?.(x) * r.(x=(0,0,l)) =7,(1)

where 1 is the depth of point x.
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The function dK(l) is obtained as follows:

By substituting measured values for Pe (x.=(O,O,z), <J>o, K 0) into eq. (5.48), an

expression is obtained from which dK(l) can be derived. Values for d̂ -fl)
o o

obtained in this way incorporate all properties of the clinical electron beam,

which implies a field-size dependency due to the electrons scattered from the

treatment collimator or end—frame |8|. As has been shown by Brahme |22|,

values for di-(l) which are derived from experiments, still fulfill the scaling
o

conditions of eq. (5.18) - (5.25).

Experimental values for the mean spatial spread at depth 1 can be determined

from beam-profile measurements. Several methods have been proposed in

literature |7,8,25|. For an extensive analysis of the correspondence between

theoretical spatial spread values and experimental data for different

materials we refer to Werner |7|. No further details will be given here.

5.2.3 Photon background

Two sources of photon contamination in the electron beam are to be considered:

a) the y-rays emerging from the accelerator exit-window, the scattering foils,

the ionization chambers and the collimator system, b) the bremsstrahlung

generated in the irradiated object |26|.

As no simple analytical expression can be used to represent these phenomena,

often empirical approximations are used. In general an exponential decrease of

photon intensity with depth is assumed |27|. There is no agreement in

literature about the representation of the lateral photon distribution

function. In analogy to the distribution function for electron beams (eq.

(5.1), (5.47)), we propose the following parametrization for the photon dose

distribution function:

2 (x-g)2 + (y-n)2

g(x) (f +d ) 2 t, -
(5.50) P (x,(t.<) = - - e 2 r

p(£> d£dr,
P 21T r2(x) (f +z>2 >'

P ~ r S(z)

For computational purposes eq. (5.50) is approximated by:

ff +d
(5.51) P U,^,<) = - g(x)

P f +z
- _ \ * » /

where s(x) represents the shortest distance of the point to the boundary of

the treatment field at depth z (s(x) > 0 for positions lying within the
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treatment field, and s(x) < 0 for points outside the field). This method

enables us to compute the photon background of both regularly- and irregularly

shaped treatment fields.

The functions g(x.) and 7p(x.) are approximated by:

, -y(I(x) -d ) - ,
g(x) = c e — m for l(x) s d

(5.52) g(x) = c for I(x) < d
= — — m

P -

Appropriate values for c, a and U are obtained from a numerical fit of eq.

(5.51), (5.52) to the photon background tail measured beyond the practical

range of the electron beam in the reference configuration.
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5.3 Patient computations

In this section we dicuss the computation of dose distributions in an

inhomogeneous patient geometry. The computations are based upon a patient

representation which is expressed in terms of electron densities relative to

water (and represented by a 3D voxel-matrix; see section 2.3 and appendix 2A).

Information about the local level of e~-interaction (in terms of stopping- and

scattering powers relative to water), is obtained with aid of the conversion

procedures evaluated in section 3.4.

The numerical analysis of an electron beam dose distribution from eq. (5.1)

(i.e. the computation of the dose in a matrix of points in an arbitrarily

oriented display-plane through the patient volume; see section 2.2.3), can be

extremely laborious.

Each point of calculation will require a pencil-beam integration over the

treatment field perpendicular to the central-ray of the beam. For each

individual pencil-beam the radiological depth, the depth-dose distribution

function, and its spatial spread value must be determined. Therefore, in

order to arrive at an acceptable computational effort restrictions in regard

of the numerical model will be introduced:

1. Coplanar pencil-beam computations.

This approach is based upon a restriction with regard to the plane in

which we want to calculate the dose: the central-ray of the treatment beam

is required to lie in- or parallel to a transverse plane (coplanar

treatment beam set-up: only gantry-rotation and field-rotation are

possible; see discussion in section 2.2.2 and fig. 2.1). The influence of

non-equilibrium in laterally directed scattering is incorporated for

inhomogeneities which are represented by the CT-slice matching the

position of the transverse plane of calculation. Scattering non-

equilibrium effects in the axial patient direction are neglected, because

for each (transverse) plane of computation the density distribution

represented by the CT-slice is considered to extend Infinitely.

This approach is motivated by practical considerations: it is difficult to

obtain a representation of the patient geometry from Computed Tomography
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with a spatial resolution in the axial direction which is sufficiently

detailed to enable accurate pencil-beam computations. A very large number

of closely packed CT-slices would be required (small slice thickness: the

required resolution must be within about 2 - 5 mm).

The following method has been applied.

A coordinate-system, e_x,= (e_x, ,e_ i.e^i defined. It is related to the

beam coordinate-system in such a way that the ĉ  ,,o ,-axis will be

parallel to the transverse plane; e , will represent the beam propagation

direction (i.e. e_z,=e_z), and e_ , will be
1 pointing in the axial direction

of the patient (see fig. 5.3).

Since we have assumed the density distribution of the patient to be

constant in the axial direction, the two-dimensional integral in eq. (5.1)

can be reduced to a one-dimensional integration by I ho introduction of

elementary strip beams (see also Werner |7| and tig. 5,'J). Rearranging eq.

(5.1) - (5.3) in terms of strip-beams, which arc expressed in the new

coordinate-system, results in:

P (x,(Jr,<) = —
e ~ /8TT

f +d
r m

f + z

x'+Rmax

I [erf
Pj<C) 6(2) + y1

v2

r f
q x

/ 2

(£>

r
K

a z>

»y

- y

\ z '

1

)

(x1 -

2 r* U,y', z1

(5.54)

The parameters p i f q^ identify the elementary strips covering the

treatment field in the y'-direction; see fig. 5.1. When a strip-beam

consists of several individual parts, these parts have to bo summed; this

process is indicated in eq. (5.53) by the .summation over i. liq. (5.5)) has

been derived under the assumption that reurcsonts the

maximum integration range of interest to dose computations at posit ion x_.

It is computed from:

R = 3.3Max{r ,. i)|-a

2. Restricted inhomogeneity corrections.

This approach Is based upon n restriction of tho inhomogonoity corrections

by Ignoring the effect of imbalance in laterally directed scat tor ing.
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TRANSVERSAL
CALCULATION PLANE

fig. 5.3 - Schematics of a strip-beam calculation technique
applied to an irregularly shaped treatment field (also
identified as an irregular "endframe"). The applicator has
been rotated over the angle £ (diaphragm-rotation; see section
2.2.2 and 2.5).

The rectangular contour indicated, represents the edge of the
applicator in which the irregularly shaped endframe has been
mounted. Both the field-coordinate system (ex), as the coordinate-
system used with the computations (e^t ) are Tndicated.
The origins of both coordinate-systems coincide: they are
defined by the location of the reference entry-point (see section
2.2.1). So, gj{i corresponds to e^, but is rotated by the angle of
diaphragm-rotation £. ~~

The patient geometry in the transverse plane of calculation
(as obtained from CT) is considered to extend infinitely in
the axial patient direction (i.e. in the ep3-direction when
expressed in patient coordinates, or, in the e_vi-direction
when expressed in calculation coordinates).

Strip-beams overlaying the treatment field have been
indicated at the left side of the figure. The dimension of a
strip-beam is indicated by the vectors pj and qj. For the
example presented in this figure (location x), both vectors
are defined as positive values.
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Eq. (5.53) can be rearranged to represent the broad-beam approximation by

simply substituting d|<(C1y',z') = dK(x.), r^(5,y',z') =7,|(x.).

For an extensive analysis of the prospects and limitations of broad-beam

approximations, we refer to literature 112,13j.

5.3.1

The computational model according to eq. (5.53) has been evaluated by

comparing the calculations with measured beam data *.

The measurements were obtained from a Philips SL75/14 Linear accelerator

equipped with a 14 x 12 cm applicator. The beam energy was taken to be 14 MeV.

The dose distributions were obtained from film readings (photographic

emulsion; estimated relative reproducibility: better than 3% |28|). The film

was placed in a polystyrene phantom. The phantom offered the possibility to

position 2.5 cm 0 circular rods of tissue equivalent material (tissue

equivalent substitutes for lung, rib bone, hard cortical bone, as defined by

White |29,30|; see section 3.2.2), just below the flat surface of a 3 cm thick

perspex block which is placed on top of the polystyrene phantom. Transversal

distribution functions were measured at 3.2 and 5.3 cm depth in a plane

through the central-ray of the beam. The results are presented in fig. 5.4.

The electron beam interaction data used in the analysis are given in table

5.1.

As can be observed from fig. 5.4 the broad-beam approach (see pp.239) leads to

large deviations between measurements and computations. This can be expected

in regard of the limitations associated with this approach.

As regards the pencil-beam computations, two different inhomogeneity

correction procedures have been evaluated:

Firstly, a method based upon eq. (5.40), where the reference data for 02(z).

The measurements have been performed in a joint cooperation
with the Catharine Hospital Eindhoven (Holland).
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fig. 5.4 - Comparison of measured- and computed transversal
distribution functions for an inhomogeneous phantom: a 2.5
cm 0 circular rod (hard-cortical bone, rib bone, lung
tissue) was positioned just below the flat phantom surface.
The measurements are for a depth of 3.2 and 5.3 cm, measured
in the field-X direction through the central-ray of the beam
(viz. for ev = e_vi = 0).
Considered are:

Pencil-beam computations based on theoretical data
~2 7 7for ~Q2 7 2 (curve: ).

Pencil-beam computations based on experimental data
for r" (curve: ).
Broad-beam computations based on experimental data
for r (curve: . . . . . . ) .

The measured data are identified by points. Beam-data:
Linear accellerator SL75-14, applicator = 14 x 12 cm, energy
• 14 MeV, source-skin distance = 100 cm.
Measuring depth = 3.2, 5.3 cm.
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Table 5.1 - Parameters characterizing electron beam interactions in phantom- and
tissue substitute materials.
These data are used with the analysis of fig. 5.4.
The stopping- and scattering powers were calculated for 10 MeV electrons.
The following notation is used:

p - mass density [g/cm 1

p - electron density [el/cm ]

S /p mass collision stopping power [MeV.cm /g]

S /p - mass radiation stopping power [MeV.cm /g]

S /p - total mass stopping power [MeV.cm /g3

S /p - mass angular scattering power [rad2.cm2/g]

w - index to identify water reference values
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and r2(z) were obtained from computations based upon eq (5.27) -

(5.29)*.

Secondly, a method based upon eq. (5.44), where the values for r2(z) were

obtained from measurements in a reference situation (see section 5.2.2). Since

no reliable data could be obtained for z < 2.6 cm, appropriate values for

F2(z) in this region have been obtained from a numerical fit of eq. (5.29)

between F2(0) = 0 and the first experimental F2(z)-value.

The overall correspondence between the pencil-beam computations and experiment

is better than 5%. The method based upon theoretical analysis of 82, r8, r2,

leads to slightly better overall results, than the method based upon

experimental F2-values.

The mutual differences between both computations are smaller than 3% or 3 mm

laterally. They are to be explained by the differences in model approximation.

As regards the first method, the influence of the frame- and air scatter |8|

is neglected, as well as the influence that the range straggling has on the

angular- and spatial spread for major penetration depths |2,7|.

As regards the second method, the influence of the angular distribution of the

beam is omitted (viz. the assumptions underlying eq. (5.44)).

Since the dose computations are based upon a correlation of the characteristic

beam data in the irradiated (inhomogeneous) object to those of a reference

configuration, the origin of the reference data has become, in principle, a

matter of free choice.

The computations according to eq. (5.40) are derived under the assumption that

the beams are mono-energetic. Data derived from experiments will not exactly

fulfill this assumption, not in the least due to the influence of frame- and

air scatter. Data obtained from theory will not incorporate all properties of

the clinical electron beam. The example of fig. 5.4 does not offer sufficient

information to indicate a preference for one of the approaches over the other.

This should form the subject of a further analysis. Future methods should

preferably aim at a combination of both techniques, e.g. by calibrating Monte-

Carlo derived basic beam data to measured beam data.

The following approximations have been used:
- Mono-directional pencil-beam {i.e. 62(0) = r6(0) = rs(0) = 0).
- Ssoat(T) computed from method proposed in ICRU-35 \2\.
- Mean energy as a function of depth from Monte-Carlo computations

according to Andreo \17\.
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5,4 Discussion

A model for computing electron beam dose distributions has been analyzed. The

model is based upon the Fermi-Eyges small angle multiple scattering formalism

]3—5,10—11[. Our method is based upon a correlation of the parameters

characterizing electron beam interactions in the irradiated object to those of

a reference medium (usually water). It provides for a numerically efficient

alternative to the methods proposed by Hogstrom |6|, Werner |7|, and Lax |3l|.

Several levels of numerical complexity have been evaluated, where the main

classification is given by the division of the model in a broad-beam and a

pencil-beam approach.

The pencil-beam model discussed here incorporates a restriction in regard of

the accuracy to which the representation of the patient geometry is

incorporated. Computed Tomography can provide for a patient representation

which has •-: very high spatial rasolution in the direction of the (transverse)

image-plane; see chapter 2. However, the resolution in the axial patient-

direction will depend on the number of CT-slices covering the patient, where

the minimum available resolution is given by the CT-slice thickness. Since the

dose distribution of an electron beam is very sensitive to sudden variations

in density, a poor resolution of the patient representation in the axial

direction may well lead to the computation of local (non existing) hot- and/or

cold spots. For this reason, and tor reasons of numerical efficiency, the

influence of density variations in the axial patient direction are not

incorporated in the computational model: the patient representation at the

location of a transverse plane of calculation, is considered to extend

infinitely in the direction perpendicular to the plane.

Two different inhomogeneity correction techniques have been considered:

In the first approach the influence of the angular- and spatial distribution

of the scattering electrons is fully incorporated. The method is only

applicable when the r2, r6, and 02 distribution functions in the reference

medium are explicitly known. These parameters are very hard to determine

experimentally, with an exception for the spatial distribution function. As a

result this method can only be used with values for r2, r6 and 62 which are
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obtained from theory (c.f. eq. (5.26) - (5.30)).

In the second approach the influence of an angular distribution of the

scattering electrons has been omitted. This method provides for the

possibility to apply spatial spread values which are determined

experimentally.

Both the above mentioned methods have their own advantages and limitations.

Either a sophisticated inhomogeneity correction technique is applied on the

basis of only a restricted representation of the characteristic interactions

of an electron beam of clinical quality, or a restricted inhomogeneity

correction is applied on the basis of an accurate representation of the

spatial distribution function of the treatment beam. The present analysis

indicates that both methods can provide for an overall accuracy which is

better than 5%. Future work is to cover a more extensive comparison.

A distinct advantage of the model is found in the possibility to apply data

reduction and expansion in regard of the amount or type of measured beam data.

Beam data measured in a polystyrene- (PS) or lucite (PMMA) phantom can be

converted to corresponding data for water. In addition to this, it has become

possible to reduce the beam data measurements, since the proposed technique

incorporates both an energy- and material scaling (c.f. section 5.2.1).
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Discussion

As regards the therapeutic application of ionizing radiation to human tissues,

special attention is given to teletherapy treatment planning in this thesis.

In particular the issue of three-dimensional teletherapy treatment planning,

the quantitative use of Computed Tomography, and models and methods for the

computation of dose distributions of clinical photon- and electron beams are

considered. A separate discussion of each of these items is presented:

Three-dimensional treatment planning (chapter 2).

Three-dimensional treatment planning is an issue which recently has gained

much interest among specialists. Especially the advances in computer

technology have created new possibilities for 3D analysis.

Computed Tomography (CT) is essential to 3D-planning. This diagnostic imaging

modality has created a breakthrough in one of the traditional problems of

treatment planning: the existing lack of an adequate representation of the

patient geometry in three dimensions.

In this thesis we have attempted to develop a generalized three-dimensional

approach to treatment planning, keeping in mind that it should be useful and

simple. The method is based upon a rigorous separation of the model

representation in four distinct parts: a patient-data representation for

treatment planning, the computation and representation of dose distributions,

the simulation of treatment beam set-ups, and visualization related aspects. A

formal representation of each of these items has been introduced, and their

mutual relationships have been established.

Evaluating the main topics of chapter 2 in more detail:

1. Patient data.

The patient representation used for the dose computations is obtained by

manipulating CT-images.

In order to represent the internal- and external topography of the patient

for the purpose of inhomogeneity corrections, a series of contiguous axial

CT-slices is converted into a 3D voxel-matrix representation.

We propose an exact method for ray-tracing computations through the voxel-

matrix distribution, which can be used for the purpose of inhomogeneity

corrections of both photon- and electron beams (addendum C). It is

numerically very efficient (±2 msec per trace, when implemented on a

normal 16 bit processor), and does not contain any approximation to the

path-length traversed through individual voxel-cells.
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Summarizing the main advantages of this approach: a) time consuming and

cumbersome organ outlining procedures for the purpose of inhomogeneity

correction can be avoided, b) the density information provided by a CT-

image can be used to its full extent, c) the computations required for the

inhomogeneity corrections can be executed with a satisfying numerical

efficiency.

2. Dose distributions.

A method is proposed which can be used to represent the dose distributions

of an individual treatment beam relative to any well defined geometrical

position in the patient or the treatment beam. It is considered a

generalization of the method for beam dose representations proposed by the

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU-24).

The method is meant to offer support to the optimization of the more

complicated 3D treatment beam configurations: by an appropriate choice for

the normalization point, the contribution in dose of the treatment beam to

that point is fixed, regardless of the beam set-up. This implies that only

restricted further adaptations -if any- are required with respect to beam

weighting. The method can therefore significantly improve the convergence

speed of an interactive optimization procedure.

3. Treatment beam set-up.

Our method for the simulation of a treatment beam set-up provides for the

possibility to use any free combination of any available treatment

machine- and table setting degrees of freedom. In conventional planning

practice this is usually not possible. One of the advantages of the

present approach is found in the fact that arbitrary (non-coplanair)

treatment beam set-ups can be made available. Limitations are not

determined so much by the model representation, but are caused by the

mechanical restrictions of a treatment machine and treatment table: any

physically possible treatment set-up can be simulated.

A. Visualization.

A method is evaluated which provides the possibility to visualize the dose

distribution, the location of a treatment beam, and patient anatomical

information in different cross-sections through the patient volume: in

transverse-, coronal-, and sagittal cross-sections and in oblique sections.
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In conclusion:

Our method is considered to provide a flexible approach to treatment planning.

This flexibility is especially important since more advanced 3D treatment beam

configurations can be simulated and evaluated.

Quantitative use of Computed Tomography (chapter 3).

CT-iraages can be used in treatment planning for diagnostic purposes, but can

also be used to represent the influence that the organs (inhomogeneities)

within the patient will have on the dose distribution. Several methods are

available for the latter purpose. The most commonly applied technique is based

upon automatic- or manual organ outlining on a CT-image. Explicit density

values are assigned to the contours identified in this way.

We have applied a different method: CT-images are automatically converted into

a representation which characterizes the radiation interaction properties of a

treatment beam. In this procedure X-ray attenuation data (viz. CT Hounsfield-

values) are translated into parameters characteristic of the interaction of

therapeutic beams (e.g. attenuation coefficients, stopping powers, etc.). The

procedure is based upon look-up tables, and employs a conversion which is

separated into two distinct steps: an experimental conversion and a

theoretical conversion. The first conversion incorporates all CT-scanner

dependent influences, while the latter conversion incorporates the radiation

interaction properties of the treatment beams.

The method is developed in such a way that the experimental conversion can be

obtained from a simple and straightforward measuring procedure (it defines the

phantom materials to be used and outlines a procedure for CT measurements). It

is applied as a routine protocol in the hospital. There is no need to acquire

insight into the theoretical backgrounds of photon- or electron beam interac-

tion processes, in order to obtain the experimental conversion data.

The theoretical conversion data need to be established only once: they are

derived and evaluated in this thesis, and are especially calibrated to apply

for biological tissues.

The advantage of the conversion method presented in this thesis can be

summarized as follows:

Firstly( the method is simple and accurate (±1% for soft tissues, and better

than 5% for the bone region).

Secondly, the conversion computations are numerically very efficient, since it

involves the use of look-up tables only (e.g. the window control tables of an

image processor can be used for high speed CT-data conversion).
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Thirdly, all parameters characteristic of photon- or H o e iron beam

interactions can be incorporated in the conversion with very little additional

computational effort.

The main limitation of the method outlined above is found in the fact that the

conversions are calibrated to apply for biological tissues. Dosimotrv tests

based upon measurements with phantom material;- vhich are not suliirientlv

representative for biological tissues may lead to ilosimetru errors which are

not negligible: the conversion data do not apply to those materials.

In the present study no consideration has been given to conversion errors

which a r e caused by inadequacies in scanner data (dec al i brat ion ellec-ts,

reconstruction artefacts, e t c . ) . These problems did not applv to the

applications for which we have evaluated the conver s i o n s . The influence on the

conversion d u e to variability in density and composition between different

samples of similar human tissues (consider a « e , health condition, e t c . ! has

also been excluded from the a n a l y s i s . Above mentioned topics should iorra the

subject of future investigations.

Dose computational models (chapter 4 and ri).

A variety of mo d e l s for photon- and electron beam dose (amputations has been

published over the last d e c a d e . T h e models range from p m e l v data-base driven

t e c h n i q u e s to the M o n t e C a r l o type of approach. Since treatment |>lana ing

should be applied in practice within reasonable time limits, the nunteiic.il

effort associated with an interactive optimization of a i! >se distribution

should be kept within limits. E.g. for Monte C a r l o techniques in be feasible

for treatment planning, the co m p u t a t i o n s associa'ed with it won!,I have to be

at least two or d e r s of mag n i t u d e faster. According!v Monte Carlo is out of the

question. In view of this, m o d e l s which are appropriate to interactive

treatment planning have to be relatively simple, and iherelore unavoidahl v

approximative.

Another requirement which is put forth regarding dose computat ional models

concerns the amount and type of beam data measurements which are needed to

calibrate a model. The number of combinations and perinatal ions in logard of

beam set-up can be extremely largo. As a result we must preclude over-reliance

of the computational models on dose measurements which are associated to these

numerous possibilities. The models discussed in this thesis make onlv restric-

ted use of dose measurements, They lire used to characterize the basic proper-

ties of the treatment beam only.
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Dose calculation models for photon beams (chapter 4).

In chapter 4.1 a computational technique is proposed which can be used for the

purpose of data reduction/expansion: characteristic beam data can be computed

from only a limited set of dose measurements. Special attention is paid to the

computation of beam-data of rectangular fields from measurements for square

fields, and to the influence of variation in focal distance.

Applications of the model can be found in several areas: for the expansion of

incomplete sets of dose measurements, for the generation of an extensive

catalogue of isodose charts, and as a beam data generator for use in

combination with matrix- or decrement-line dose models.

The model evaluated in chapter 4.2 is used for general photon beam treatment

planning. We have developed corrections which make the model applicable to all

major beam modifying attributes encountered in clinical practice (e.g. filters

asymmetric treatment beams, regularly- and irregularly shaped screening

blocks, etc.).

The computational model is based upon the well known principle of separating

the primary- and scatter dose component. Our adaptation of this technique is

based upon a subdivision of the treatment field in almost square mini-fields,

which are identified as scatter-sectors. The dose is computed from an

evaluation of the primary beam component, and a summation of the radiation

emanating from each individual scatter-sector. The size of the scatter-sectors

is choson so as to provide for an adequate compromise between numerical

efficiency and dosimetric accuracy.

In comparison to other methods which make use of scatter summation, the

presont procedure has the following advantages:

Firstly, the numerical effort associated to scatter summation is reduced

considerably. In comparison to methods which make use of circular scatter-

sector integration it can be up to five times faster (depending on the type

of application), while maintaining a comparable accuracy.

Secondly, the method can he used for the purpose of inhomogeneity correction.

The approach is found especially suitable to incorporate corrections for

imbalance in laterally directed scattering. However, it should be noted that

this type of coriection will still involve significant numerical effort.

Several examples have been presented, indicating the overall accuracy of the

model to be of the order of 3%, or 3 mm laterally (whichever is smallest).
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Dose calculation models for electron beams (chapter 5).

Recently a number of methods for computing dose distributions of clinical

electron beams has been published, which make use of the fermi-Eyges small

angle multiple scattering formalism. These models are based upon the

integration of a large number of elementary beams (so called pencil-beams).

The development of our model has followed identical lines and can be used to

compute dose distributions of an arbitrary shaped treatment field which is

incident to an inhomogeneous object (patient). We have focussed our attention

mainly on the development of simple numerical concepts regarding inhomogeneity

corrections. The method is based upon a correlation of the parameters

characterizing electron beam interactions in an inhomogeneous medium to those

of a reference medium (usually water). This approach is considered to provide

the following advantages.

Firstly, it is numerically efficient: only a very limited number of

computations are required for each inhomogeneous layer traversed by a pencil-

beam.

Secondly, the method can be used in combination with data obtained from

theoretical analysis of the spatial- and angular electron distribution

function in the reference medium, or can be used in combination with a spatial

distribution function obtained from experiments.

Apart from applications in inhomogeneity correction procedures, the method can

be used for the purpose of data reduction/expansion. A spatial spread

distribution, determined at a different energy or in a different phantom

material (e.g. lucite- or polystyrene phantoms), can be converted to apply for

the actual beam energy in an aqueous medium.

Comparison of computations with measured data indicates that the dosimetric

accuracy of the model is better than 5% for strongly non-homogeneous objects,

and of the order of 3% for normal situations. Since the computations are based

upon a correlation between the interaction characteristics of an electron

beam in the irradiated object and those of a reference configuration, it has

become possible to use reference data of an arbitrary origin: data can be

obtained from scattering theory, from Nonte Carlo analysis, or from

experiments. Future investigations should cover the possibility to use a

combination of theoretical- and experimental data for generating the most

accurate reference tabulations, e.g. by calibrating functional relationships

obtained from Monte Carlo nnalysis to data obtained from dose measurements.
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Summary

The therapeutic treatment of malignant diseases often involves the application

of (strongly) ionizing radiation to tumourous growths. In this thesis this

type of treatment is under consideration. More specifically methods and models

for the numerical simulation and dosimetric evaluation of radiation

treatments, where the radiation source is positioned outside the patient are

considered. Such a procedure is identified as teletherapy treatment planning.

It is attempted to find a useful compromise between two demands which are of

conflicting nature.

Firstly, it is essential that the intensity and localization of the radiation

dose to be applied to the patient should be established optimally and

accurately. In specific it should be possible to simulate the majority of the

treatment configurations encountered in clinical practice. The more one tries

to achieve this, the more it inevitably requires complicated and time-

consuming procedures.

Secondly, the numerical procedures required for the optimization of a

treatment plan should be simple and interactive, i.e. the time needed for the

computation of a dose distribution should be kept within limits.

The subjects discussed in this thesis can be subdivided into three main

categories:

a) Three-dimensional treatment planning.

A method is evaluated which can be used for the purpose of simulation and

optimization of dose distributions in three dimensions.

b) The use of Computed Tomography.

The use of patient information obtained from Computed Tomography * for the

purpose of dose computations is evaluated.

c) Dose computational models for photon- and electron beams.

Models are evaluated which provide information regarding the way in which

the radiation dose is distributed in the patient (viz. is absorbed and/or

dispersed).

Computed Tomography is a diagnostic imaging modality which in based on
X-ray transmission measurements.
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In chapter 1 a concise historical survey of the main developments in the field

of physics and technology of radiation therapy is given. Special attention is

paid to the advances in teletherapy treatment planning, and to the important

role that Computed Tomography plays in modern radiation therapy.

In chapter 2 a three-dimensional approach to treatment planning is evaluated.

It covers 3D-methods for representing the patient, the dose distributions, and

the beam-settings. The method is based upon a patient anatomical

representation which is obtained from Computed Tomography (CT).

We propose a method which can be used to represent the dose distribution of an

individual treatment beam relative to any well defined geometrical position

within the patient or the treatment beam. This approach supports the

interactive optimization of the more complicated 3D treatment beam

configurations.

A simulation procedure for the set-up of a treatment beam is developed which

allows the possibility to specify all commonly available treatment machine

and treatment table settings. This implies that any arbitrary 3D set-up of a

treatment beam can be simulated (as long as its position does not violate the

mechanical restrictions of the treatment machine or table).

In chapter 3 a new method is presented, which can be used to convert the data

contained in a CT-image (viz. X-ray attenuation data) to parameters which can

be used for the dose computation of therapeutic photon- and electron beams

(viz. attenuation coefficients, stopping powers, etc.).

The conversion is based upon a two step procedure:

The first step is identified as the experimental conversion. The CT-data

obtained from a number of tissue equivalent substitutes are correlated with

their electron densities relative to water. The substitute materials

characterize the interaction strength of X-ray beams with human tissues. They

have been selected by means of a tissue characterization method which is

derived from the Jackson model of X-ray interactions.

In the second step, the theoretical conversion, the relative electron density

1B correlated with parameters which characterize the interaction processes of

photon- and electron beams in the MeV energy range with matter. This

conversion is independent of CT-scanning, and is especially calibrated to

apply to biological tissues. We have derived a wide range of theoretical

conversion data.
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In chapter 4.1 a simple calculation technique is presented which can be used

to generate a complete set of characteristic beam data from only a restricted

set of dose measurements. In this way extensive measuring effort can be

avoided. Special attention is paid to the computation of beam-profiles.

Several examples are presented. The overall accuracy of the model for beam-

profiles is found to be of the order of 2%. The spatial error varies between 1

and 3 mm, and is determined by the number of reference measurements

incorporated in the analysis.

A computational model for determining dose distributions of therapeutic photon

beams is presented in chapter 4.2. The method proposed is based upon the

subdivision of a treatment beam in a number of elementary sectors, where the

dose is computed by summing the radiation emanating from these sectors. The

model can be used to compute the dose of overflattened- and asymmetric

treatment beams, of treatment beams with screening filters (2D and 3D), and of

beams in which irregularly- or regularly shaped screening blocks are used.

For the computation of the influence which patient internal inhomogeneities

have on the distribution of absorbed dose, a number of methods of varying

sophistication have been evaluated. We have developed a method from which the

effect of non-equilibrium in laterally directed scattering can be computed.

An accuracy analysis of the method has been employed by comparing the

calculations with the measured dose distributions of Co-60 treatment beams.

The overall correspondence is found to be of the order of 3% of central-ray

dose maximum or 3 mm laterally (whichever is smallest).

In chapter 5 a numerically efficient model is presented which can be used for

the computation of dose distributions of therapeutic electron beams in an

inhomogeneous object (i.e. the patient).

The model is based upon the integration of mono-energetic elementary beams (so

called pencil-beams). An inhomogeneity correction procedure has been developed

which is based upon a correlation of the data which characterize the

interactions of an electron beam in the patient to data in a reference

configuration. As regards the influence of electron scattering, two

alternatives are evaluated: a) a method which is based upon the computation of

the spatial- and angular distribution properties of the pencil-beams, where

the distribution functions are computed from theory, b) a method which

incorporates the spatial distribution properties of the pencil-beams only,

where this distribution function is obtained from experiments.

The different methods have been compared with dose measurements for an
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inhomogeneous test phantom. The results indicate an overall correspondence

between pencil-beam computations and measurements which is generally better

than 3% for normal situations, and 5% for strongly non-homogeneous objects.

In chapter 6 the main aspects of the analysis presented in this thesis are

reviewed.
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Samenvatting

Bij ongeveer één derde van de therapeutische behandelingen van kanker wordt

gebruik gemaakt van hoog-ionizerende straling.

Aan een van de aspecten van deze behandelingswijze wordt in dit proefschrift

aandacht besteed, namelijk aan de fysisch-mathematische modelvorming van

bestralingsplanning. Het gaat hierbij om een methodiek die wordt gebruikt

voor de numerieke simulatie van bestralingsinstellingen en de analyse van de

daarbij behorende dosisverdeling in de patiënt. Door in de simulatie-

procedure de bundelinstellingen systematisch te variëren kan de dosis-

verdeling worden geoptimaliseerd. Op deze wijze kan de voor de patiënt

meest adequate bestralingsinstelling worden bepaald. In dit proefschrift

hebben wij ons beperkt tot de analyse van modellen voor planning ten behoeve

van teietherapie-bestralingen (dit zijn behandelingen waarbij de stralings-

bron buiten de patiënt is opgesteld).

Bij de in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde modellen is gestreefd naar een

compromis tussen twee tegengestelde eisen.

Ten eerste is het essentieel dat de intensiteit en verdeling van de

stralingsdosis in de patiënt zo goed mogelijk wordt voorspeld. Hierbij

mag geen beperking worden opgelegd aan de mogelijkheid om bij de specificatie

van de bundelconfiguraties alle belangrijke bestralingsinstellingen te

betrekken. Dit betekent echter wel dat een complexe en vaak rekenintensieve

fysisch-mathematische modelvorming nodig is.

Ten tweede moeten de numerieke modellen zoals die worden gebruikt voor het

berekenen van dosiswaarden, een soepele en snelle dialoog met de computer

mogelijk maken. Dit betekent dat de tijd die nodig is voor het berekenen

van de dosisverdeling in de patiënt, beperkt moet blijven.

De onderwerpen die in dit proefschrift aan de orde komen, kunnen in drie

categorieën worden opgedeeld:

a) Driedimensionale bestralingsplanning.

Technieken die voor een driedimensionale analyse en optimalisatie van

bestralingsconfiguraties kunnen worden gebruikt, worden beschreven.

b) liet kwantitatieve gebruik van Computed Tomography.

Er wordt een methode beschreven voor het berekenen van dosisverdelingen

op basis van de door middel van Computed Tomography (CT) verkregen beeld-

informatie (Computed Tomography is een diagnostische beeldvormingsmelhode;

deze is gehaseerd op gegevens ontleend min metingen van de verzwakking
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van Röntgen-straling in de patient),

c) Bestralingsmodellen voor het berekenen van dosisverdelingen.

Aandacht wordt besteed aan modellen waarmee informatie kan worden verkregen

over de wijze waarop de stralingsdosis binnen de patiënt is verdeeld. Het

betreft hier modellen voor zowel fotonen- als elektronenbundels.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een overzicht gegeven van een aantal belangrijke

ontwikkelingen op het gebied van de fysica en technologie van de

radiotherapie. We analyseren een aantal aspecten van de bestralingsplanning,

waarbij met name de belangrijke rol wordt belicht die Computed Tomography

speelt in de huidige radiotherapie.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een drie-dimensionale methode voor bestralingsplanning

geanalyseerd. We besteden aandacht aan: 3D methodes voor het weergeven van de

patiëntengeometrie, van dosisverdelingen en van bundelinstellingen. De

gebruikte methode is gebaseerd op een weergave van de anatomie van de

patiënt, zoals die wordt verkregen door middel van CT.

Een methode is ontwikkeld waarmee de dosisverdeling ten opzichte van een

willekeurige goed gedefinieerde positie binnen de patient of stralingsbundel

kan worden beschreven. Deze aanpak is speciaal geschikt als hulpmiddel bij de

optimalisatie van bestralingen waarbij meer dan één bundel wordt gebruikt.

Tevens is een methode ontwikkeld, die kan worden gebruikt om door specificatie

van de diverse instel-vrijheidsgraden van de bestralingsmachine een bestra-

lingsbundel-instelling te simuleren. Samen met de mogelijkheid om de dosis-

verdeling in willekeurige schuine doorsneden door het aangestraalde patiënten-

volume te analyseren stelt deze techniek ons in staat om complexe 3D-bestra-

lingsconfiguraties te evalueren.

.In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een methode ontwikkeld die kan worden gebruikt om de uit

CT verkregen beeldinformatie om te zetten in parameters die kunnen worden

gebruikt om de stralingsdosis van therapeutische fotonen- en elektronen-

bundels in de patiënt te bepalen.

De methode is gebaseerd op een conversie in twee stappen:

De eerste stap noemen we de experimentele conversie. Deze conversie beschrijft

de relatie tussen gemeten CT-getallen en de elektronendichtheid. Zij wordt

bepaald uit CT-metingen voor een aantal materialen, die met betrekking tot

hun strallngsinteractie-eigenschappen identiek zijn aan biologische weefsels.

De tweede converslestap, do theoretische conversie, correleert de elektronen
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dichtheid van biologische weefsels met de parameters die karakteristiek zijn

voor de stralingsinteractie van therapeutische fotonen- of elektronen-

bundels. De theoretische conversie is onafhankelijk van de gekozen instelling

van de CT-scanner. De voor de diverse toepassingen bruikbare conversies zijn

in hoofdstuk 3.3.3 en 3.4.2 samengevat.

In hoofdstuk 4.1 beschrijven we een eenvoudige rekenmethode die kan worden

gebruikt om karakteristieke bundelgegevens (dieptedosis- en profiel-

distributiefuncties) te bepalen uit slechts een zeer beperkt aantal bundel

metingen. Met name wordt aan het berekenen van bundelprofielen aandacht

besteed. De gemiddelde nauwkeurigheid waarmee het model de profielen weergeeft

is ongeveer 2%. De onnauwkeurigheid in ruimtelijke afmeting ligt in de buurt

van 1 - 3 mm. Deze spreiding hangt af van het aantal referentiemetingen dat

bij de berekening is gebruikt.

In hoofdstuk 4.2 wordt een model weergegeven dat kan worden gebruikt voor het

berekenen van dosisverdelingen van therapeutische fotonenbundels. De methode

is gebaseerd op een onderverdeling van de bestralingsbundel in een aantal

(nagenoeg) vierkante sectoren. De dosisverdeling wordt bepaald door de

primaire dosis te sommeren met de bijdrage in strooistraling van de

verschillende sectoren.

Er wordt aandacht besteed aan de modelvorming voor bundelconfiguraties waarin

wig-filters, danwei regelmatige of onregelmatige afschermblokken zijn opge-

nomen. Tevens kan het model worden gebruikt om de dosisverdeling van een

asymmetrische bestralingsbundel te bepalen.

Verscheidene methodes worden besproken die dienen om de invloed van inhomogeni-

teiten in de patiënt (long, bot, enz.) op de dosisverdeling te kunnen

bepalen. Daarnaast is een methode ontwikkeld waarmee het effect van de

zijwaartse verstrooiing in de bestralingsbundel met verhoogde nauwkeurig-

heid kan worden bepaald.

Een analyse van de nauwkeurigheid van het model is verkregen door metingen

voor een Co-60 bestrallngsbundel te vergelijken met berekende gegevens. De

resulterende nauwkeurigheid is in het algemeen beter dan 3% of 3 mm

spatiëel.

In hoofdstuk 5 Is cen numeriek efficiënt model ontwikkeld dat kan worden

gebruikt voor hot berekenen van dosisverdelingen van therapeutische elektioncn

bündeln in een inhomogeen voorwerp (patiënt). De methode is gebaseerd op de

anal yne vnn de dosiavcrdeling vuur een «root ar al mono-energetIschc
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elementaire bundels (de zgn. pencil-beams). De wisselwerk ÏDR ii.el het weefsel

wordt voor iedere pencil-beam apart in beschouwing genomen. Hierin j wordt

gebruik gemaakt van een techniek die de wisselwerking van de bundel met hel

weefsel correleert aan die van een referentie-instelling.

Wat betreft de verstrooiing eigenschappen van de elektronen /i jn twee

benaderingen in beschouwing genomen: a) een methode die is gelmseerd op

theoretische verdelingsfuncties, b) een methode die is gebaseeid op experimen-

teel bepaalde waarden.

De berekeningen voor beide benaderingen zijn vergeleken nel metingen. Voor

bestralingen in min of meer homogene gebieden /i jn de veis<hillen in het

a l g e m e e n niet groter dan 3% en in sterk n i e t - h o m o g e n e gebieden niei grotet

dan 5%,

In h o o f d s t u k 6 wordt een a l g e m e e n overzicht v.m de in dit ;>roel si hr 111

gepresenteerde analyse gegeven.
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Addendum A: General functions in Y-rav dosimetry

In this addendum a number of functions generally applicable to photon beam

dose computations are summarized. In general these functions are invariant to

one or more machine geometrical degrees of freedom or patient set-up parameters.

Tissue Maximum Ratio

The Tissue Maximum Ratio (TMR) is by definition the ratio of the dose at a

point x. in the irradiated object, and the dose at the same point at a depth

which is identical to the depth of dose maximum |1|. For a beam of focal

distance f, a fieldsize a x at depth z, and associated depth dx, the expression

for the TMR-function reads:

(adA.l) T(a ,d ) = P'(x,<t>,K)
-x x

f + z

f +d

B(a
mB(a )

m —x

In this expression P'(JC,(JI,K) is a relative distribution function representing

the distribution of absorbed dose relative to the dose at the position of the

central-ray dose maximum (i.e. P'(x.m<$<
K) = 1» note the difference with

PCi-^i^). which is the distribution function relative to the dose maximum of

the reference set-up). The variable 4 represents the beam geometrical set-up in

terms of source-skin distance and surface fieldsize, i.e. <t> = ij>(.. .,f ,£,..).

For further details on the notation used to represent P1 we refer to section

2.4.

The function BCa^/BCa^) reprfc.-ents the ratio of backscatter factors for a

field a_m at depth of dose maximum and the field a_x> where a, =

((f+ty/Cf+z))^; see fig. adA.l.

The TMR-function can be considered to be independent of focal distance

(typical precision +IZ over a range of 20 cm). TMR-functions are generally

computed from depth-dose data measured at the central-ray of a treatment beam

in reference set-up, i.e. for x_ • (o,0,o<«<»), <J>r • <t>(.. .,f r,a r,..).

Scatter Maximum Ratio

The Scatter Maximum Ratio (SMR) is defined as the ratio of scattered dose at a

given point in the Irradiated object to the effective primary dose at the same

point, at depth of dose maximum | ] | . For a point £ tho SMR-function 1B defined

by.



Fig. adA.l - The definition of the different
beam geometrical parameters, as used with the
analysis of this section.

(adA.2) S(a ,d ) = T(a ,d ) B(a ) - T(O,d )—x x —x x —x 2S

where, 2 = (0,0) is the treatment field of zero surface dimension.

Tho transversal distribution function

The transversal distribution function, also identified ns off-axis or off-

center ratio function, is defined as the ratio of the absorbed dose at a given

off-axis point and the absorbed dose at the beam central-ray for identical •/.-

value. So, by definition:

P<x=(x,y,z),iJ),iO P(x,4>,K)
) P. <x,*.K> =

t = P(x=(O,O,?.),it),K) Pz(x,(t>,K)

whoro \(/.,<>,<) in tho contrnl-rny dopth-dosc distribution function. After

componfmtion for bonm divergence tho nhnpe of Pfc (JC,4>(K) is still n function of

depth due to tho variation in scattering intensity with depth.
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The primary transversal distribution function

The primary transversal distribution function is defined as the ratio of the

primary dose to the arbitrary point jt, and the primary dose at the beam

central- -ay for identical z-value:

P(x=(x.y,z).<J>) _ PU.dO
(adA.4) P (x,<J>) = 7-= = ::

t ~ P(x=(O,O,z),<t>) P(x,<t>)
— z ••

In this expression the index "*" identifies primary dose values.

For those situations in which the primary transversal distribution function

fulfills simple geometrical projection rules, it is advantageous to express

eq. (adA.4) in terms of beam divergence parameters:

(adA.5) P\ <x,4>) = P (6 ,Q)
t — t -Tt ~

In this expression 6^ is defined in fig. adA.l, and Q represents the beam

aperture.
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Addendum B: Geometrical relations in 3D-space

In this addendum we present a set of expressions which can be used for

geometrical analysis in 3D-space.

The following geometrical relations are considered:

point

line

plane

point

A

B

C

line

D

E

plane

F

A - Geometrical relation between two points

A

Fig. adB.l - Geometrical
relation between two points.

The distance between the arbitrary positions A and B is given by:

(adB.l) |d| = i£.s) - /rls1+ ras2 + r3s3'

B - Geometrical relation between a point and a line

The normal-equation of line L is given by:

(adB.2) (r - p) x a = 0

The parameter representation of a plane through point A which is perpendicular

to the line L is given by:
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Fig. adB.2 - Geometrical
relation between a point
and a line.

Taking the vector-product of eq. (adB.2) with a_ gives:

(adB.4) ((r - p) x a) x a = a ((r - p) . a) - (r - p) (a . a) = 0

Substituting eq. (adB.3) into eq. (adB.4) results in the following expression

for the position of point B:

(q - p) . a_
(adB.5) r = p + — a

(a. a)

The vector between A and B is given by:

(s . a)
(adB.6) q - r = ŝ

(a. a)

where s_ - (j_ - _p_.

The distance between both points, |d|, can be computed from this expression by

taking the scalar-product of eq. (adB.6) with itself. This results in:

(adB.7)

Note: when.

(adB.8) 0 S
(q - p) . a

(a .a)

the point B is positioned on the vector a.
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C - Geometrical relation between a point and a plane

Fig. adB.3 - Geometrical
relation between a point
and a plane.

The normal-equation of plane V is given by:

(adB.9) (r - p) . n = 0

with n_ = s_ x t_. The parameter representation of a line through point A

perpendicular to the plane V is given by:

(adB.10) (r. - q) x n = 0

Taking the vector-product of eq. (adB.10) with 11 gives:

(adB.ll) ((r - q) x nj x n = E.((£ - q) . n) - (£ - q> <» - S> = fi

Substitution of eq. (adB.9) into eq. (adB.ll) results in the following

expression for the position of point B:

(p - q) .n
(adB.12) £ = q + n

(n . n_)

The vector between A and B is given by:

(q - p) . n
(adB.13) q - r = n

(n . n)

The distance between both points, |d|, can be computed from this expression by

taking the scalar-product of eq. (adB.13) with itself. This results in:
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(b.n) .
(adB.14) |d| = ( y £ 0

(n . n)

where _b = j> ~ SL-

D - Geometrical relation between two lines

Fig. adB.4 - Geometrical
relation between two lines.

The parameter representation of line L-̂  is given by:

(adB.15) r = p + Aa

The parameter representation of line L 2 is given by:

(adB.16) r = q + lib

The parameter representation of line S, being perpendicular to both Lj and L2,

can be written as:

(adB.17) r = p + Aa + V(a x b)

The parameter representation of the line S must fulfill the condition:

(adB.18) £ + Aa + v(a x b) = q + lib

Elimination of A, v, and u from eq. (adB.15) - (adB.18) results in an

expression for the position of the points A and B (which are the points of

intersection between S and L^, I>2):
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((q - p) x b) . (a x b)

£1 = P +

(adB.19)

p + a
(a x b) . (a x h)

((q - p) x a) . (a_ x b)
r2 = q + — — = b

(a_ x b) . (â  x b)

This expression can be rearranged to read:

({q - p) . a) (b . b) - ((q - p) . b) (a . b)

Li = £

(adB.20)

(a. a) (b. b) - (a . b) 2

((q - p) . b) (a . a) - ((a - p) . a) (a . b)
r, = q + b

(a . a) (b . b) - (a . b) a

When a_ x b̂  = (3, the lines L1 and L 2 are parallel, and nc unique shortest

distance can be determined.

Note: eq. (adB.19) can be rearranged to give:

x_! = r_2 + V (â  x b)

(adB.21) (q - p) . (a x b)
V = ~

(a x b) . (a x b)

The points A, B will coincide when j>_. («i x b) = o_.(§_ x _b).

E - Geometrical relation between a line and a plane

The normal equation of plane V is given by:

(adB.22) (r - p) . n = 0

with n_ = ŝ  x t̂ . The normal equation of line L is given by:

(adB.23) (r - q) x a = 0

Taking the vector-product of eq. (adB.23) with n̂  gives:

(adB.24) ((r - q) x a) x n = a ((r - q) . n) - (r - q) (a . n) = 0

Substitution of eq. (adB.22) into eq. (adB.24) results in the following

expression for the position of point A:
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Fig. adB.5 - Geometrical
relation between a line
and a plane.

(ad.B25) r = q +
(p - q) . n

(a . n)

When a^£ = 0, line L is parallel to plane V, and no point of intersection can

be found.

Note: when,

(p - q) . n
(adB.26) 0 S 1

(a . n)

the point A is positioned on the vector a_.

F - Geometrical relation between two planes

The normal-equation of the plane V is given by:

(adB.27) (r - p) . m = 0

with n = u it ̂ .

The normal-equation of the plane W is given by:

(adB.28) U - q) . n = 0

with n. = s. x *L-
The parameter representation of a line L, being the line of intersection

between the planes V and W, is given by:

(adB.29) x = r + Aa
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Fig. adB.6 - Geometrical
relation between two planes.

The direction vector of line L can be represented by:

(adB.30) a = n x m

The normal-equation of a line through point A, which is perpendicular to line

L, is given by:

(adB.31) (r - p) x (a x m) = 0

Taking the vector-product of eq. (adB.31) with n̂  gives:

((£ - p) x (a_ x m)) x n = (a x m) ((r - p) .n)

- (r - p) [(a x m) . n) = 0
(adB.32)

Substitution of eq. (adB.28) into eq. (adB.32) results in the following

expression for the position of point B:

(q - p) . n
r = p + (a x m)

(adB.33)

(a x m) . n

(q - p) . n

(n . m) - (n . n) (m . m)
(a x m)

When (a_ x in)..n = 0, both planes are parallel and no line of intersection can

be found.
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Addendum C - An exact path-length computation technique

In this addendum we present a numerically efficient algorithm which can be

used to compute the path-length of a fan-ray through a 3D voxel-matrix *. The

method is numerically exact, i.e. no approximations will be used in order to

compute the distance traversed through an individual voxel-cell.

The method is demonstrated for the computation of the radiological depth. Only

minor adaptations will be required to make the method applicable to slab-layer

inhomogeneity corrections (see also appendix 2A).

The 3D voxel-matrix

The voxel-matrix is a three-dimensional block of elementary cells, which are

equidistant in the x- and y-direction, but are not necessarily equidistant in

the z-direction. The individual voxels in respectively the x-, y- and z-

direction are identified by the indices i,j,k, where i = 1 • imax' J
 = *

Jmax a n d k = 1 •"kmaxS s e e f i 8 -

i+2
Fig. adc.l - A three-dimensional
voxel-matrix with an equidistant
spacing in the x-, and y-direction.
and a variable spacing in the
z-direction. "Hie position of the
first voxel- cell is identified
b v im-

For simplicity of notation the method is expressed in terms of an
orthonormal coordinate-system e* = (ejj, ey, ê .) (c.f. section 2.2, 2.3,
where the voxel-matrix is expressed in terms of the patient coordinate-
system e p s M e p ^ ep2. Sp3)).
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Fig. adC2 - Illustration of the computational technique
for an equidistant voxel-matrix.
The method is demonstrated for a two-dimensional case in
order to simplify the interpretation of the figure.

The parameter representation of the grid-boundaries is given by:

x. = (i-l)Ax + x
i m

(adC.l) y. =

k-1

where Ax, Ay, Azk, represent the dimension of an individual voxel.

The position x m
 =(x

m»
T
m>

z
m) represents the origin of the voxel-matrix (fig.

adC.l), and P i jj^ k represents the contents of the voxel-cell i,j,k.

Method

Consider the situation presented in fig. adC.2. We want to determine the

radiological depth along fan-ray S, between x^ and x 2̂. The latter is

considered to be positioned outside the voxel-matrix. This implies that a ray-

tracing up to the edge of the voxel-matrix is required.
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Our method makes use of the fixed distance between succeeding grid boundaries

along S in the different coordinate-directions. Referring to fig. adC.2, these

distances are given by:

Ax
R = Ax . (R/|L

|x2-:

Ay
(adC.2) b = R E Ay . (R/|L I

i i y
|y2-yil y

R E AV(R/|L|)

where:

(adC.3) R = / (x2 - x x )
z + (y2 -yi)

2 + (z2 - z x)
2

By evaluating the sequence of intersection of S with the individual x-, y- and

z-grid boundaries, it is possible to determine the radiological depth. This

procedure will be demonstrated with the aid of the example of fig. adC.2.

Consider the distance of x.i to an arbitrary grid-boundary to be given by d0;

the distance to the first next x—bounding is given by dx, and the distance to

the first next y— and z-boundary is given by d and d2 respectively. In the

example of fig. adC.2, dx < dy A dx < dz. In this case the contribution to the

radiological depth of the cell (i+1, j, k) is given by:

(adC.4) l i + 1 > j, k = li+1,j+1,k
 + Pi+l.j.k-(

min(dx-<Vdz) ' d o )

Before computing the contribution to the radiological depth from the voxel-

cell traversed next, d0 and the x—direction parameters need to be adapted

according to:

d o= dx

(adC.5) d = d + ax x
i = i + i .

step

where i s t e p = +1.

Computations according to eq. (adC.4) can be repeated for the following voxel-

cells along the fan-ray until one of the six grid-boundaries is reached. After

each new cycle the appropriate x-, y- or z-direction parameters are adapted in

accordance to the example of eq. (adC.5).
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The above method of determining the radiological depth is found extremely

advantageous: the path-length through each cell can simply be determined from

the difference between two distances (d0 and dx in the example of fig. adC.2).

Such an approach is several orders of magnitude faster than methods which

compute the exact radiological depth from the root mean square of the

intersections with the grid-boundaries.

Initialization of the calculation technique

In order to determine the correct starting values for the computational

process, the distance from x.i to the first voxel-boundary has to be

determined. In addition to this it is necessary to determine the increment

values of the voxel—index (either +1 or - 1 ) , and the appropriate raster

boundary values.

The x-t y-index of the first voxel-cell (= voxel in which x.i is considered to

be positioned) can be computed from simple integer division:

io = (x - x ) :/Ax + 1
m

(adc.6)
jo = (y -y m) :/Ay + 1

The z-index, defined by k0, can be computed from successive subtraction:

ko = 1

h = zo - z
m

while h > Az do
(adC.7) ^ * .

h = h - Az

k0 = k0 + 1

end

The voxel-boundary values, the increment step, and the initial distance of x_x

to the first grid boundary, are dependent of the position of x7.

Consider a situation where:

(adC.8) L = xj - xi > 0

The raster-boundary in the x-direction is given by imax . and the index

increment step istep = +1- ^ e position of the first x-direction raster
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boundary that will be intersected in the x-direction is given by:

(adC.9) xo = io Ax + x
m

and the distance of x.i to this boundary is determined by:

(adC.10) d = (x 0-XI

When Lx < 0 then:

(adC.ll) x0 = (io-l)&x + x
m

and the increment of the i-index on passing a voxel-boundary J.S given by

= -1. The computation of dx from eq. (adC.10) is still valid.

The computation of y<j and dy is similar to that of xo and dx. For the

computation of zo and d2 the non-equidistant characteristics of the z-

direction voxel-boundaries need to be considered. When L z = (z2 - zx) < 0 then

ko is determined from eq. (adC.7), and dz is given by:

(adC.12) d = h.(R/|L |)

and for L, > 0:

(adC.13) d = (Az. -h).(R/|L I)
2 k0 ' z1

When L XV L y V L z = 0, the fan-ray will be almost parallel to the

corresponding grid-boundary, and the values for dx, dy or dz can be set to an

arbitrary large value.

Computation nucleus

The computation technique is based on the determination of the distance

between x_x
 an<^ the first new raster—boundary to be intersected (fig. adC-2).

Four parameters are required in order to determine this value:

d0 - the distance from x^ to last intersected boundary

dx - the distance from x^ to first new x-boundary

dy - the distance from x_x to first new y-boundary

d2 - the distance from x^ to first new z-boundary

When d x < d y A d x S d z , the increment of the radiological depth through the

cell (i, j, k) is given by:
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(adC.14) 1 . - 1 + p (d - do)

The values for d0, dx and i need to be initialized in order to compute the

radiological depth in the next voxel-cell:

do = dx

(adC.15) d = d +a
x x
i = i + i

step

where i s t e p = 1 or -1 depending on the value of Lx.

When d < dx A d £ dz, an identical procedure has to be applied for d0, dy

and j. When dz < dx A dz % dy, the radiological depth can be computed from the

dz-analogue of eq. (adC.14). However, for the computation of the new dz-value

the non-equidistant characteristics of the voxel-matrix in the z-direction has

to be taken into account:

k = k+k
(adC.16)

d z = ^

The cyclus of testing on minimum distance, incrementing do, incrementing the

corresponding raster-indices, and incrementing the corresponding dx-, dv-, or

d2—values, is repeated until either the i—, j-, or k-index exceeds the minimum

or maximum raster-boundary value associated to this direction.

Note: recently a method based upon principles similar to those outlined above

has been published by Siddon |1|.
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